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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH ~ I C I I A L  DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OR BA41CTVOCK 
JOHN I). ADAMSON, individually, and in ) 
his capacity as Perscmal Representative 1 
of The Estate of JOHN H. ADAMS, ) CASE NO. C"V-C)6-3166-OG 
1 
Plaintiff, ) PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL 
) BRIEF REGARDKNG CONDITION 
YS. ) PRECEDENT RULE 
1 
FfMC Corporation individually and on ) 
behalf of its former Coffm Turbo Pump ) 
Operation and former Peerless Pump, 1 
Chicago Pump and Link-Belt Business; 1 
et a]., 1 
1 
Defendants. 1 
COMES NOW, Plaintiff, John D. Admson, individually and in Zlis capaciq as Personal. 
Representative of The Estate of Jolm H. Adams, in the above-entitled and numbered cause, and 
1, PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF REGARDING CONDITION PRECEDENT RULE 
dY17  
at the request of this Court files this Plain~fPs Supplententd Brief Regadjng the Condition 
Precdmt Rulc, md s u b ~ t s  unto fhe court the following: 
Thrs is a lawsuit brou&t by PIaintiR, S o h  D. Adason ,  in&vidually and in his capacity 
as Pmonsl Representative of The Estate of John H. Adms, agGnst the mmufacbrers of 
asbestos containing products which Mr. Adms worked with, and around or was exposed to for 
most of h s  life. As a result of exposure to asbestos, Mr. A d m s  was dragoscd with 
92 mesothelima, a rare cancer of the lining of the lung on or about March 6, 2002. Tltere i s  no 
known trsamcnt or cure for mesothel~orna and the only proven cause of Ihe disease m the United 
States is exposure to asbestos fibers. Mr. Aclsms died &om t h s  devastating disease on July 20, 
2004. 
Tbe decedent's heirs filed the above-captioned lawsuit on or about July 18, 2006. 
However, the decedent originally filed his pmonal injury action bdore 1.11s death in the Circuit 
C o w  of Bolivar Countyy Mississippi in April 3, 2002 and in the Superior Court of Fulton 
County, Georgia on Au~;ust 5,2004. 
The case is presently before the Cam? on the motion of Defendant Sterling Fluid Systems 
(hereinafter "Sterling") for s m a r y  judgment. For the reasons contained herein, Defadanl; 
Sterling's Motion for Smmasy Judment is due to be denied. 
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 
IVhethex. a mongfil death claim acmes on the date of death of the decedent or on the f ~ s t  date 
its decedent obtained objective medical proof of an agbestos-related injury? 
A Y !,&" 
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ARGUMENT 
I, Lard Campbell" Act 
The case law i s  clear that Idaho's mongfil death statute was madclcd after Lord 
Capbell 's  Act. & Sprouse v. Mayee, 46 Idaho 622 (I 928). Lord Campbell" Act states: 
Lord Campbell's Act: An Act h r  cmpmsating the Fmilies of 
Persons killed by Accidents. 26th August 1846: 
m-ereas ~10 Acl2r0~1 at Law is now mainlainable a.puirzs? ca Person 
Mtho bv his wrongid1 Act, Neglect, or Default may have caused the 
Death of another Perfon, and it is ofimtimes right and expedient 
that the Wrongdoer In such Gasc should bc answerable in Dmages 
for the Injury so caused by him: Be it therefore enacted by t l~e  
Queen's most Excellent Majesty, by and witb the Adwce and 
Consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and Cornmons, in 
this present Pxliament assembled, and by the Authority of the 
same, That whensoever the Death of a Person shall be causcd by 
wron&l Act, Neglect, or Default, and the ,4ct, Neglect, or Default 
is such as would (if Death had not ensued) have entitled the Party 
Injured to maintain an action and recover Damages in rcspcct 
thereof, then and in every such Case the Person who would have 
been liable if Death had not msued shall be liable to an Action for 
Damages, n n t ~ & s m d i n g  the Death of the person injured, and 
althoub the Death shall have been caused under such 
Cirwstances as amount in Law 'to Felony. 
11. And be it enacted, That every such Action shall be for the 
benefit of the Wife, Husbmd, Parent, and Child of the person 
whose Death shd1 have been so caused, and shall bc brou&t by 
and in the N m e  of the Eixecutor or Adminiskatm of the Person 
deceased; and in every such Action the Jury may give such 
Damages as they may thjnk proportioned to the Injury resulting 
5on1 suclt Death to the parties respectively for whom and for 
whose Benefit such Action shall be brought; and the Amount so 
recovered, after deducting the Costs not recovered kom the 
Defendant, shall be divided amongst the before-xxxentioned Pastles 
in such Shares as the Jury by thcir Verdict sh~ l l  find and direct. 
111. Provided always, and be it enacted, That not more tban One 
Action shall lie for and in respect of the same Subject Matter of 
Complaint, and that e.tre;ry SLE& Action shall be commenced within 
Twelve Calendar Months after the Drat11 of such deceased Person. 
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IV. h d  be it enacted, That in GverJI such Action the plaintiff OM 
the Record shall be required, tog&er with &the Declaration, to 
deliver to the Defmdmt or his Attorney a f i l l  PdicuZar of t l~e  
Person or Pmons for whom and on lvhose: Behdf such Acdon 
shdl be brou&t, md of the Name of the CI&m in respect of 
which Dmages shall be sou&t to be recovered. 
, 117 Idaho 1038, 1040 (1990) (citing 9 & 10 Vict,, cb. 93, 
pp. 53 1-532 (as quoted in BucMey v. Chadwick, 45 Cal.2d 1 83,288 P.2d 12, 16, note 1 (1 955))). 
P The Idaho legislature, dating from the time of 46 Idaho 622, 269 P. 
I' d 
V 9  
c, 
d 993 (1 928), tl~rough the present, has been and conGnues to be aware of this Cou13's interpreht~on 
md application of 1.C. 5 5-31 1, which sets forth the 4bllo~ng: 
When the &nth o f  a ~ e r s o ~  is caused f?y the wvongfi~l act or 
neglect of a~tother, his or Am-heirs or  personal t.e~resentativa orz 
theiv behalf mav maifi:ntain a n  action for dumaaes ugain,st the 
person causiraa the death, or in csse of the death of such 
wrongdoer, against the personal representative of such wrongdoer, 
whether the wrongdoer dies before or after the death of the person 
injured. If my other person is responsible for any such wrongh1 
act or neglect, the action may a.lso bc maintained against S U C ~  other 
person, or in case of his or her death, his or her personal 
represmtatives. In every action under this scction, such damges 
may be gven as mder dl the circmstances of the case as may be 
just. 
Defendant argues that Lord. Campbell's Act states that recovery is possible only whae 
the defmdaat "kould have been liable if Death had not ensued" thereby somel~ow assmhg that 
the Act only allows recovery by the decedent's heirs for wrongfkl death if tb.e claim is such. as 
would have entitled the decedent to have successfully maintained and action for the underlying 
wron&l act. However, implicit i,n the codification of a wrongfbl death ncti.on is the notion that 
a claim sounding in wongful. death does not come into being until th.e death of the deceased. 
generallv Chavman, supra. 
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The conhfusian &at is present in the case law derives &om cases calling a wrongkl death 
claim both """dvatJvem and ' kqaa te  md distinct," but the two classifications are not at odds. 
Rucorn v. Shews Lmber  Products hc., '1 07 Idaho 389 (1984). 1 is possible to 
hmonize the cmc law and a d  the confision because the defmse of statute of IimitatJons is 
promdural rather t h n  substantive. 
Wile no Idaho court has ad&cssed the right to bring a w~oagfil death a d o n  this way, 
many other states have precisely done so. As such, a review of other state's decisions is 
" important because the majority of courts whose wrongfbl death statutes arc based on Lord M 
,i 
r* \ 8 Cmpbell's Act interpret thetr statutt?~ as looking to prevent wrongful death actions what there is 
no tottious conduct, but not barring clttims where the only defense to a wrongfid dea,& cause of 
action is a procdwal bar, such as the statute of limitations. 
A. Other States. 
In 1996, the Court of Appeals for the Ftflh Circuit held "as a matter of federal law that a 
wronghl death clam c m o t  accrue prior to deatb." Jobston v. United States, 85 F.3d 217,218 
(5th Cir. 1996). Xn doing so, the  court looked to sister circuits and to the Mississippi Suprme 
Court and took note of the following compelling rationale: 
To hold that st claim for m n a l  dcath somehow accrues before 
the date of death would place the class protected 'by the statute in 
the legally untmablc position of speculating about hypothe~cal or 
potential f i tme injuxies, for l e  damages awarded sun4vors under 
the wongfuX death act, which include b e r a l  and burial experwes, 
are not identical witb those available in a personal injury action to 
the one actually injured, and m a i n  indctminate untiI dcath has 
occmed.'" 
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o 2 " i c ~ d  
Id. at 2221, 224 (stating Louisiana and Mississimj both set accrual of wrongful death 
-
claims at time of death). Clearly, Mississippi is respected by fedma1 cows and o.tlrer: 
j~sdiet ions fir  l~olding as it did in accord 1~1th sucl~ a compelling justit'ication. 
In 2001, New Jersey decided this issue mdm its wonghl  death statute \vhich, like 
Mississippi, is based on Lord Campbell's Act. Miller v. Es$at:e of SperXina 166 N.J. 370, 376 
& (N.J. 2001). The language of New Jersey's act provides: "when the death of a person is caused by 
J\$ 
3 a wonghl  act, neglect or default, such as would, if death had not ensued, haye atitled the 
person injured to maintain an action for clamages resulting cjom the iajury, the pwson who would 
have been liable in damages for the injury if death had not ensued shall be liable." (mpbhasis 
added). J& ((citing N.J. Stat. $ 2A:31-I (2005)). Based on that language, .t31e Suprme Court of 
Kc'av Jersey considered the language in the statute and the logical paradox that a person mi&t be 
time barred from bringing a wrongful death claim before a dea,th had occurred and concluded 
that a "claim for wonghl  death is ind~endent of a claim for ma1prac2ice5' and fi~rther t11at 
"plaintifl's right to file the wrongful death claim outweighs defendant's interest in rqose, in light 
of the overardling need to preserve rights established by the Legislature for those who survive a 
decedent." at 386-87. 
Similarly, many other jurisdictions and legal scholars have considered this issue m d  
c o n c l u d ~  that the statute of limitations for a wrongkl death action runs fiom the datc of death 
and not from the date of the negligent act or omission. Hart v. Eldtidae, 250 Ga. 526 (Ga. 1983); 
Fisk v. Unitled States, 657 F.2d 167 (7th Cir, 1981); F m . a n k  & Trust CO. v. Rice, 674 
S.W.2d 510 (Ky. 1954); Westm Union Telegraph Co. v. Preston, 254 Fed. 229 (3d Cir. 1919) 
(applying Penn. law) cert. denied, 248 U.S. 585 (1919); Lwcher v. W d e s s ,  15 Cal. 3d 646 
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2 y2 -2- 
(1 976); , 1 59 Fla. 453 (1 947) (en bane); 
v. Bickssn, 1 1 4 Ind. App. 668 (1 844); , 196 So.2d 91 (Miss. 
1867); mamljch v. RaveXers Ins. Co., 640 S.W.2d 180 (Gt. App. Mo. 1982); Lawlor v; 
Gloverlegf Mmor ia l  Puk, kc., 101 N.J. Super. 134 ( 1  968); DeHart v. Ohio Fuel Gas Co., 84 
Ohio App. 62 (1 948); Rastat 2d of Torts $ 899 (stating that, under most wronglixl death staates, 
the cause of action is a new ilad indqendent one, that it acmes to the rqresentative or to the 
'": 
"i s h v l n g  heir upon death, .that it doesn't exist until death and that it isn't bmed by prior lapse of 
?4 n 
B tjrne] {mphasis added). 
Any %@mat in the case at hand that decedent's heir's wrongful death claims are 
derivat~ve is certainly applicable to a point, but it is misleading absent a complete picture painted 
by the entire body o f  case law. To argue that the word "derivative" means the defense of 
limitations, when applied to the mderlying cause of action. bars a wongfil death clajm is 
correspondingly misleading. In Hawaii, this very issue was addressed in 1994, specifically in the 
context of a latent disease. lida v, Allied Si.gnd (In re Hawaii Fed. Asbestos Cases1 854 F. Supp. 
702 (D. Haw. 1994). The Hawaii court. looked to a Washington court's definition of "derivative" 
and concluded that, when a court says a cause of action is derivative, what they mean is that it 
"owes its existence to a preceding cause of action and is often, as in a shareholder's derivative 
suit, no more than a separate right to enforce the preceding claim." Id. (citing Reichelt v. Jobs: 
Maqsville Corn., 733 P.2d 530,536 (1987)). The Washington corn (and the Hawaii court citing 
it) concluded that, when a claim can be categorized as a separate cause of action, it "Iogicalfy 
follows tl~at t11e statute of limitations governing her claim should begin fo run whm she 
experienced her injury, not wl'len her husband knew of his injury." '. 
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VVXxat these cases illusmte, is crucial: "a spouse's monglZl1 death action is d ~ v a t i v e  o f  
the decdent's injury md dependent for its viabilitjr upon the nabre of the b m  suffered by the 
decedmt," however, "'thc wongkl  death action is a separate and indepmdent action in the smse 
it seeks diRmen't, if derivative dmages, acmes at the time o f  death rather than the &me of 
injury, and i s  subject to n dieerent statute of limitations". a. DIlistilJed to rhe essg~tiaEs~ &e 
b 
b2 w r o n d ~ l  deah claim is derivative ifi the sense that th;lie subsfnntive dej'enses ap;pbieabb fn the 
2* 
tort apply to the wrongful death, claim as well, hut is iizdependent in the sense that the 
n)~off&uZ death claim is not subject to the procedural defenses appllcalilcp to the andmlyi~g 
tort such as the 6taate qf lia'imitatiions defense, becoccse a wrungfiil death claim has its own 
praceduml bars. &, 
B. Idaho Cases, 
A careful reading of all of the cases relied on by Defmdmt in its brief, with the exception. 
of and Adms  reveals &at each and every one of those cases dealt with a substmt~ve 
defmse to the underlying tort and not the procedural statute of limitations issue. It would not bc 
appropriate to expand the holdings of these other cases to establish a date of  accrual for wonghl  
death actions, as to do so would place fhese cases in direct contradiction to and would 
not harmonize Idaho precedent. Qapman, supra; See also Adams v. Armsmncr;. World Imd.. 
Inc 596 F. Supp. 1407 (D. Idaho 1 934). 
'----L? 
The Idaho Supreme C o w  has already interpreted Idaho Code Q 5-3 11 to suggest that the 
right to bring x wrongful death action procedurally accrues as of the date of death, in so holding, 
the Idaho Supreme stated: 
dV&# 
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The question 05" what event beghs the period of lidtation, the 
persaa'g deaa ar the hjury causing the death, has been mtleXx 
discussed in ease law. The deter ation i g  mahly one af 
statullrory eonstrucat_ion, and as might be expected, varies among 
srsltes according fa their particular statutory lanwage. 
Stabtory provisions Izave: been generally clasified into fow 
goups : 
"(I f )  those which merely state that the action xnust be brougXxt 
within a specified time period, w i ~ o u t  fixing any initiatory point, 
(2) those which specify that the action must be brought within a 
ceflai~ time from the date of deah, (3) those which spe& of a 
certain time &om the accrual sf the cause of action, and (4) those 
which speak of a G& time &om the date of injury or %om the 
date of the negligent act." 97 A.L.R.2d 1 15 1,1153. 
As to the first three of the above categories, the great majori? 
of cases have held that .the date of death is controllhg. 
Suwsingly, even in jurisdjc~ons where the statute specified the 
period of limitation sl~ould m from the dale of injury or negligent 
act, a number of cases have held that the date of death determines 
when the period begins to m, See, e.g, Larchcr v. Wanless, 18 
Cat .3d 646 (1 976); Palmewee v. Genesee Memo~all Hospital, 302 
N.W. 2d279 (1981). Seedso 97A.L.R. 2d 1151. 
Defendat assas ,  sirnilas to the a r w e n t  made by dcfmdmts in , that a 
vimngFu1 death action by the heirs of a deceased can only be brought if the deceased would have 
been entitled to have brought an action himself because the cause of adion is "derivative" o f f  e
decedent's cause of action, or at least is limited by the statute dating the period from t11e injury 
causing death. See Id. In othm words, a condition precedent to any wrongful dcath action 
brought under Idaho's r , 'v~on~xl death statute is hat  the deceased must have been able to 
maintain an action as of the date o f  h i s  death. 
In Chapman the Idaho Supreme Court considered and rejected t h i s  very arfZurnent. In 
doing so the Court stated, 
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c;a ya,,r 
""f is urged by C d i a s  Pacemakes that ssrnce an action by the heirs 
of a deceased could only be brou&r IF the deceased could have 
brou&t a11 action himself, based on t11e theory of the 1846 Fatal 
Acr=idats Act (cornonly xfmed ta as Lord Campbell's Act) 
from which the Idaho wrongfil death sk tu te  is t&m, Helaeson v. 
Powell, 54 Idaho 667 (19341, the cause of action is derivahve of 
the decedent's cause of mtion, or at least is limited by the stabte 
dating the period fiom t11e injury causing death. The logic of the 
latter approach is that since thc limitation period had run on the 
cause of action datillg from the implanting of the pacmaker, ox its 
fajlme, the decedent could not have brought suit at tbe time this 
action was filed, and thus the beirs could not have brou&t suit. 
However, the d e  that heirs can bring an action only if the 
deceased could have is merely sr means of indicating that Lord 
CampbeH's Act did not enlarge the scope of tort liability but simply 
created a ncw cause of action based on the same conduct. h other 
words, the death must have been "utrong.fulV to the same degree 
conduct causing injury must be wronghl to be actionable. 
Nortl~ern Pac. Rv. Co. v. Adams, 192 U.S. 440 (1904)." 
The reasoning behind the Defendant's argument in tb,e instant case js the same as that of 
Cardiac Pacmakas stated above in Chapman, to wit: Since the limitation pexjod ran on the 
cause of action dating hrm tbe date Mr. Adarnson was diagnosed with meso&dioma, the 
decedent could not have brought suit at the time this present action was filed, and therefore the 
heirs should not be allowed to now bring this suit. The Idaho Supreme Coust rcjcctcd that 
argumat stating in Chapman that Lc&e cause of action which accrues to an hfured person 
during his lifetime i s  altogether separate from the cause of action ltccruing to the person's 
heir should he die from that ini ury,...[ tlherefore, the occurrence giving rise to the cause of 
action is the decedent's wrongful death, and the statute of Limitations musf date from that 
event." a. (citing in part Russell v. Cox, 65 Idaho 534 (1 944)). 
Additionally, just one yew later, the District Court in Adams attempted to certify f&is 
question. to the Idaho Supreme COW, but the Court refused to re-address this issue, stating '"irs 
prior decisions '[were] sufficient to give guidance for the determination of the Tdal~o law.. . "' 
10 PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF REGARDING CONDITION PRECEDENT RULE 
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,664 F. Supp 463,464 [D. Idaho 1 987). Defendmts aqpe 
in their brief that this statment by the Idaho Suprme Court only hrtbt;r aubstanliate.;s their 
proposition that thfbot the condition precedmt rule hm bem consistatly applied in Idaho 
h u & o u t  a long line of cases. However, this d_istoded h t v d a t i o n  of what DDcndmt 
believes the rationale for the Idaho Suprme Court's refusal to accept review of A d a s  is 
moneous. It: is clear that the ldaho Suprme Court in stating that its prior decisions provided 
I sufficiwt guidance for the dctemination of the appropriate ruling in Adms was clearly in 
reference to its holding in Chapman - the only ruling by the Idaho Supreme Court addressing the 
condition precedent rule in context of the procedural statute of limitations. 
ll~mefore, the holding in Chapmm remains the controlling law on this issue and as such 
this Couzt should deny Defendant Sterling's motion for s u m q  judment md uphold the Idaho 
Supreme Court's s l i ng  that the running of the statute of limitations on 1:he wrongful death cause 
of adots begins h m  the date of death. 
11. A Wrongful Death Action Is An Entirely Separate Cause of  Action. 
A w~onghl death action i s  not merely a continuation of decedent's personal injury claim, 
but rather is an entirely new cause of adion created by statute based on the deatb, of the decedent. 
The purpose of the statute is to create a cause of adion to provide a means by which those who 
have sustained a loss by reason of the death may be cotnpensated. 
Until death; the dependents, through their representative, have suEmed no injury and 
hence have no basis for filing a suit. To the extent that statutes of limitation seck to dissuade 
parties from sleeping on their rights, the purpose is best served by a limitation pm'od 
cornme~~cing on the date the cause of action first accrues - in this case when the death of the 
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decdei~i creates a potmgd right of recovq in the stawtnry dqendents. As such, the date of 
death is clear and unequivocal no.eice to all p d e s .  
An malogous sirnation is found in a breach of  a duty causing only nominal damages, or 
threat of hture barn, not yet realized. For example, the commonsase proposition that a theat 
of fiture h a  does not suffice to create a cause of action for negligence is based on the 
requiraent of na injury. The statute of l~mitations is hggaed by the injury, not by the 
negligent act. It follows then that he statute of lhitation does not begin to ntn against a 
negligence action until some ascmainable damage has occurred. In the case at: l-imd, an asbestos 
action accrues on the date of objective medical proof of an asbestos-related disease; not the 
wrongful act. Davis v. Morm, 1 12 Idaho 703 (1987) Qreaffimed in Breman v. Owms-Corrring 
Fibes~las Cop., 134 Idaho 800, 801 (2000)). Likewise, an injury from a w o n a l  death does 
not occur until "ehe asb~stns exposed person dies, ai~d thus his dqmdcnts have two (2) years 
from the date of his death to file a wrongful death action. 
A. Equal Protection 
If this Court chooses to adopt the rational provided by the Defendant then a multitude of 
wongfbl death estates will have their claims taken away even before the death of their decedent, 
which is in direct conflict with Article 1, Section 2 of the Idaho Constitution and the Federal 
Equal Protection Clause of the Foustemth Amendment. For example, if John Doe discovers he 
has an asbestos related disease on January 1, 1980, and he dies on December 3 1, 198 1, then Itis 
estate I~as one day to file his wongfi~l dead1 claim. However, if John Doe happens to die on 
February 3, 1952, then, as of January 2, 1952, one rnontl~ before John Doe's death, his estate has 
no wrongf3.d death claim. The estate has been deprived of its claim before John Doe even dies. 
1 2  PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF REGARDING CONDlTlON PRECEDENT RULE 
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The legislahre's classification must rest upon some m u n d  of &E&rence Znat5ng a fair m d  
subsmtiai relation to the object of the Ic@slation, so that all persons similwly c k ~ u m s t ~ c &  
shall be treated alike. There exists no basis fior distinwishing betzvecn d q d e n t s  ~fhose 
decedent dies quickly and those dependents whose: decedmt dies less quickly. 
3 
$ P "  
P - t  Equal protection to dl is the basic principle on which rests justice under the law. G.J.S. l 
ConsLihtional Law 5 502. All persons who are ph~icdllly withjn the tmitoriai jurisdi&ictn of a 
state are entltld to the benekit of the constiQtiond guamty of equal protediort o f  the Jaws- 
G.J.S. Consti.ttl.Ciona1 Law $ 503. The equal protection guaranty requires that all subject to a Isw 
be treated alike under like circumstances and con&tions. Id. Equal protection may be denid 
eitl-rer by D. law which, of itself, d i s c ~ n a t e s  on its face, or by law, which, fiouglt othemse 
constitut.iona1, is administered by state oficids in manner xvhich d i s c ~ ~ n a t e s  againsta 
protected class of pmsons. Idaho Const. Art. I ,  8 2; see also Idaho Schools for E q d  Educational 
Opportunity v. Evans, 123 Idaho 573 (1993). 
777.t: prohibition against denial of equal protection of laws does not preclude legislative 
classification provided fhe classification is reasonable, mther than arbitrary, and rests on a real 
and substantial difference or distinction which beam a just and reasonable relation to the 
legislation or the subject thereof a. In order to withstand a constitutional challenge founded 
upon a denial of equal protection the Statutory classification. must be reasonable and must rest 
upon some gmmd of diffamce having a fair and substantial relation to the object of the 
legislation, so that all persons similarly circumstanced shall be treated alike. @. 
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It is clear that an ovdd ing  state interest in st stratUte of lbitation is to prevent stale 
claims. What reasonclble classification is sewed by detlgng r e c o v q  to stahtor). depcndmts 
when their decedent happas to die more than two (2) ycars from the date of his objective 




rp In this case, Adamson died just over two (2) years from his initid asbestas disease 
diasosis, yet his asbestos exposuse started nearly fifty (50) years earlier. There is no r8tJonal 
distinction betrvem Adamson's depcmdat and that of another worker who had the identical 
exposure but died within two (2)  years of his initial asbestos disease diagnosis. Idaho Code $ 5- 
31 1 ,  as applied by Defendant, creates an arbitrary classif cation of dependents whose decedent 
died within two (2) years of diagnosis md those dependents whose decedent Iiveci longer thsln 
two (2) years. Therefore, Idaho Code $ 5-31 1, as applied by Defmdant, vioIates Article 1, 
Section 2 of the Idaho Constiheon and Federal Equd Protection. 
B. Access to Courts 
The trial court's opinion violates Article I, Section 18 of the Idaho Constitution, in that ii 
plaintiff whose cause of action i s  barred before it accrues has been denied access to the courts. 
Such a condition would in essence require decedent's heir to file a claim b e f m  the decedent 
even dies, and, therefore, it imposes an impossible condition on his access to the: courts and 
pursuit of his tort remedy. The manufacturers, distributors, suppliers, and installers of asbestos 
products would unfairly bcneht to the detriment the injured workers and at the expense of the 
decedmt's heirs. 
111. In the Alternative, PlaintiWs Wrongful Death Action Satisfies the Condition 
Precedent Rule. 
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Defadan~  clearly states in its s u ~ l m m t a l  'brief that had the decedent had asr exist~ng 
cauw o f  action for asbestos exposwe at the time of his death, the condition precedmt rule muld  
not bar his heirs from brhing &cir m n a l  death a ~ t ~ o n  afler his death. & Defendmi's Brief 
* t  at p. (5, Should this Cow? agreed svit11 IDefendmt" proposition, Plaintiff asserts tl~at. it has 
t$ 
d t m a ~ v c l y  satisfied the condition precedent rule. 
The decedent in the above-captioned case orignally filed Iis pemonall ir?jury action 
before his death in the Circuit Court ofl301ivar County, Mississippi in April 3, 2002. However, 
this case was dismissed. nmeaeer, the decedent filed a cause of action for injuries due to his 
exposure to asbestos-conthing products in the Superior Cout  o f  Fulton County$ Georgia om 
August 5,2004, which is still pending before that court. As such, because the decedent had a 
cause of action for asbestos exposure pending at the time of his death and the decedent's heirs 
filed this wrongful death action within the two (2) yea  statute of limita~ons, PlaintiR bas 
satisfied bath prongs of the condition precedent ru le and it cannot now senre as a bar to the heirs 
wrongfbl death clkms. 
CONCLUS TON 
Except in topsy-hrrvy land, you cannot die before you are conceived, or be divorced 
before you are married, or hawest a crop you never planted, or bum down a house you ncx7m 
built, or miss a train naming on a non-existent railroad. Similarly, a person cannot lose a cause 
of action he never had. As the Xdaho Supreme Court clearly recognizecl in Chauntan, supra, it is 
absurd to hold a cause of action is barred bebre it can ever even accrue. It i s  especially absurd 
when the cause of action is a wrongliul death claim that is completely lost before the decedent 
has even dled. 
1.5 PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF REGARDING CONDlTlON PRECEDENT RULE 
a $ a  i 
It ins inconsistent with our spttS1n of ju~spmdmce that stahtory dependents a e  bath 
dmied their day in court and not affoded equal p~otection of the laws becwse the decedmt died 
more than two (2) pars afier his initial asbestos related diaposis. 
For t11e furegoi.ng reasons, this Court must r e b e  to conkadict the ruling of the Idaho 
Supreme Court and should hold hat  Plaintips mnm death cause of action IS not bmed by 
the condition precedmt rule. 
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IN THE DISTmCT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICLAI, DISTRICT OF T E  STATE 
OF l D M 0 ,  IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF B m O C K :  
MILDWD CASTOmNA, et al. 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
G m W  ELECTRIC, et al., 
Defendants. 
1 
1 Case No. CV-2006-2474-PI 
1 m M O W U M  DECISION 
1 and ORDER 
WLLIS EUGENE NORTON, SR, el al. 1 
1 Case No. CV-2006-2475-PI 
Plahtiffs, 1 -0-UM: DECISION 








These cases involve products liability actions wherein the Plaintiffs generally allege the 
Defendants are responsible for the manufacture of asbestos-containing products or machinery to 
which the Plaintiffs allege they were exposed. The Plaintiffs assert this exposure caused serious 
injury andlor death for which they are entitled to recover damages in this lawsuit. 
Memorandum Decision and Order 
Re: Sterling's Motion for Reconsideration 
Case Nos. CV-2006-2474-PI and CV-2006-2475-PI 
aq5 '9 
This matter comes before this Court on the Motion for Reconsideration filed by Sterling 
Fluid System (USA) LLC ("Sterlhg"). Sterling is s e e h g  reconsidemtion of the Memormdw 
Decision and Order entered by .this Court on or about J a n w  28,2008. Pursuant to that 
decision, this Court reviewed Motions for S m a r y  Judpent filed by the Moving Defendan@ 
against PlainWs Robert L, Hronek arid Noman L, Day (collmtiveIy referred to herein as 
* 
1 #t 'TlaintiEss''or "Personal Injury Plaintififs"), as well as against Plaintiffs Alene Stoor, iadividdly 4 
a 
and as a spouse and personal representative of the &&te of John Stoor ("Stoor"), S tephie  
Branch, individually and as personal represenbtive of the Estate of Robert Branch, Jr. 
("Branch") and Marlene Kisling, individually and as pemonal represenative of the Estate of 
William D. Frasure ("Frasure") (collectively referred to herein as "Plaintiffs" or ''Wronfl 
Death Plaintiffs"). 
Iri that Memorandum Decision and Order, this Court gmted s m a r y  j u d p m t  against 
all of the Plaintiffs w e d  in the Complaint, along with Mildred Castorena, indiv3.duafly and as a 
spouse and personal representative of the Estate of Ted Castorena, as to Counts ID and IV, 
incIuding claims of misrepresentation, battery, fraudulent concealment and civil conspiracy. h 
addition, this C o w  granted the Motion for Sumrnw Judpent regarding the negEgence and 
strict liability claims submitted by PlaintBs Efronek and Day and denied the Motion for 
Sumrnq Judgment as against the Wrongfid Death Plaintiffs. This Court d e t d e d  that the 
Efronek and Day claims were "barred by the statute of l ~ b t i o a s  requirement contained in IC § 
5-219(4)." (Mern. Decision and Order, Jan. 28,2008,25.) As to the Wrongful Death Plahtiffs, 
this Court stated: 
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Because h e  W r o n m  Death Statute is a cause of action distinct and separate from an 
action for personal injury, there is no condition precedent bar to the claim submitted by 
the W m n a  Death PlainfiiEs. F d e m o r e ,  the relevant statute of limitations dates from 
the event of the decedent" seaat, and the cldm in this case was filed within the relevant 
s f  This Court beard oral m w e n t s  regarding tbe Motion for Reconsideration on February 
3 / 
J 
pH 25,2008, taking the matter under advisement. After receiving oral arguments and reviewing the 
briefs filed by counsel, this Court enters the following Memorandum Decision and Order. 
STANDARD OFREWEW 
Rule 1 l(a)(2)(B) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure (IRCP) states in relevant part: "A 
motion for reconsideration of any interlocutory orders of the trial court may be made at any time 
before the entry of find judgment but not later than fourteen (14) days after the entry of the final 
judment." The Idaho Supreme Court "has held that I.R.C.P. 1 l(a)(2)(B) provides the authority 
for a district court to reconsider and vacate interlocutory orders so long as final judgment has not 
yet been entered." Sammis v. MagneteR, Inc., 130 Idaho 342,346,941 P.2d 3 14,3 18 
(1997)(citing Farmers Nut? Bankv. Shirey, 126 Idaho 63,68,878 P.2d 762,767 (1994)). This 
includes the authority for a court to reconsider a prior order at any time before the entry of final 
judgment, even on the court's own motion. Elliott v. Darwin Neibaur Farm, 774,785,69 P.3d 
1035, 1046 (2003). "[Tfn deciding a motion presented under Rule 1 l(a)(2)@), a trial court may 
consider new or additional facts presented with the motion." Noreen v. Price Dev. Co. Lfd. 
P 'ship, 135 Idaho 8 16,819,25 P.3d 129,132 (Idaho CtApp. 2001.) "The decision to grant or 
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deny a request for recornideration generally rests in -the sound discretion of the kid court." 
Jordan v, Beekr, 135 Idaho 586,592,21 P.3d 908,914 (2001). 
There has been no final judpent in this case. Thus, it is appropriate for this Court to 




1. Whether to dismiss the negligence and strict Gabsty claims filed by the Personal 
Injury Plaintiffs against all Defendants. 
2. Whether to dismiss Counts I3 and IV, including the claims of ~ s r e p r e s n k ~ o n ,  
battery, fraudulent conceabent and civil conspiracy as aghs t  all Defendants. 
3. Whether to grant Sterling's Motion for Reconsideration as to this Court's decision 
regarding the Wrongfitl Death Plaintiffs. 
4. Whether to dismiss the remaining Counts as against all Defendants. 
D ~ s c v s s ~ o ~  
1 Whether to dismiss the negligence and strict liabiiity claims fiied by the Personal 
Injury Plaintiffs against all Defendan&. 
This Court previously granted s-q j d m e n t  against Plhtiffs Hronek andI Day, 
finding their negligence and strict liability claims were barred by the applicable statute of 
limitations since objwtive medical proof established that both PlhtiEEj. s&a& from asbestos- 
related injuries more than two years before the Compliht was filed in this case on June 2,2006. 
Pursuant to Idaho Code ('"IC') 5 5-21 9(4), personal injury actions must be brought within two 
years of the date the cause of action accrues. That section states in pertinent part: 
5-21 9. Actions against officers, for penalties, on bonds, and for professional 
malpractice or for personal injuries. - Within Wo (2) years: 
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(4) h &ion to recover damages .., fbr an injury to the person, or for the 
death. of one caused by the wongfuf act or neglect of another, includmg any such 
action arising &om breach of an hplied wmmty or implied covenmt; . . . the 
cause of action shall be deemed to have accrued as of the time of the occmence, 
act or omjssion complained of, and the 1Xation period shall not be extended by 
reason of any c o n h h g  comqwnces or d m q e s  resulting therefrom or any 
c o n h ~ g  professional or commcial relatiomEp bekeen the iqjured party and 
the alleged wrongdoer, and, provided further, that an action ... must be 
comenced *& ... two (2) years following the oecmenm, act or omission 
complain& of, whichever is later; 
In artkessiqg asbestos personal injury cases specifically, the Idaho Supreme Court has 
determined that a cause of action accrues "on the date the injury became "bjectively 
ascertainable.' This means that the cause of action accrues when 'objective medical proof would 
support the existence of an actual injury."' Brennan v. Owen-Corning Fibergluss Corp., 134 
Idaho 800,801, 10 P.3d 749,750 (2000)(citkg Davis v. n/foran, 1 12 Idaho 703,706,735 P.2d 
1014,1020 (1987)). This d e  applies even though the plainwmay not be aware of the actual 
injury or its cause. Id. at 802,10 P.3d at 75 1. The Brennava court further found that the cause of 
action accrues and the statute of limitation commences when objective medical proof would 
support the existence of an actual injury resulting fiom asbestos exposure. Id. Thus, if a plaintiff 
fails to file suit witbin two years h m  the date of first objective medical proof of disease or 
injury, his or her claims are barred by the statute of hitations as set forth in IC 5 5-219(4). 
Facts that may constitute "objective medical proof that would support the existence of an actual 
injury resulting from exposure to asbestos," thereby commencing the &g of the statute of 
limitations, include: (1) an examination in order to detect asbestos-related diseases; (2) a chest 
x-ray which showed scarring of the lung of a kind that can be seen after asbestos exposure; (3) 
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~hanges in the lung consistent with the type of injury and disease that can be seen after asbestos 
expsure; or (4) presence of pleural plaques or scamkg in the lining of the lung which indicates 
$ 
31 asbestos exposure. Id. at 80 1. 
7 
This Court previously determined that objective medical proof eskblished that both 
Plaintiff Hmnek and PlaintiEDay seered from asbestos-re]&& injuries more than two years 
before the Complaint was filed in this w e  on June 2,2006. (See Mem. Decision and Order at 4- 
10.) As such, this Court granted s m a r y  judgment against both Plaintiffs, finding their 
negligence and strict liability claims were barred by the applicable statute of limitstions. This 
Court now hereby dismisses the personal injury claims filed by these Pl&Ws as  w h t  each 
Defendant named in the Complaint. A f5nd judpent as to those claims and all Defendan& will 
be entered in accordme with IRCP 54fb). 
2. Wether to dismiss Counts UI: and IV, including tbe elahs of mkrepresentation, 
battery, fraudulent concealment and civil coaspkacy as against aif Defendants. 
Furthermore, this Court previously granted s- judgrnent against alf of the above- 
named Plaintiffs, including Mildred Castorena, as to Counts III and N, which involved claims of 
misrepresentation, battery, fraudulent concealment and civil conspiracy. This Court determined 
that the Personal Injury Plaintiffs as well as the WrongM Death PIahfiEs failed to satisfy the 
requirements of IRCP 9(b), as the allegations of fraud were not specific enough. Addifionally, 
this Court determined summary judgment as to those issues was appropriate because the 
Plaintiffs also failed to satisfy the requirements of IRCP 56. Pursuant to that rule, the party 
opposing a motion for summary judgment "may not rest upon the mere allegations or denials of 
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that party's pleadjngs, but the p w %  response, by afficlavits or as othemise provided in this 
rule, must set forth specific facts showJng that there is a genke  issue for trial." The Plainliffs 
offered n o ~ n g  more than mere dlegatiom and provided no evidence showing that there is a 
g e n h c  issue for trial regmdjng those clilims. 
Thus, based on the foregoing, tbis Cowrt hereby dismisses Counts Ef and IV, inclubg 
the claims of misrepresenhtion, battery, fiauddent conce&ent and civil conspiracy as to each 
Defendant named in the Cornplaint. A. k a l  judgment as to those c1&s and all Defendmts will 
be entered in accordance with lRCP 54(b). 
3. Whether to grant Sterling's Motion for &consideration as to this Court-'s decision 
regarding the Wrongful Death Plaintiffs. 
In its Memormdm Decision and Order of January 28, this Court determined that the 
objective medical proof here established that the decedents suffered &om asbestos-related 
injuries more than two years before the Complaint was filed. Thus, just like Plaintiffs Efrorlek 
and Day, their claims would have also been barred pursuant to IC $j 5-219(4). Irr fact, the 
Wrongfuf Death PlaintifEs did not even dispute that the claims of the decedents would have been 
barred. In light of the foregoing, the Moving Defendants initially argued that because the 
decedents' claims would have been barred, the claims of the Wronm Death Plaintiffs were also 
barred since "a condition precedent to pursuing a claim for wrongfd death is h i t  the decedent 
must have been able to maintain a cause of action had he lived." fMem. Decision and Order at 
17 (quoting Defs. Ingersoll-Rand and Westinghouse's Mem. in Supp. of Mot, for S m .  J. 
against Wrongfkl Death Pis. at 1 1 .)) However, this Court disagreed, finding the WrongM Death 
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Statute to be a cause of action distinct and separate from an action for personal injurly. As such, 
this Court de&rmined there was no condition precedent bar to the Wron&I Death PlahtiEfss 
dairns and denied suynmary judgment. (See Mem. Decision and Order at 20.) 
a" In applying Idaho law to an asbestos wrongful death case, the United States D i s ~ c t  
.il 
r I Court for the District of Idaho determined that the condition prmdcnt rule does apply in the 
statute of limitations con&&. Adam v. Armstrong W d d  Intlus.., Inc., 596 F.Supp, 1407,14 12, 
14 14 @. Idaho 19841, rev 'd on other grounds sub nom. Waters v. Armstrang T;Vorld Indus., Inc., 
773 F.2d 248 (9& Cir. 1985). However, this Court found it significant &it, in making that 
d e t e e i o n ,  the Adams court also conceded that "'[tfhc Idaho Supreme Court has never 
specifically addressed the question of whether the heirs may maintain a m n @  death mtion if 
the deceased, at the date of his death, would have been barred by the statute of limitations." 
Nevedheless, the U.S. District Court decided "that, if faced with the question, the Idaho court 
would apply the condition precedent rule to the statute of 1Sa t iom situation, as it has done in 
situations involving contributory or comparative negligence." (Ivlern. Decision and Order at 18 
(citing Adums, 596 F.Supp at 1414.)) 
In deciding that the condition precedent d e  did not apply here, this Court specifically 
"decline[dJ to presuppose how the Idaho Supreme Court would rule." (Id. at 18.) Insted, this 
Court turned to the language of the Wrongful Death statute', fmding it to be plain md 
5 5-311. Suit for wrongfrrl death by or against heirs or personal representatives - Damages. - 
(1) When the deatb of a person is caused by the wrongfut act or neglect of another, his or her heirs or 
persona1 represenbtives on their behalf may maintain an action for damages against the person causing the 
death, or in case of the death of such wrongdoer, against the personal representative of such wrongdoer, 
whether the wrongdoer dies before or after the death of the person iqjured. If any other person is 
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mmbipous.  Therefore, this Court gave effect to the sbtute as ~ @ n  and made the follouring 
It is hme t ive  that the [Wron&1 Death Sta'hlte] mabes no mention and provides no 
provision for 1ifTBihtion~ on wonghl death actions. F d e m o r e ,  a clear reading of the 
words and comide&g that the Idaho Legislawe created another statute to ad&ess 
personal injury claims, this Court finds that the WroqM Death Statute is an act separate 
fiom a pemonal hjury cause of action. . . . As such, there is no condition precedent bar to 
the 'Wronfl Death PlaLntiEs' claim here. 
(ld. at 19-20.) This Court's holding was fkther influenced by the fact that Idaho's Wrongful 
Death Statute "does not contain the specific proviso allowing heirs to m a i n ~ n  an action for 
wrongfix1 death only whenever the wronghl act would have entitled the person injured to 
maintain an action if death had not ensued."(M at 20 (quoting A h ~ s ,  596 F.Supp. at 1413)). 
As such, this Court declined to pant s m w  judgment in favor of the Moving Defendants. 
This Court is now aware of earlier case law and prmdcnt by the Idaho Supreme Court that 
the Wrongfbl Death Statute must be read as ifit expressly contained the condition precedent 
language. Specifically, the Idaho Supreme Court has explained that Idaho Code 6 5-3 1 1, the 
Wrongful Death Statute, is based on Lord Campbell's Act, the original model for all wrongful 
death acts, which does contain the condition precedent rule. In Helgeson v. Powell, 54 Idaho 
667,34 P.2d 957,961 (1934), the Idaho Supreme Court stated: 
"Under Lord Campbefl's Act, the original model for all statutes giving a cause of action 
for so-called death by wrongful act, the act, neglect, or default must have been such as would 
have entitled the party injured to maintain an action therefor if death had not ensued. Tiffany 
on Death by Wrongful Act (2d Ed.) 61. While this limitation or condition upon the 
responsible for any such wrongful act or neglect, the action may atso be maintained against such other 
person, or in case of his or her death, his or her personal representatives. In every action under this section, 
such damages may be given as under a11 the circumstances of the case as m y  be just. 
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maintemw of the action is not included in the Idaho act (Comp, St. 1919, $ 66441, as said 
by that auhor, no case has been found in which it has not been implied, *** 
In consmkg the Idaho act, the Supreme Court of the United States, in No&em Pacific 
said o f p d e s  pl&tS in SU& 
7 action: P They claim under him, and they can recover only in case he could have recovered 
3 ges h&d he not been killed, but ody injured."' 
Thus it will be seen that by the construction this court has placed on said statute it has the 
same force md effect, by bpEcalion, as if it expressly contained the pro\fisit>n, "menever 
the wrongkl act would have entitled the person injured to maintain an action if death had not 
ensued." 
"The action being maintainable, according to the terms of most of the statutes, whenever the 
act or neglect causing death was such that the party injured might have m&&ed an action, 
the question who may be sued will in general depend in each case upon precisely the same 
considerations that would govern in an action for personal injury . . . .'" 
"The foundation of the action is the wren@ act of the defendant which resulted in death. 
No remedy existed at common law. The statute was intended to make a change. It is a 
survival statute in the sense that damages may now be recovered for the wrongful act, 
notwithstmding that death may result, whether instantaneously or otherwise. It gives a new 
cause of action for the same reason and for the fbrther reason that the action is not om 
transferred fiom the decedent to the ~ s h a t o r  but is one given directly to the 
administrator for the benefit of certain living relatives." 
Thus, pursuant to Lord Campbell's Act, heirs of a decedent could not bring an action for 
won@ death unless the decedent could have successEufly maintained an action for the 
wrongfbl act had death not ensued. Bevan v. Yulssar Farms, Iw., 1 17 Idaho 1038,1040,793 
This Court previously deterrnined that the plain language of Idaho's Wronghl Death 
Statute did not contain the condition precedent rule; and, based on that plain language:, this Court 
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decided that IC tj' 5-3 11 did not bar the claims of the Wrongfil Death Plaingffs here. However; 
while the W r o n a  Death Statute does not expressly c o n ~ n  the con&~on prmedent language 
a 
v' 
$ found in Lord Cmpbell's Act, the Idaho Supreme C o w  interspreh IC f5 5-3 1 1 as if it did m n ~ a  
3- such lmguge and has consi*ntIy and repeatedly r e q ~ d  that the W r o n m  Death Statute be 
read "as if it expressly eonhined the provision, "enever the wongful act would h v e  entitled 
the person injured to maintain an action if death had not ensued,'" Helgeson, 54 Idaho 667,34 
P.2d at 961. Tbe Idaho Supreme Court has specifically explained that even though the relevant 
condition precedent language is not expressly written in Idaho's Wrongful Death Act, such a rule 
is nevertheless implied into that statute. S p w e  v. Magee, 46 Idaho 622,269 P. 993,994 
(1928). The case law has not wavered. For example, in Clark v. Foster, 87 Idaho 134, 144,391 
P.2d 853,859 (19641, the Idaho Supreme Court stated: 
It is true that I.C. 5-31 1 does not contain the proviso common to most wrongful 
death statutes allowing the heirs to maintain an action for mongfid death only, 
'Whenever the wrongful act would have entitled the person injured to maintain an action 
if death had not ensued.' However, for sixty years &is jurisdiction and others have 
uniformly held that the statute should be interpreted as if it contained the above 
qualification. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has m e r  held: "pf ased on the well established law in this 
jurisdiction . . . if a defendant is not liable for injuries to the decedent had death not ensued, then 
there is no basis for recovery by the decedent's heirs." Bevan, 1 17 Idaho at 1040,793 P.2d at 
71 3. In that case, the Idaho Supreme Court also specifically addressed the decision by the Idaho 
Legislature not to include the condition precedent language in the Wrongfbl Death Statute. The 
Brevarr court determined that, despite the absence of the condition precedent language, "it is well 
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es%blished in this julrisdiction lhal '[ijf the decdent's negligence would have bmed his recovery 
against .the defendant for injuries had he survived, then the decedent's heirs are baned from 
recovery in a won&l death action. "' Id. at 1039-40,793 P.2d at 7 12- 13. That court further 
noted: 
[TJhe Idaho Iegisla~e,  dating from the time of Sprouse v. Magee, 46 Idaho 622, 269 P. 
993 (1928), through the present, has been and continues to be aware of this Court's 
k tqreat ion and application of LC. § 5-3 I1 and has not found it necessary to enact 
legislation to change or modify the wrongM death recovery law as interpreted by the 
decisions of this Court. 
Id. at 1040,793 P.2d at 7 13. Thus, the Idaho Supreme Court has clearly d e t e d e d  that the 
condition precedent language mwt be read into the statute. Therefore, if the decedent did not 
have a valid claim at the time of death, then the wrongful death action is also 
While this Court remains convinced that the plain language of the WrongEuf Death 
Statute should be followed and is opposed to judicial activism that assumes the true intent of the 
Legislature, this Court is nonetheless required to follow established precedent. As such, since 
this Court has already determined that the decedents here would have been unable to rnaint5n a 
personal injury claim had they survived, their won@ death action is barred, as well. 
Therefore, the wrongful death clairn as against each Defendant named in the Complaint is hereby 
dismissed. A final judgment as to this issue and defendants will be entered in accordance with 
IRCP 54fb). 
4. Whether to dismiss the remaining Counts as against all Defendants. 
'Ibis Court has found it appropriate to dismiss with prejudice the personal injury claims 
filed against all the Defendants by Plaintiffs Hronek and Day, as well as the wronghl death 
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claims filed against d l  the Defendants by Plaintigs Stoor, Branch and Frasure. Because the 
above-named PlbtiEs failed to satisfj the applicable statule of l ~ b t i o n s ,  any clahs 
j" 
~ 4 ;  pert;akg to injuries resulting from dleged asbestos exposure, including charges of negligenm (Z 
and strict liability, cannot stand. Fusthemore, this Court previously dismissed with prejudice 
Counts III and N, which involved claims of misrepresentation, battery, &audulent concehent 
and civil conspiracy. In addition to Counts 111 and IV, Count I1 of the Complaint also fails since 
such claim was not filed within the appropriate time fkatne as allowed by IC S, 6-1 403(3)' ("(3) 
L $j 6-1403. Length of time product sellers are subject to hbility. 
(1) Useful safe life. 
(a) Except as provided in subsection (I)@) hereof, a product seller shall not be subject to liability to a claimant for 
harm under this chapter if the product seller proves by a prepondermce of the evidence that the harm was caused 
aAer the product's "useful safe life" had expired. 
"Useful safe life" begins at the time of delivery of the product and extends for the time during which the product 
would normally be iikely to perform or be stored in a safe manner. For the purposes of this chapter, " h e  of 
&live@' means the t h e  of delivery of a pmduct to its h t  purchaser or lessee who was not engaged in the 
business of either selling such products or using them as component parts of another product to be sold. 
(b) A product seller may be subject to liability for harm caused by a product used beyond its useM safe life to the 
extent that the product seller has expressly warranted the product for a longer period. 
(2) Statute of repose. 
(a) Generally. In claim that involve harm caused more than ten (1 0) years aftef time of delivery, a presumption 
arises that the harm was caused after the usem safe life had expired. This presumption may only be rebutted by 
clear and wnvhcing evidence. 
(b) Limitations on statute of repose. 
1. If a product seller expressly warrants that its product can be utilized safely for a period longer than ten (10) 
years, the period of repose, after which the presumption created in subsection (2)(a) hereof arises, shall be 
extended according to that wmanty or promise. 
2. The ten (10) year period of repose established in subsection (2Xa) hereof does not apply if the product seller 
intentionally misrepresents facts about its product, or kudulently conceals information about it, and that 
conduct was a substantial cause of the claimant's ham. 
3. Nothing contained in subsection (2) of this section shall affect the right of any person found Iiable under this 
chapter to seek and obtain contribution or indemnity from any other person who is responsible for harm under 
this chapter. 
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Statute of limitation, No claim under this chapter may be brought more than two (2) years earn 
the time the muse of action acemed as defined in section 5-219. Idaho Code.") Therefore, that 
"i 
J, " count as alleged by Plaintiffs Hronek, Day, Branch, Stoor a d  Frasure is also dismissed 'with 
v\ 
r B prejudice as to each named Defendant.. Ii.1 addition, because Counts I, VI, VIU and IX all set 
forth allega&om of negligence, those claims as also asserted by Plaintiffs Hronek, Day, Branch, 
Stoor and Frasure are bmed and hereby dismissed with prejudice as to eacb narned Defendant. 
A b l  j u d p n t  as ta this matter will be entered in accordance with IRCP 54(b), 
CONCLUSXON 
Based on the foregoing, this Court hereby dismisses the personal injury claims filed by 
Plaintiffs konek and Day as against each Defendant named in the Complaint. Furthermore, 
regasdiig tlze Motion for Recornideratiion pertaining to the claims of the Wrongful Death 
Plhtiffs, this Court has determined that the decedents' personal injury elairns would have been 
barred had they survived since such decedents clearly were in violation of the applicable stzrtute 
of limitations. Therefore, the wrongfix1 death action filed by Stoor, Branch and Frasure is also 
4. The ten (10) year period of repose established in subsection (2)(a) hereof shall not apply if the ham was 
caused by prolonged exposure to a dektive product, or if the injury-causing aspect of the product that existed 
at the time of delivery was not discoverable by an ordinary reasonably prudent person until more than ten (10) 
years a& the time of delivery, or if the h, caused within ten (10) years after the time of delivery, did not 
manifest itself until after that time. 
(3) Statute of limitation. No claim under this chapter may be brought more than two (2) years from the time the 
cause of d o n  accrued as defined in section 5-219. Idaho Code. 
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barred and such claim is hereby dismissed with prejudice as lo each Defenht  
*> Complaint. Thm, this Court hereby G S Serling's Motion for Reconsideration. 
I. 
3 
t In addition, because Counts I, VI, VlII and IX all p e ~ n  to claims ofnegligence, this 1 
Court hereby dismisses those counts with prejudice as filed by PlaintZs &onek, Day, Branch, 
Stoor, and Frmure against all named DefcndmQ. Comt I1 as filed by PlaintiEs Ronek, Day, 
Branch, Stoor and Frasure is also hereby dismissed with prejudice as against each named 
Defendant since such e l a h  was not filed within the appropriate time b e .  This Court also 
dismisses with prejudice Counts 111 and N filed by all of the nmed Pl&tiEs, iocluding Mifdred 
Castorem, as to each named Defendant. 
For ease of reference this Court will recap the status of the Pl&ti@s' claims. As to Case 
No. CV-2006-2474-PI, the personal injury claims filed by Robert L. fionek and Noman L. Day 
are hereby dismissed with prejudice as to each named Defenht. The w o w  death elaims 
filed by Alene Stoor, ~ v i d u a l l y  and as a spouse and personal represe-tive of the W t c  of 
John D. Stoor, Stephanie Branch, individually and as a personal representative of the Estate of 
Robert Branch, Jr. and Marlene Kisling, individually and as personal representative of the Estate 
of William D. Frasure are also hereby dismissed with prejudice as to each named Defendant. 
Counts I, VI, VIII and IX, which all pertain to claims of negligence, are also hereby 
dismissed with prejudice as filed by Plaintiffs fionek, Day, Branch, Stoor, and Frasure against 
all named Defendants. Count I1 as filed by Plaintiffs Hronek, Day, Branch, Stoor and Frasure is 
I 
also hereby dismissed with prejudice as agaht  each named Defendant. This Court dso 
dismisses with prejudice Counts GI and IV fded by all of the named Plaintiffs, including Mildred - 
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Cabrenq as to each d Befenht.  nerefore, Count V is the only claim 
the Plaintiffs in the Complsint. Beciause the negligence claims s u b ~ e d  by Ml&ed 
C&oreq hdiGdmlly and as a spouse and personal represenative of the Es&te of Ted 
Cmto~na  have not been challenged, those claims remkn. 
F d e m o r e ,  this Court previously enter4 Orders of Dismissal regardirtg the f o l l o ~ g  
Defendan&: PiikinDon North American, Inc.; Union Carbide Corp.; P & N W g  Q ~ p m e n t ,  
Inc.; FMC Corp.; Steel West, Lnc.; Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) and Owem-Illinois, hc ,  
In case No. CV-2006-2475-PI, this Court granted the Motion for Summary judment 
filed by Butlou& Abatement, Lnc. f'Bullough)'). This Court dete-ed: 
Under Utah law, a dissolved corporation maintitins its capacity to defend a legal action 
for a limited mount of time. In this case, the Plaintiff' had until March 1,2003, to file his 
claim - seven years from the date of dissolution. However, the claim was not filed until 
June of 2006. Thus, the Pl&tiLTs claim was undisputedly filed outside of the allowable 
t h e  frame and is therefore barred. 
(Mein. Decision and Order, Re: Bullough 's Mot. for Summ. J., Jan. 28,2008,7.) As such, the 
claim filed against Bullough is hereby dismissed with prejudice, and a final judgment will be 
entered in accordance with ZRCP 54(b). In addition to dismissing Bullough, this Court has also 
entered Orders of Dismissal regadkg the following Dekndmts: Pilkington North America, 
Enc.; Union Carbide Corp.; P & H Mining Equipment, Inc.; FMC Corp.; Steel West, Lnc.; and 
Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR). 
These cases have been combined for trial purposes only. A pre-trial conference is set for 
Tuesday, September 2,2008, at 1 :30 p.m. The jury trial is set for September 16,2008, at 9:00 
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Dated this day of March, 2008. 
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Attorneys for Defendant, Sterling Fluid Systems 
(USA), LLG [Improperly Sued as Sterling Fluid 
Systems (Peerless Pumps)] 
IN TEE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
VS. 
JOHN D. ADAMSON, individually, and in his 
capacity as Personal Representative of The 
Estate of JOHN H. ADAMSON, 
Plaintiff, 
FMC Corporation, individually and on behalf 
of its former Coffin Turbo Pump Operation 
and former Peerless Pump, Chicago Pump and 
Link-Belt Business; N I U O  Materials USA, 
Inc., d/b/a Gould Electric Inc., individually 
and as successor in interest to Goulds, Inc., 
Imperial Corporation, Eastman Corporation, 
Imperial Eastman Corporation, ITE Circuit 
Breaker Company, and Century Electric; 
Schneider Electric, individually and on behalf 
of Square D Company; Alaskan Copper 
Works; Allis Chalmers Corporation; 
Case No. CV-06-3 166-OC 
NOTICE OF SUPPLEMENTAL 
AUTHORITY 
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Arnerivent Sales, lnc.; Ericsson, Inc., as 
Successor in Interest to the Anaconda Wire & 
Gable Company; Gardner Denver, Inc.; Henry 
Vogt Machine Co.; Obit Industries, Inc.; 
Paramount Supply Co.; Paul Roberts Machine 
Supply; Pocatello Supply, Inc.; Rupert Iron 
Works; Parker Wannifin Corporation successor 
in interest to Sacoma-Sierra, Inc.; Steel West, 
Inc.; Bechtel, Inc.; Crane Co.; Owens Illinois, 
Inc.; h e r i c a n  Optical Corporation; Eaton 
Electrical Corporation f/Wa Cutler Hmmer;  
Flowserve Corporation individually and as 
successor to the Duriron Company, Inc. f/Wa 
Durco International; Fairbanks Morse Pump 
Corporation Honeywell, Inc. (specifically 
excluding liability for N U C O )  individually 
and as successor to the Allied Signal, Bendix, 
Wheelabrator, Rust Engineering, and Allied 
Chemical; Reliance Electric Motors 
individually and as successor to Master 
Electric; P & H Cranes; Johnson Pumps; 
Sterling Fluid Systems (Peerless Pumps), 
Defendants. 
On September 24, 2007, Sterling Fluid Systems, LLC ("Sterling") moved for 
summary judgment in the abovementioned matter. Sterling's argument was that because the 
decedent John H. Adamson's cause of action for personal injuries arising out of his alleged 
asbestos exposure expired before his death, his heirs were barred &om bringing a wrongfiil death 
action. Oral argument was heard on the motion on November 9,2007. At a hearing on an 
unrelated matter on December 14,2007, the Court requested supplemental briefing on the issue. 
Sterling filed its supplemental brief at the end of 2007. The Court has not ruled on the Motion. 
During this same period of time, a similar motion was considered in an asbestos 
case pending in the Court of District Judge Peter D. McDennott involving the same plaintiffs' 
counsel and many of the same defendants. En Castorena v. FMC, et. al., Bannock County Case 
NOTICE OF SUPPLEMENTAL AUTHORITY- 2 - Client 872449 I 
Number GV-2006-2474-PI, defendants moved to dismiss three wronghl death plaintiffs on the 
condition precedent rule. Defendants ilrgued that because the decedents' cause of action for 
personal injuries related to asbestos exposure had expired before their deaths, their heirs could 
not assest a cause of action for wronghl death. 
On March 18,2008, Judge McDemott issued his Memorandum Decision and 
Order in relation to these issues, which are the same issues as those presented in Sterling's 




Pfl hereto for reference. 
In his Decision, Judge McDermott found that the Idaho Supreme Court requires 
that Idaho's Wrongful Death Act be read to require that the person injured must have been able to 
maintain an action if death had not ensued. Judge McDermott explained: 
[Wlhile the Wrongfiil Death Statute does not expressly contain the 
condition precedent language found in Lord Campbell's Act, the 
Idaho Supreme Court interprets IG 9 5-3 1 1 as if it did contain such 
language and as consistently and repeatedly required that the 
Wrongful Death Statute be read "as if it expressly contain the 
provision, 'Whenever the wrongful act would have entitled the 
person injured to maintain an action if death had not ensued." 
(Mem. Dec. 11). Based on his review of the Idaho Supreme Court cases, Judge McDermott held 
that expired claims cannot be brought as wrongful death actions: 
Thus, the Idaho Supreme Court has clearly determined that tlie 
condition precedent language must be read into the statute. 
Therefore, i f  tlze decedent did not lzave a valid claim at the time of 
death, then the wrongful deatlz action is also barred. 
(Mem. Dec. 12, emphasis added). Because the statute of limitations had expired in relation to 
the claims of the decedents at the time of their death, their wrongful death actions were also 
barred and dismissed. Judge McDesrnott's ruling provides additional authority beyond what 
2urq  
NOTICE OF SUPPLEMENTAL AUTHORITY- 3 - 
Sterling bas provided previously that it is a condition precedent to a ~vrongful death clairn that 
the decedent must have a valid claim and within the statute of limitations at the time of death. 
For these reasons, Sterling now submits Judge McDemott" decision as 
additional authority in support- of its Motion for f urnmary Judgment on the condition precedent 
rule. 
day of March, 2008. 
Ben Ritcliie- Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendant 
Sterling Fluid Systems 
(USA), LLC [Improperly Sued as 
Sterling Fluid System (Peerless Pumps)] 
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ii 
tj 
c r  
I. 
John A. Bailey, Jr. 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE & BAILEY 
CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, ID 83204-1 391 
Facsimile: (208) 232-61 09 
- Attorneys for Gould Incorporated and 
Gould Pumps Trading Corp. 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
ia e-mail 
Murray J. Sorensen ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
BLASER SORENSEN &HANSEN CHARTERED ( ) Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box 1047 ( ) Overnight Mail 
Blackfoot, ID 83221 
Facsimile: (208) 785-7080 Via e-mail 
- Attorneys for Steel West 
Christopher P. Graham ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN, P.A. ( ) Hand Delivered 
The 9th and Idaho Center ( ) Overnight Mail 
255 North 9th Street, Suite 820 ( ) Facsimile 
Boise, ID 83701 ) Via e-mail 
Facsimile: (208) 33 1-1 5 129 
- Attorneys for Garlock Insurance, 
Anchor Packing Company, and 
Fairbanks Morse Pump Corporation 
A. Bruce Larson ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Horizon Plaza, Suite 225 ( ) Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box 6369 ( ) Overnight Mail 
Pocatello, ID 83205-6369 ( ) Facsimile 
Facsimile: (208) 478-7602 ia e-mail 
- Attorneys for Cleaver-Brooks, a division of 
Agua Chem, P&H Cranes, ITT Industries 
A ~ T " ; P  
NOTICE OF SUPPLEMENTAL AUTHORITY- 6 - 
Gary L. Cooper 
COOPER & LARSEN 
P.O. Box 4229 
Pocatello, ID 832059-4229 
Facsirnile: (208) 235-1 182 
Andrew A. Grade 
John Michael Mattingly 
STEVEN V. RIZZO, PC 
1620 SW Taylor Street, Suite 350 
Portland, OR 97205 
Michael F. Skolnick 
J. Kevin Murphy 
KIPP AND CHRISTIAN, P.C. 
10 Exchange Place, 4Th Floor 
Salt Lake City, UT 841 11 
- Attorneys Paramount Supply Co., 
Zurn Industries, Inc. 
Bullough Abatement, Inc. 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsirnile 
) Via e-mail 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
) Via e-mail 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
) Via e-mail 
C. Timothy Hopkins ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Steven K. Brown ( ) Hand Delivered 
HOPKINS RODEN CROCKETT HANSEN & Overnight Mail 
P.O. Box 51219 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1219 
Facsimile: (208) 523-4474 
- Attorneys for Kelly-Moore Paint Co. 
Alaskan Copper Works and 
Square D Company 
Alan C. Goodman ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
GOODMAN LAW OFFICE CHARTERED ( ) Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box D ( ) Overnight Mail 
Rupert, ID 83350 
Facsimile: (208) 436-4837 Via e-mail 
- Attorneys for Rupert Iron Works 
Howard D. Burnett ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY, LLP ( ) Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box 100 <: r e rn igh t  Mail 
Pocatello, ID 83204-01 00 ( ) Facsimile 
Facsimile: (208) 233-1 304 ia e-mail 
- Attorneys for Eaton Electrical, Inc. (fMa 
Cutler-Hammer, Inc.) 
cSt+5'27 
NOTICE OF SUPPLEMENTAL AUTHORITY- 7 - 
Donald F. Carey 
Robert D. Williams 
QUANE SIV~ITH 
2325 W. Broadway, Suite B 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402-2948 
Facsimile: (208) 529-0005 
- Attomeys for Reliance Elechlc Motors, 
Rockwell Automation, Inc., 
Babbitt Steam Speciality 
Steel West 
Richard C. Boardman 
Randall L. S c h i t z  
PERHNS COIE LLP 
25 1 East Front Street, Suite 400 
Boise, ID 83702-73 10 
- Attorneys for Honeywell, Inc. 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Ovemight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
ia e-mail 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
) Via e-mail 
Kevin J. Scanlan ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Dana Herberholz ( ) Hand Delivered 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. ( ) Overnight Mail 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, ID 83701 ) Via e-mail 
- Attorneys for Parker-Hannifin Corporation, a 
non-party, sewed as "Parker-Hannifin 
Corporation fWa Sacoma-Sierra, Inc." 
Thomas B. High ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
BENOIT, ALESANDER, HARWOOD, HIGH & ( ) Hand Delivered 
VALBEX, LLP ( ) Overnight Mail 
126 Second Ave. North ( ) Facsimile 
P.O. Box 366 ) Via e-mail 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-0366 
- Attorneys for Ericsson, Lnc. 
Ericsson, Inc., As Successor in Interest to the 
Anaconda Wire & Cable Company 
Christian W. Nelson ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Melinda Morgan ( ) Hand Delivered 
RICHARDS, BRANDT, MILLER & NELSO ( ) Overnight Mail 
Wells, Fargo Building ( ) Facsimile 
299 South Main Street, Suite 1500 ) Via e-mail 
Salt Lake City, UT 841 11 
- Attorney for Flowsesve Corporation (f/Ma 
Durco International, Inc.) 
4.Y $9 
NOTICE OF SUPPLEMENTAL AUTHORITY- 8 - 
Steven V. Rizzo 
STEVEN V. RIZZO, P.C. 
1620 SW Taylor Street, Suite 350 
Portland, OR 97205 
- Attorney for Gadner Denver, Inc. and 
Paramount Supply Company 
f 
\J 
v\ r\ Kelly A. Cameron I Randall L. Schrnitz 
PERKINS COIE LLP 
25 1 East Front Street, Suite 400 
Boise, ID 83702-73 10 
- Attorneys for Honeywell, Lnc. 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
) Via e-mail 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
ia e-mail 
Ben Ritchie 
d F & @  
NOTICE OF SUPPLEMENTAL AUTHORITY- 9 - 
STATE OiF mAXTO, M Am FOR THE CO OP BAmOCK 
\ 1 
JOm D. AL,AMSOH, 1 






VB. ) ORDER FOR ISWPLEMENZAL B m F S  
mG SURRm~Nm~ 
FMC CORPORATIm, ETAL, 1 AUTHORITY 
Defendants, 1 
On September 24,2007 Sterlhg Fluid Systams, LLC (Stering) filed a motion for 
s a w  judgment. A Xlearirag on the motion was then held on November 9,2007, At a 
hearing on an wrelated matter held December 14,2007, the Court ordered the! p d e s  to 
submit suppiemental briefs. Sterling filed its supplemental briefing at the end of2007, 
On Mach 19,2008, prior to a decision on the motion, Staling filed a Nutice of 
Srqpplemerrtury Authority, 
ARer a reviaw of tha supplemental &uthority, and with regards to the motion for 
summary judgment, the Court hereby ORDERS that the: Plaintiff shall have fifteen (1 5) 
days to submit supplemenM briefs in response to the supplemenld authority, 
p" 
~ a t e d  this of March, 2008 
Distriet Judge 
MR. 21. 2008 9: IBAW PW~GE M A R D I M G  $ 2 ~ 3  
vp*$* 
"2p>" 
(@*. gii&$j NO. 932 P .  2 
.&., r Pa 
*&%W 
CEKTIFICATE OF MAUliNrJ 
I, Brmdy Peck, Deputy Clerk, do hereby cedi@ that I sent ;a 
conect of the Memarmdm Decision md Order to counsel liskd below on th is 
of Mw&, 2008 d t h  sufTici~at paage thereon pr~paid: 
Jmes C, Arnold ( ) U.8, Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Prtrerson, Pmhnson I& A m l d  ( ) Hand Delivwed, 
P,O. Box 1645 ( ) Overni&t Mail 
Idaho Falls, ID 83403.1 645 ( ) Facsimile ( ) Via e-mail 
( ) U.S, Mail, Postage Prepaid 
G, Pa~crsom Keahey ( ) Hand Delivered 
# 
* G. Patterson Keahey P.G, [ ) Ovmigt Mail 
P 
B 
One: hdependence IPlazq Suite 612 ( ) Facsjrmils 
Bkminghm, Nabma 35209 ( ) Via e-mail 
Alm Goodman 
G o o b a n  Law OEce 
P.0, Box D 
RupeH, ID 833 50 
For: Rupert Iron Wlorkg 
( ) U.8, Majl, P ~ s h g e  Prepaid 
( ) Hand Del iv~red 
( ) Overni&t Mil 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) Via &mail 
( ) U.8, Mail, Postage Prqaid 
Kelly Cmeron ( ) Hand Delivered 
25 1 Ewt Front Straef-, Suite 400 ( ) Overnight Mail 
Boise, XR 83702-73 10 ( ) Facsimile 
For: Crane CO, ( ) Via e-mail 
W. EuI~cus W, Nye: ( ) US, Mail, Fosbge Prepaid 
Rwine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey ( ) Hand Dalivered 
P.0, Box 1391 ( ) Ouernighrt Mail ( ) Fa~simife 
Pocatello, ID 83204-1391 I' \ Via e-inail 
For: Pocatello Supply Compmy \ z 
John A. Bailey, Jr. ( ) U.3, Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Rache, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey ( ) Hand Ddivered 
P,O. Box 1391 ( ) Overnight Mail 
Pacatello, ID 83204-1 39 3. ( ) Facsimile 
For: Gould hwrp~rated arid Godd Pumps ( ) Via e-mail 
Trading Corp. 
.$!$/" *w+ NO. 932 P .  3 ;yp*&$z 
*.-*.">* , 
* >&$a"-. v,T " '"^ &&* 
Chistopher P, Gr&&3 ( ) U,S. Mail, Poetage Prqaid 
Brasey Weherell Cradord (3anett ( ) h d  Deliver& 
P,O, Box 1009 ( 1 Over&& Mail 
Boise, ID 83702 ( ) Pacsimilrs 
For: F k b d s  MO~BE M p  Corptfpora~on ( ) Viaemail 
( > U.8. Mail, Poatagc Prepaid 
A, Bruce Lugon { ) Iimd Dttlivered 
P.0, Box 6369 ( ) Overnight Wl 
Pocat~flo, ID 836205.6369 ( ) F%shile 
For: P&H Crmes ( ) Via e-mail 
Qary L. Cooper 
Cooper $ Larsejn Chtd. 
P.0, Box 4229 
Poclgtello, IB 83205-4229 
Fox: Garher Denv~r Inc md Parmourrt 
Supply Compmy 
Steven V. Rizzo 
Steven V. w o ,  PC. 
( ) U.S, Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hmd Ddivered 
( ) Overd&t Wil 
( ) Facsiroile 
( ) Via binail 
{ ) U,S, Mail, Pashgc: Prepaid 
( ) Hmd Delivered 
1620 SW ~ a ~ l o r  Steet, Suite 350 ( ) Overnight Mail 
Podmd, OR 97205 ( ) l;acsimile 
For: Co-Counsel for Paramount Supply CQ ( ) Via e-maif 
M i c k l  P, Skolnidc ( ) US, Mnii, Poslage Prepaid 
J. Kevin M w h y  ( ) Hand Drslivered 
Kipp and Chistian, P.C, ( ) Overnight: Mail 
10 Exchange Place, 4'" Floor ( ) Facsimile 
Salt Lake City, UT 841 11 ( ) Via e-ma1 
For: P o t  Supply Co,, Z m  
Indw&ies, Inc,, Bullougb Abatement, Lnc, 
Andrew A. Grade ( ) U,S, Mail, Postage Prepaid 
John Micha~l M a t ~ g l y  ( ) Hand Deliverad ( ) Overnight Mail 
f teven V. R,izzo, PC.  ( ) Facsimile 
1620 SW Taylor %xeet, Suite! 350 ( ) Via smail 
Portland, OR 97205 

NO. $32 F. 5 
Gary T. Dmce ( ) U,S, Mail, Pos%ga Prepaid 
Elen Rtchie ( ) md Delivered 
1 
( ) Overnight: Mgil 
'a Moffat, nomas, Banett, Rock 6t Fields ( ) Facgimilc 
:& 
P 
F,O. Box 817 ( ) Via c-mdl 
[ A  Paclttello, ID 83204 $" For: Henry Vogt Mchine Co 
Thomras J Lyons 
Merrill & Merrill 
P.O. Box 991 
Po~tello, XI3 83204.0991 
For: Owens Ulinois k c  
( ) U.S. Mail, Potutage Prepaid 
( ) Hmd Delivered 
( ) Overni&t Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) Via @mail 
Howard Burnett: ( ) U.S. Mail, Postap Prepaid 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP ( ) Hmd Deliverred 
P,O, Box 100 ( ) Overnight Mail 
Pocatefio, ID 83204 ( ) Facshile 
For: EElton Electrical Camoration f ) Via e-mail 
Rmddl L, Schmik 
Richard Eoaxdmm 
Perkins Goie LLP 
P,O, Box 737 
Boise, 83701.0737 
For: Womywell Inc 
Ckistiiiim W, PJelson 
Melinda Morgan 
Ricbds, Brmdt, Millex & Nelson 
Wells Feugo Buildhg 
299 S. Main St. Suite 2 500 
Salt Lake City, UT 841 1 1 
For: Flowserve Cotlporation 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postag@ Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) Via e-mail 
( ) U.S, Mail, Pogkge Prepaid 
( ) M d  Delivered 
( ) Overni&t Mail 
( ) Facgimile, 
( ) Via e-mail 
Jwkson ScMcft, ( ) U.3, Miti!, Pogag9 Prepaid 
Pepple, Johnson, Caohi Br Schmidt, PPLC ( ) D@liverd 
1900 SeaEle Tower BuilBing ( ) Over~&t Mail 
1218 TMrd Ave. ( ) Fscsimile 
Ses;ltla, WA 98 1 OX ( ) Via e-mail 
For: 01~en-Illirnois~ Inc. 
DALE FWTCEI, CLEBK OF THE COURT 
DEPUTY CLERK 
U 4 / U 4 { 2 0 0 8  15 4 3  F A X  2058710801  
James C.  Arnold - ISB No. 3688 
P%TEMEN, PA SON 
& AMOLD, PLLC 
390 N. Capita3 Avenue 
P.O. Box; I645 
Idaho Falls, ID 83403-1645 
Telepho~e (208) 522-5200 
FacsiMle (208) 522-8547 





G-. Patterson Keahey 
X G. Paaerson Uahey, P.C. 
J One hdependence Plaza, Suite 612 
Bir*gham, Alabama 35209 
Telephone: 205-871-0707 
Facsiue: 205-87 1-0801 
Attorneys for PlaintSffs 
LN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DLSTI;trCT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, mT A~VD FOR THE COUNTY OF B ~ N O C K  
JOHN D. -AMSON, b&~duaUy, and in ) 
his capacity as Personal Representative 1 
of The Estate of JOEIN E[. ADAMIS, ) CASE NO. CV-06-3166bOC 
1 
Plaintiff, ) PLAlNTl[FF3S RESPONSE TO 
) DEFENDANTS' NOTICE OF 
vs. ) SUPPLEMENTAL AWEPORXTY 
FMC Corporation individually and on 
1 
1 
behalf of its former Coffm Turbo Pump 1 
Operation and former Peerless Pump, 1 






CONES NOW, Plaintiff, John D. Admson, individually and in his capacity as Personil 
Representative of The Estate of John H. Adms, in the above-entitled and numbered cause, and 
02$4? 
1 PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF REGARDING CONDITION PRECEDENT RULE 
6 .  P a t t e r s o n  KeaheY 
at the request of this Court's Order dated March 21, 2008, files this Plaintips Response to 
Defendants' Notice of Supplemental Authority, and submits unto tbe court the following: 
This is a lawsuir brought by Plaintiff, John D. Adamson, individually and in his capacity 
as Personal Representative of The Estate of John H. Adams, against the m m u f a c ~ a r  of 
, #% 
asbestos containing products which Mr. Adamr worked with, and around or was exposed to for 
most of his life. As a result o f  exposute to asbestos, MT. Adams was diamosed with 
rnesotheliorna, a rare cancer of the lining of the lmg, on or about March 6, 2002. There is no 
known tfeatment or cure for mesothelloma and the only proven cause of the disease in the Unitcd 
States is exposure to asbestos fibers. Mr. Adams died ttom Ws devastating disease on July 20, 
2004. 
The decedent's heirs filed the above-captioned lawsuit on or about July 18, 2006. 
However, the decedent ori~;mdly filed his pasonal injury action before his death in. the Circuit 
Court of Bolivar County, Mississippi in April 3,  2002 a d  in the Superior Court of Fulton 
County, Georgia on A u w t  5,2004. 
rZle case is presently before the Corn on Defendant Sterling Fluid Systems' &ereinaEter 
"Sterling") Motion for S u m m q  Judgment and subsequent Notice of Supplmental Authority. 
For the reasons contained herein, Defendant Sterling's Motion for Summary Judgment is due to 
be denied. 
1. The Condition Precedent as Annlied to Idaho's Wron~ful Death Statute Speaks to the  
Merits of the Case (i.e. the Tortious Conduct) Rather than the Procedural Issue of Statute? 
of Limitation, 
&$by 
2 PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF REQARDING CONDITION PRECEDENT RULE 
The case law is clear that Id&ok s o n g k l  death ska te  was modeled after. Lord 
Campbell's Act. See Sproure v. Mngee, 46 Idaho 622 (1928). The Idaho Suprme Court stated 
Under Lord Cnmpbell's Act, the original madel for all stahltes giving a cause o f  action 
for so called death by wrongful act, the act, neglect or default must have been such ns 
would have entitled the party injured to maintain an action therefore if death had not 
ensued. Tiffany of Dearh by Wrongful Act (2d. Ed.) /j 61. While this Iimitarioa or 
condition upon the maintenance of the action is not included in the Idaho act (Comp. St. 
1919, fj 6644), as said by that author, no case has been found in which it has not been 
implied, 
Sprouse v. Magee, 46 Idaho 622 (1928). 
This condition precedent, however, speaks to the rnerits of the case (i.c, the tortuous 
conduct) rather than a procedural requirement. The intent for this condition precedent was to 
discourage merit-less suits, rather than. to issue procedural guidelines, as evidenced by the fact 
that no time Iine is laid out in the either the statute or the commonly applied condition pwcdmt. 
Ln construing the Idaho WrongEul Death Statate, the United States Supreme Court stated of the 
plaintiffs: 'They claim under him, and they can recover only in case he could have rec;overd 
dmages had he not been killed, but only injured,"' Northern Pac, Ry. Co v. Adams, 192 USC 
440,24 S.Ct. 408, U.S. 1904. 
'While Defmdants cite this case as evidence that Idaho's Wrongful Death statute must be 
intezpreted with this condition precedent, the Court did not, in fact, state that this condition 
precedent saved as a procedural guideline in construing a wrongfix1 death claim. In Chief 
Justice Brewer's Opinion, he stated: 
In other words, although it should appear that the company 1171 no 
respect failed in its duty to the deceased, it could yet be held 
responsible to the widow and son .fox- the damages they suffered by 
reason of the death. But that i s  a misconception. Their right of 
action arises only when his death is caused by 'the ~vrongfu1 act or 
3 PUINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF REGARDING GONOITION PRECEDENT RULE 
d q k 7  
G P a t t e r s o n  Keahey &*?$ e9 *; 
*$/&# 
neglect. tIf there be no omission o f  duty to the decedellt, his heirs 
have no claim. 
Northern Pac. &. Co v. A h m s ,  192 USC 440,24 S.Ct. 408, U.S. 1904. 
The Supreme Court clearly held that under Idaho's WrongfiI Death Sbtute, a wrongm 
death action must have followed from a wongful act or negled; essentially, an omission of a 
duty owed to the decedent. The Cowt held in Northerrr Pacijie Railway that as tihe Railway 
owed no duty to the decedent, and in fact the decedent was using a fiee pars wluch expressly 
limited liability on the part of the Railway, the defendmt &mefore owed no duty to the heirs of 
the decedent as well. Id. at 410. In the present case, the defendmts have not mgued that hey 
owed no duty of care to the decedent and therefore that the case faills on substmtive maits, but 
rather they make a procedural argument based on the statute of limitations, which should not be 
read into this case Iaw. 
The construction placed on Idaho's s a n g f i l  ddeth statute in No&ern Pacific Mlway 
Co. was adopted by tlus Court in Sprouse v. Magee, 46 Idtho 622, 269 P. 993 (1928), in which 
the Court stated: As said in Nofiern Pacific Ry. Co. v. Adams, supra, they "'claim under" the 
deceased, and could not recover if he could not have done so, and Weir recovery is measured by 
the benefits which wouXd have accrued to them had he lived. Sprozdse can be &stinpished from 
tkr~ present case as the main issue in Sprouse was whether the plaintif could maintain hvo 
separate medicaI malpractice claims for wrongful death dmages and whether the decedents 
could waive the deceased physician-patient confidentiality. Sprouse v Magee, 46 Idaho 622,269 
P. 993, 995 (Idaho 1928) Sproure, like Northern Pac$c Railway, does not address statutes of 
limitations in regard to Idaho's Wrongful Death statute, but addresses the substantive issues at 
h a d ;  i.e., whether the wrongful act itself constitutes a justiciable tort. 
d#7@ 
4 PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF REGARDING CONDITION PRECEDENT RULE 
of Lidtations Ilaes Not Acerue UntU the Death of the Decedent. 
A wonghl  dea& action is not maely a conhuation o f  decedmt's pe r sod  injury claim, 
but rathex is an entkely new cause o f  action created by statclte based on the death of the decedent# 
I h e  pupose of the 8talr;utc: is to create a cause of action to provlde a mews by which those who 
P 
have s~st~ined a loss by reason o f  the death may be compensated, 
Until death, .the dependents, though their representative, have suffered no injury and 
hence have no basis for filing a suit. To the extent that statutes of limitation seek to dissuade 
parties from sleeping on their rigkts, the purpose is best served by a Ximihtiion period 
comencing on the date the cause of action first accrues - in this case when the death of the 
decedent creates a potential right of recovery in the statutory dependents. As such, thr: date of 
death is clear and w n q ~ v o a l  notice to all parties. 
An andogous siaation is found in. a breach of a duty causing only nominal damages, or 
threat of future h m ,  not yet realized. For example, the commonsense proposition that a threat 
o f  fibre ham does not suffice to create a cause of action for negligence is based on the 
requirement of an injury. The statute of lhitations is triggered by the injury, not by the 
negligent act. It follows then that the statute of limitation does not begin to run against a 
negligence action until some ascefia~nable damage has occwsd. In the case: at hand, an asbestos 
action accrues on the date of objective medical proof of an asbestos-related disease; not the 
wrongfid act. Davis v. Norm, 112 Idaho 703 (1987) (reaRimed in Brennan v. Owens-Corning 
Fiberglas Corp,, 134 Idaho 800, 801 (2000)). Likewise, an injury f?om a w r o n g ~ l  death does 
5 PWNTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF REGARDING CONDITION PRECEDENT RULE 
2 +3/ 
6. Pat"cersor1 Keahey 4y7G, g$g$;3' &:*a>zjz&$ 
efze* "^ rr--x., 
**, 
not occur until the asbestos exposed person dies, a d  thus his dependents have two (2) years 
%om the date of his death to file a won&I death action. 
The prescnt case may be distinguished from the holding in Bevun v. Yassap. Fam, hc, 
as the issue in that case was, again, based on the substmtive issue of whether a decedents' h&rs 
could recover when the decedent was found to be comparatively negligent. Bevan v Yafsor 
Farms, Inc., 1 17 Idaho 1038, 793 P.2d '712 (1 990). The Couxt there held that the Plaintif s 
m n @ l  death claim was barred as the decedent was compaatively negligent in the action t h t  
cawed his death; the Court did not address whether the substantive claim accrues at the tine of 
first injury or at the time of the decedent's death. Id at 1040, 713. The law i s  clear, however, 
that a cause of action for wrongful death Gccrues on the deuth of the injured paw, not before. 
Chapman v. Cardiac Pacemakers, 105 Idaho 785,673 P.2d 385 (Idaho 1983) (emphasis added). 
See also Hegara v. Hermann, 10 1 Idaho 893,623 P.2d 900 (1 9SO); Rtlssell v. CQX, 65 Idaho 534, 
148 P.2d 221 (1 944) (holding that the cause of action which accrues to an injured person during 
his lifetime is altogether separate from the caruse of action accruing to the person's heirs should 
he die from &at injury). 
A. Equal Protection 
If this Court chooses to adopt the rational provided by the Defendant Wen a multiude o f  
wrongfbl death estates will have their cltiims taken away even before the death of their decedent, 
which is in direct conflict with Article 1, Section 2 of the Idaho Constitution and the Federal 
Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. For example, if John Doe discovers he 
has an asbestos related disease on January 1, 1980, and he dies on December 3 1, 1981, then his 
estate has one day to file his wrongful death claim. However, if John Doe happens to die an 
c;2i<7& 
6 PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF REGARDING CONDITION PRECEDENT RULE 
Febmary 3,1982, then, as of January 2, 1982, oae man& befbze John Doe's deatb, his estate has 
no wangful death claim. The estate has been dqfived of its claim before J o h  Doe even dies. 
The legislature's classification must rest upon some ground of diffaence, huving a fair md 
"' substantial relatian to the object of the legislation, so that all persons similarly circumsthnced 2- 
Y 
shall be treated alike, There exists no basis for distin~ishing bemeen dqcndents whose 
decedent dies quickly and those depmdents whose decedent dies less qllickly. 
EguaI protection to all is the basic principle on which rests justice under the law. C.J.S. 
Constitutional Law $ 502. All persons who are physicaUy within the territorial jurisdiction of a 
state are entitled to the benefit of the constitutional guarmty o f  equal protecbon of the Iws. 
G.J.S. Constitutional Law Fj 503. The equal protection guumty requires that all subject to a law 
be treated alike uader like circumstances and conditzons. @. Equal protection may be denied 
either by a law which, of itself., discriminates on its face, or by law, which, ehou& o h w i s e  
constitutianal, is administered by state oEcids in m m a  which discemirnates against a 
protected class of persons. Idaho Const. Art. 1, 8 2; see also Idaho Schools for Equal 
Ei;fucational Opportunity v. Evans, 123 Idaho 573 (1 993). 
The prohibition against denial of equal protection of laws does not preclude legislative 
classification provided the classification is reasonable, rather Wan arbitrary, and rests on a real 
and substantial difference or distinction which bears a just md reasonable relation to the 
legislation or the subject thereof a. In order to withstand a consfitutional ~hnllenge founded 
upon a denial of equal protection the statutory classification must be reasonable and must rest 
upon some ground of diffiience having a fair and substantial relation to Qe abject of the 
legislation, so that all persons similarly circumstanced shall be treated alike. Id 
7 PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF REGARDING CONDITION PRECEDENT RULE 
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It is cleas that an o v e ~ d i n g  state intmest in a statute of lhitation is to prevent side 
daims. Wbat reasonable clrzssificalion is served by denying recovery to statutory dependems 
when heir decedent happens to die more than two (2) years from the: date of his objective 
& 
s (1 
-hL medical proof of an. abestos-related injury'? 
In this case, Admson died just over two (2) years fkom his initial asbestos disease 
diaposis, yet his asbestos exposme started nearly fifty (50) years earlier. There is no rational 
distinction between Adamson's dependent and that of another worker who had the identical 
exposure but died wiain two (2) years of his initial asbestos disease diagnosis. Idalzo Code 5- 
3 1 1, as applied by Defendant, creates an arbitrary classification of dependents whose decedent 
died within two (2) years of diagnosis and those dependents whose decedent lived longer than 
two (2) years, Therefore, Idaho Code 8 5-311, as applied by Defendant, violates Article 1, 
Section 2 of 'che Idaho Constitution and Feded Equal Protection. 
B. Access to Courts 
The trial court's opinion violates Article I, Section 18 of the Idaho Constitution, in that a 
plaintiff whose cause of action is barred before it accrues has been denied access to the courts. 
Such a condition would in essence require decedent's heir to file a claim before t.he decedent 
even dies, and, therefore, it imposes an impossible condition on his access to the courts and 
pursuit of his tort remedy. The mmufacmers, distributors, suppliers, and installers of ssbestos 
products would unfairly benefit to the detriment the injured workers and at the expense of the 
decedent's heirs. 
2 q 7 9  
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Precedent Rule. 
Defendant clearly states in its supp1ement;al brief that had the L i e d e n t  hacl an existjng 
I 
4 h ~ a u s e  of action for asbestos exposwe at the time of his death, the condition precedent rule would 
4' 
J not bar his heirs from brin~ng their wonghl  death action &a his death. See Defendant's ESn.ief 
at p. 6. Should this Court a p e d  with Drsfendm" proposition, PlaintB assefis 'ibat it has 
d t m a ~ v e t y  satisfied the condition precedent rule. 
The decedent in the above-captioned case originally filed his personal injury action 
before his death in rhe Circuit Court of Bolivnr County, Mississippi in April 3, 2002. However, 
this case was dismissed. Thereafter, the decedent filed a cause of action for injuries due to his 
exposure to asbestos-containing products in the Superior Court of Futton C o ~ e y ,  Georgia onz 
August 5,2004, which is still pending before that: court. As such, because the decedent had a 
cause of action for asbestos exposure pending at the time of his death md the decedent's heirs 
filed this wrongful death action within the two (2)  year statute of limitations, Plaintiff has 
satisfied both prongs of the con&tiun precedent rule and it cannot now senre as a bar to the heirs 
wrongful death claims. 
As case law has shown that the condition precedent applied to Idaho's WrongEul Deatb 
statute serves as a bar merely to claims that have no substantive merit, this Court should deny the 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment. In the Defendants' citation of Supplemental 
Authority, it is clear that those cases do nor set forth a procedural requirement for wrongfir1 death 
claims, but merely require a legitimate cause of action based upon the wrongful act c o w t t e d  
against the decedent. In the present case, Plaintiffs have clearly established a substantive cause 
9 PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF REGARDING CONDITION PRECEDENT RULE 
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of adion for wrongful death, which must not be bared by the relevmt statute of linita~ons, as 
r 




action does not amme until the degth of &s decedent. 
J 
It is inconsistent with our system of jurisprudence that stamtory dependents may be 
denied their day in court and not afforded equal protmtion of the laws because the decedent d~ed 
more rhan two (2) years afker his initial asbestos refated diagnosis. 
For the forego~ng reasons, this Court must refuse to contradict the ruling of the Idaho 
Supreme Court and should hold that Plaintiffs wronghl death cause of action is not barred by 
the condition precedmt mle, 
DATED this YJCl day of April, 2007. 
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Elec,c$ic; PBtH Cmes; Johnson Pumps; 1 
Sterling Fluid System (Peerless Pmps), 1 
1 
THE MATTER BJJFORE THE COURT: 
The marter before the Court is a motion for s m q  judment agabst the 
a 5 Plain~ff, A hearing on the motion was h l d  on November 9,2007, and at the conclusion 
"a;, 
-:+* 
n of the hoaring the Court took the matter under advisement. The Court then ordered 
4 
u 
supplemental briefmg by both parties on Deoember 14,2007. Defendant Sterling Fluid 
System (Sterling) filed a Notice ofSupplemental Authorip with the Court on March 19, 
2008 and the Court iallowed the Plaintiff to respond to the filing which they failed to do, 
The dispute in this case regards a wrongful death action wherein Plainsf seeks jud&;ment 
awmdhg damages for the wrongful death of his F&ther caused by the inhalation of 
asbestos, Plaints argues that the Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment should not 
be gm&d because in a w~ongful death c l t b  the staQte of limitations does not stat 
tolling until thr! death of the injured party, in this case that date is July 20,2004. 
Defendmb claim that the tolling of the applicable statute of limitations relieves 
them &om liability in this matter. Specific~lly, they olaim that the statute of 1irniQtions in 
this case began tolling at the time that the iqjniuries were diagxlosed on March 28,2002. 
Moreover, Defendan& argue that because Mr. John Adamson (decedent) fajled to file a 
personal injury action within the two (2) year statute of limitations period imposed on 
these actions and his right to sue has expired, Defendants claim that in order to bring a 
wrongful death suit on behalf of the decedent, his cause of action must; be in existence at 
the t h e  of d a t h  asra condition precedent to the estate now claiming the same. Because 
Jytap7 
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Mr, A h s o n  failed! to file a timely action the cldm was disposed of before his death md 
there w a  thus no &&ion for the estate: to f d a  pasue, merefore 9terling seekr, to hive 
ttre: Court is8ua a s ary jun3mat on Plaindffs fist, second md sixth causes o f  action. 
Both sid~a of the issue have filed brief8 s u p p o ~ g  their posidons, The Cow htw 
Ifiorouay reviewed the file and now issues this M m o r m d m  Decision and Order 
QMNTNG Defe&ntk smol;ion for s m q  judgment. 
1. Whe&er the decemed is requixed to have a valid claim upon his dea& to 
suppart the subsequent wrongful de&h action filed by the heirs bas& upon 
the same set of facts? 
2, Whether the statute of lidktiom has tolled on the wrongful death claims 
brought by Plaintiff? 
3. Whe&er the Court should g m t  s m a y  judaenl: in its entirety? 
Iiule 56(c) of the Idaho Rules of  Civil Procedure provides the vehicle for 
s m w  judgment motions, A party is entitled to s u m m q  judgment: when the 
pleadings, d e p ~ s i t i ~ m  and biss ions ,  togelher with any ~ d a ~ t s ,  show tfiat there is no 
g~nuine issue as to any material, fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judpent 
as a matter of law. I.R.C.P. 56(c); US, Bank iVat '1 Ass 'n v. Kueulali, 134 Idaho 122 
(2000); Moss v, Mid-America Fire and Marine Ins, Co,  103 Idaho 298 (1982). The 
burden of establishiulg that there is no genuine issue of mterial fact rests at atl times 
4 4  v;/ 
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upon the moving p&y, Jor&n v. Beeks, 135 Id&o 586,21 P.Jd 908 M001), Thompson 
Y, City oflhhcl Falls, 126 Id 587,887 P,2d 1094 (Ct, App. I994), The standuds 
a;cy j u d ~ e n t  rcquke the courts to liberdly combue the facts in the 
record in favor of the nomoving party d to draw all reuonable iderences Barn the 
facts in favor of the n o m o w  p&y. NorthtueS;E BgceCo~p V ,  Home Liviag Sem., 136 
Idabo 835,41 P.3d 263 (2002), If the record c o n t h  codicthg inferences or 
monable minds might reach cfifferent concXusions, smmw judgment mwt be denied. 
Id Coaversely, a motion for summary judpent mwt be grm*d if reasonable persons 
c m o t  draw eonflicthg infereaces or reach diE~rent conclusions from the evidence, Due 
v. Durtschi, 1 10 Idako 466,470 (1986), Fmbermore, there must be more tfian a nere 
scintilla of evidence creating a genuine issue of material fmt upon which ~umw 
judpmt is denied. Marchandv. JEM$porhYeav, Xnc., 143 Idaho 458,458-459 (2006). 
1. Whether the deceased is required to have a valid claim upon hk death to 
support the ~ubsequent wrongful death action f3lecl by the heirs based upon 
the same se$lof h e & ?  
Defwdmts ague  a condition precedeat to the filing of a wrongful death claim by 
the heirs, is that the decedent is required to have had a valid cause! of action at the time of 
death in order for the claim to pass to the heirs, Defendmts assert that Idaho law is wall 
settled as to the fact that heirs o f  the deceased may recover for wongful death only if 
wrongful acts wouldlhave entitled t;be decedent to maintain an a~tion if death had not 
resulted, See Twpenrv, Granisrt, 133 Idaho 244 (199SI), Bevan v. Vas,mr Farms, J~nc,, 117 
Idaho 1038 (1 990),13ussell v. Cm, 65 Idaho 543 (1 9441, Hooden v. City ofBgrley, 70 
Idaho 369 (1950), H~lgeson va Powell, 54 Idaho 667 (1932), Spro~86 v, Magee, 46 Idaho 
622 (19281, Refendmu f m e r  argue that PlaintiEs are ammpting .to skirt the tolled 
dw2. 
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s&&e of 1irnitatim;problems by arguiqg &at this is a wrongful death case, Defendants 
claim this is merely a method by which P l i n~ f f s  eek to eoefJcape the c o h e 8  o f  the 
m a t e  of limitathna imposed for persond injuries mder LC, 1 5 419, Defendmtg argue 
the Court must hllw the condi~on pr~edent rule as it i s  not the privilege of the Court to 
mdce: new law, but only to apply the cment law to the facts. 
Defendants $upport their arguments of the condieon precedent doctrine by r e l ~ g  
on Adam v. Armsp~rrg world iurdzrstrie$,596 F.Supp. 1407,1412,1414 (D. Idaho 1984), 
rev 'd on other grog& sub nom, Waters v. Armstrong I;ybrl'd Indus,, Itac,, 773 F,2d 248 
(9'" Cir, 1985). In &at case the United States District COW for the District of Idaho 
applied Idaho law to a similar asbestos wronfil death case and found "that the condition 
precsd~nt rule does ~pp ly  in the statute of limitations context, 
Xn response to the condition pmedent rule Plaintiffs rely on the Chapmavr v. 
Cardiac Pacemaker#, Inc. d i n g  wherein fhe Idaho Supreme Court was faced ~ 4 t h  a 
similar situation, Chpman v, Cardiac Pacemahrs, Inc., 105 Idaho 785 (1983), In that 
case ehe court determined that Lord Campbell's Act from which LC, § 5-3 11 was derived 
creates a new cause:of action based on the same conduct, Id at 787, 
I.C, 8 5-3 11 provides the avenue whereby one may seek recovev for wongful 
death, h states in pertinent part: 
(1) When the death of a person is caused by the wongfifirl act or mglet of 
another, his or her heirs or persond representatives on their behalf may m a h h  
an action for dmages against the person causin@; the death, or in case of the death 
of such wongdoer, against the personal representative of such wangdoer, 
whether t h ~  wrongdoer dies before or af€er the death of the person injured, If any 
other person is responsible for any such wongf?ul act or neglect, the action may . 
also be maiaitained against such other person, or in case of his or her death, his or 
her personetl*representafives. In every action undm this section, such darnages 
may be given as under all the circmsmces of the case as may be just, 
d 9'89 
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Xxt, #prows v: M(rges, 46 Xd&o 622,269 P, 993 (1928) a s  Court held that it was 
rewomble to bar the heirs' recovery a g a t  a &fendant if the deceased himself could not 
recover became such limitation existed in thr: Lord Cmphel's Act, the orSgintzl model 
for all w o n a  death staQtes, The Idaho Iegislatme, in ea~cting LC, if 5-3 1 1, adopted 
the substance of L o ~ d  Cmpbell's Act, Xdho's w o n m  death satUte is based on this 
model a d  the modal hcludes the condilion precedent doc&he. A recent kcision 
provided by Defendehnt's in their Notice ofSupptementcrZ Authrilj, also bolsbrs tho 
Defendant" s w a n k .  In that case the C o w  points to Hglggson v. Powell, 54 Idaho 667 
(1932) which incorporates the condition precedent d o c ~ e  into Lord Campbell" Act. In 
that case the Idaho $upreme Court sbted; 
"Under Lord Cmpbell's Act the ori@nal modd for at]. samtes giving a cause of 
action for so-called death by wronfil act, the act, neglect or default must have been such 
as would haw entitl~d the party injured to maintgn m action therefore if death had not 
ensued. Tiffany on Death by Wrongful, Act (2d Ed,) 13 61, While this lwa t ion  oi 
condition upon the main tame of the action is not included in the Idaho act (Comp, St, 
1919,g 66441, as said by that author, no case had been found in which it has not been 
implied. 
In c o n s t ~ n g  the Idaho act, the Supreme Court of the United States, in 
Pacific RY! Co. v. Adms. 192 U.S. 440,24 S,Ct. 408,48 L. Ed.. 5 13, said of parties 
pldntiff in such aotion; 
'They olaim wder him, and they cm recover ody in case he could have 
recovered damages had he not been killed, but only injured' 
Thus it will be seen that by fie commcrion this court has placed on, said statute it 
has the s m e  force md effect, by hplicatioq as if it expressly contained the provision, 
"Wenevar the wrongful act would have entitled the person injured to maintain and 
action if death had m t  ensued." 
.... 
" T ~ G  action being maintainable, according to the terms of most o f  the aatutes, whenever 
the act or neglect cawing death was such that the party injured might have mahkined an 
stion, the question who may be sued will in general depend in each case upon p~cisely 
the same considerati~ng that would govern in an action for personal injury,, , ," 
a , , ,  
"The foundation of the! action i s  the wrongfit1 act of the defendant which resulted in 
death. No remedy existed at oommon law. The statute was intended to make a change. It 
is a survival statute in the sense that dmages my now be recovered fhr the w o n a l  act, 
n o G & s t a h g  that death may result, whether instmheowly or otherwise, It gives a 
dLl(l?jF 
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new cause of aadonifor the same reson md for the h&er reason bat  the action is not 
oars k m f e ~ e d  f h m  &e dacdrsnt to the a h i ~ & a m r  but 19 one given directly to the 
rtdmhishator for the beneftt. of c&dn living rdativa," Helgeson v, Powell, 54 Irfaho at 
677 (1932) (cidae; @row& v, Magee, 46 Idaho 622,269 P, 983 (1928)). 
Fmm the time of arouse bou& the present this ha bbeexz afld conhues to be 
the Cou&'s interpretation md applicdan of1.C.f 5-3 1 1 and the Idaho State Legislatwe: 
has not fomd it n a w s s q  to e m t  legislation to chmge or m o w  the m n g M  death 
recovery law as interpreted by the daisions of this Court. Bevm v, V~ssar Farms, h c , ,  
1 17 Idaho 1038, (1 990). Allhou@ the Court in Chapman deterdned that death began the 
tolling, the more reciene case of Adams v. Arms&ong world industrigs indicates the 
tendency to constnrQ the statute congrumt with the historical practice of requiring the 
decedent to have a M i d  cause of &tion, unbmred by sakubs of limitation. This Court is 
bowd to follow the law as it exists, The majority of relevat cases seem to apply the 
condition precedent rule, therefore this Court will do the same and require decedent to 
h v e  a valid cla;im at their time of death for the heirs, estate or a f i i s b a t o r  to pursue, 
2, Wether art statute of Urnitations has tolled on the wrongful, death c b h 8  
brought by Plafntfffl 
Defendant's base their claim upon I.C, § 5-219, This statute necessitates a filing 
of personal injuries cases within 2 years from the date of the injury. The argurylent here 
revolves wound when the 2 years should begin to toll. The language of the statute 
conoerning this rnatt$r is as foFOX10ws; 
(4) An aation to recover dmagw for profitrssional malpractice, or for an injury 
to the person, or for the death of one caused by the wronghl, act of negleot of 
anotha, including any such action arising Born breach of an @lied warranty or 
implied oovenant., .the cause of action shall be deemed to accrued as of the time 
of the occurrence, act or omission complained of, and the limitation period shall 
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not be e x t e d d  by rason of my c o n ~ a ~ u g  caaseqmces or dmages resdting 
therefrom or my contin- profassiond or c o r n a c i d  relatiomhip betwcea the 
hjwed p&y md the dleged wrongdoer, and, provided an actioa 
mmt be comcnced ~W . . . Wo (2) years follodng the occurrence, act or 
ornisfjion compldned of, wMchever is laterb LC, 5-219(4), 
hoking at tfie plain meaning of  this statute, the tolling is to begin &om the t h e  
of the injury for pergonrtl injury causes of action, In a factmlly shilaf mbestos crsse I.C. 
$5-21 9 was said to bar the Pla,intiff's complaint becaws the two y w s  statute af 
limi%tions oa persoml iqjuries had begun when there was medical evidence supparling 
fie existence of plaintiffs asbestos related injury more than two years prior to tke filhg 
of fie complaint. Br~nnm v. Owens-ComfngFa"bergIas Gorp,, 134 Idaho 800 (2000), 
Plaintips ague &;at under irI,C, 5 5-21 9, tdae g&&te of limita~ons in a w o ~ g h i  
death action is twzr years following the data of the decedent's death. Hayward v. Yh.lley 
Vista Cure Gorp,, 136 Idaho 342, (Idaho 2001). These argments may be valid as to a 
wrongful death action which is supported by the condition precedent doctrine, Hayward 
is disltinguishable beioause there a suit was filed within thg 2 years following the death of 
the decedent md the Plaintiff sought to amend the compfht after the 2 yean had tolled, 
Id at 346. Thus in Haward fie issue concerns &e statute of limitations after the death 
while in this cmc! the statute of Iimittttions at issue concerns the mderlying injury and the 
action filed comeming it, 
Plaintiff's contend that in wronghl deaths cases, the: injuxy referred to in I. C. (5 5- 
219(4) is the death and thus the tolling i s  to begin from the time of bath, Chapman v. 
Cardiac Pacemalceers, Inc, , 105 Idaho 785, (1 983), Defefldants disrinmish that case by 
noting under the facts there the deceased still could have brought an action a g h s t  
Plaintiff had he not died and thus the condition precedent doctrine was ncver at isme. 
John D. Ademson. V. FMC Cogoration, etal, Memorandum Decision and Order, 
Wheraas in the case.~t bar, the decedent would hgve bem barred hun. bxhgng a persond 
injury mtion be caw^ the s t ~ b t e  of l i~kt ioms had tolled, 
Xt i s  c X e ~  lXrat LCa 5 5-22 9(4) deem that a cgwe of a ~ e a n  shd1 haye accrued M 
af the we of the ocEmnce, act or odssiaul mmpldned of, In mo8t caea, the act or 
odssion complahd of a d  the i n j w  ta h plltin~ff mour at s m e  time, paicularly 
in tXle medical conmt, See Masl v. Seale, 106 I&ho 56 1,682 P.2d 2 02 (1 9841, 
However, wbme &a fmc~oa&l  def~:ct (md its sympQmologyL) does not occw at all until a 
later time, the very ngtute of a tort action req~res  us lo read this language in LC, 8 5- 
219(4) flexibly to avoid absurd results. See S;tveib v, kigel, 109 Idaho 174,706 Pa2d 63 
(1985). A cause of %tion accmes when "objective medical proof would support the 
existenm of an a c t d  injury,'9 Bmnnan v. Owen-Corning Fiberglass Cor;o,, 134 Idaho 
800, 801 (2000) (citing Dmh v. Mbran, 112 Idaho 703, (1987)), Fufiermore, '"bjective 
medical proof that would support the exigtence! of an wtud iajjury resulting froa 
axposurt?? to assbesms," may include 1) an e x d n a ~ o n  in order: to d~teet mbestos-related 
diseases; 2) a chest x-ray which, showed scaning of thc? lung of a kind that can be seen 
after asbestos exposwe; 3) chmges in the lung consistent with the type of injury andt 
disease that can be seen after asbestos exposure; or 4) presence of pleural plaques or 
scming in the lining of the lung which indicates asbestos exposme. Id at 801, 
If this same slatldard ig applied to tlx case at hand then there is suffici~n.1. 
evidence to grant smw judgment because Mr. Admson was aware that fre had 
meso&elioma more than two years priot to the filing of this action, Xt is an undisputed 
matter of fact that daoedent was diagnosed with. mesa~eUomia on March 8,2002 md 
died from said disease on July 20,2004, The statute of limitations had tofled on the 
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underlying injury which caused the vsrowul death on March 8,2004, fgur monZhs prim 
to the decedent '8 death. This lwsuit was not filed until July 18,2006, much later h Q e  
allotted two yeas &en to fila a vdid came, of action, 
3. Whether the Court should grant summary judgmeinit in the entire@? 
Comtruing the evidentiary record most fervombly to the plaiatiff? which. we must 
do an smmary judpent, there is no gm~ne! issue of matmial fact $ k t  the stahte of 
limiations had tolled on dewden& olah. Therefore there can. be no genuine issue of 
material fact &at deaedent had a valid claim which his heirs could pursue awordhg to 
the w n a ~ o n  precehnt doctrine, Fuhemore, this Cow3 h d s  it appropriate to disrniss 
ag&nsf all Defendants the en~rety of the cIaim which are dqendant upon the persona1 
injury claim beeause the PlajntiEs ;Failed to satisfy the applicable statute of lirnitafjons. 
Therefore, my claims pertaining to injuries resulting Born dleged asbestos exposure 
cannot stand, 
This Court adopw the reasoPling and coxlcfusictns reached by Judge McDermo~ ia 
his decision in Mild~gd Cmtiorena, ef al. v. General Eleckic, et al , B m o c k  Comty case 
number CV-2006-2474~PI and Fillis lagene Morton, SR,, et al v. General Elec~ ie  t al., 
CV-2006-375-PI wherein that Court dismisses all counts against dl Defendants, This 
Court finds that the reasoning used by Judge McDennott in those cases is s ~ l m l y  
applicabIe! in this case and thus stare decisis requires that this faotually similar case be 
similarly dismissed, $ m a r y  judgment is proper in this case and the Court will therefore 
award smmary judgment against the Plaintiff for all counts as to all Defendmts. 
d YBP 
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IT  IS HERtEBY ORDERED, DECREED and ADJZlDGED that pursuant to the 
above reasohg, the Plaiatiffs lack the suppo~ ofthe? law to pmsw counts I, If, and VI 
raised in the cornpldnt, Therefore, Ilefendmt's M ~ f f o n  for Sunzmary Judg~enf  i s  
Ui, D as to these counZs. F ~ e m m ,  thi~ COW fm& it ncce~~ary to dismiss all B 
y" other c o w s  due to their dependency on the slleged injury which is baned by the tolling 
of the statute of lMtations. Ther~fore the I)efendm&' Motionfor Summary Judgpnend i s  
G M E n  as to the entire case, md the case is hereby DlSMSSED as to dl counts 
against all Defendms with prejudice. 
DATED this 4' day of April, 2008. 
District Judge 
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his capaci@ as Personal representative of 1 
The Estate of JOm R. ADMSON 1 
Pkhtiffs, 1 
1 
vs , 1 mDGMENT 
: 
" <  
* ,  FMC Corpor&~on$ el al. 
6- Defendm&. 
It is hereby QmBmR, ADJUDGED, AND DECMED thal based on the Court's 
reasoning set forth in the! April 9,2008 Memormdm Redsion and Order enering summay 
judpent  in favor of the Defendants, JUDGMENT is  hereby entered against the Plaintiff in favor 
of the Defendats. 
Don L, Harding 
District Judge 
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Bob Hamood d Delivered 
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For: Ericsson h e ,  
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Blaser Soresnsen \ ( ) Hand Delivered 
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Hall Farley Oberrecht & B1mtan, P.A, 
P.0, Box 1271 
Boise, XI> 83701 
U,S, Mail, Postage Prepaid hand Delivered ( ) Over~&tMail. 
( ) Facshile 
( ) Via e-mail 
For: Parker Hannifin Cozporation 
O q  T, Rmce 
Bm Ntchie 
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Pocatello, ID 83204-0991, ( ) Facsimile 
For: Owens Illinois Inc ( ) Via ernail 
Rowad Bmet t  U,S, Mail, Poslage Prepaid 
Hawley Troxell Emis BE 131wley LLP h and Delivered 
P,O. Box 100 ( ) Overd&t Mail 
Pocatello, 11) 83204 ( ) FacsEIe 
For; Ea&a ElectYical Corporation ( ) Via s-mail 
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Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-0366 
Telephone: (208) 733-5463 
Attorneys for Defendant Ericsson, hc.,  As Successor In 
Interest To The Anaconda Wire & Cable Company 
( I  4740~emorandum oTCosrs\TBI-lka) 
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,,7 JOHN D. AII)AMISON, individually, and in his } 40 Case No. CV-06-3 166-OC 
d capacity as Personal Representative of The 1 
Estate of JOHN £3. ADAMSON, 
Plaintiff, 
1 
v. MEMORANDUM OF COSTS 
FMC Corporation individually and on behalf of ) 
its fomer Coffin Turbo Pump Operation and ) 
fomer Peerless Pump, Chcago Pump and 
Link-Belt Business; NIKKO Materials USA, ) 
Inc., d/b/a Gould Electric, Inc., individually and ) 
as successor in irrterest to Goulds, hc.,  1 
Imperial Corporation, Eastman Corporation, ) 
Imperial Eastman Corporation, ITE Circuit ) 
Breaker Company, and Century Electric; 
Schieider Electric, individually and on behalf ) 
of Squase D Company; Alaskan Copper 
Works; Allis Chalrners Corporation; 
Amerivent Sales, he. ;  Ericsson, hc.,  as 
Successor in Interest to the Anaconda Wire & ) 
Cable Company; Gasdner Denver, Inc. ; Henry ) 
Vogt Machine Co.; Obit Industries, Inc.; 
Paramount Supply Co.; Paul Roberts Machne ) 
Supply; Pocatello Supply, Inc.; Rupert Iron ) 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS - 1 
&t.C&cl=, 
Works; Parker Waxmifm Corpordtion successor 
in ~nterest o Sacorna-Sieza, hc.; Steel West, 
Inc.; Bechtel, Inc.; Crane Co.; Owens Illinois, 
Inc.; h e r i c m  Optical Corporation; Eaton 
Electrical Coporation flWa Cutler H a m e r ;  
Flowserve Corporation individually and as 
successor to The Duriron Company, h c .  FKA 
Durco International; Fairbanks Morse Pump 
Corporation Honeywell, Inc. (Specifically 
excluding liability for NARGO) individually 
and as successor to Allied Signal, Bendix, 
Wheelabrator, Rust Engineering, arid Allied 
Chemical; Reliance Electric Motors 
individually and as successor to Master 
Electric; P & H Cranes; Johnson Pmps ;  
Sterling Fluid System (Peerless Pumps) 1 
Defendants. 
COMES NOW the Defendant, Ericsson, Inc., by and through its counsel of record, Thonlas 
B. High, of the law firm of Benoit, Alexander, Harwood, High & Valdez, LLP, and pursuant to 
I.R.C.P. 54(d) hereby serve this verified memorandum of costs, which are claimed in this action. 
I .  My name is Thomas B. High. I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State 
of Idaho; I a m  a partner in the law firm of Benoit, Alexander, Harwood, High & Valdez, LLP, aid I 
am one of the attorneys for the Defendant, Ericsson, Inc., in the above-elititled action. 
2. The matters set forth herein are based upon my own personal knowledge, 
information and belief and are also based upon the accounts, records and business ledgers kept by 
our firm in the regular and ordinary course of its business. 
3. The costs and disbursements set forth herein are to my laowledge and belief 
correctly stated, properly claimed, and in accordance with I.R.C.P. 54. To my laowledge and 
belief, all such costs and disbursements were incurred or expended reasonably, in good faith, for 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS - 2 a%"& ) 
purposes of prepaYing and h-ymg this action, and were not incurred to vex, liarass, or amioy the 
Plaintiffs. The costs and disbursements hereby claimed are truly md correctly stated, and were 
acttrally paid, and are claimed in compliance with I.R.C.P. 54(d) as follows: 
A, - I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C). 
1 . Court Filing Fees: ............................................................................................. .$5 8 .OO 
....................................................... TOTAL COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT $58.00 
DATED this day of April, 2008. 
BENOIT, A L E X N E R ,  HARWOOD, 
HIGH & V a D E Z ,  L.L.P. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: SS. 
Cotlnty of Twin Falls ) 
Thomas 13. High, being first duly sworn, deposes and says that he is one of the attorneys for 
the Defendant, Ericsson, Inc., in the above-entitled action. To the best of iny laowledge and belief 
the items of costs are in compliance with Rule 54(d) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedme. These 
costs were actually incumred and paid, were reasonable and necessary for the proper defense of this 
action and were not expended in bad faith, or for the purpose of vexation or harassment. 
'OR 
3 
.N TO B E F O P  ME this of April, 2008. 
My ~ o m i s s i h  Expires: 
The undersigied, 
At~enue North, Twin Falls, 
and correct copy of the 
fomrarded with all required charges prepaid, by the inetbod(s) indicated below, to Ole I-bllowing: 
James C. h o l d  Hand Delivered El  
PETTERSEN, P M L N S O N  & OLD, PLLC U.S. Mail 
P.O. Box 1645 Fax 0 
Idaho Falls, El 83403-1645 Fed. Express • 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
G. Patterson Keahey 
G. Patterson Keahey, P.C. 
8" u-, One Independence Plaza, Suite 6 12 
=- ) Birmingham, AL 35209 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
r 
t 
C. Timothy Wopkins 
Steven K. Brown 
HOPISINS RODEN CROCKETT 
HANSEN & HOOPES, PLLC 
P.O. Box Box 51219 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1219 
Attorneys for Defendant Square D. Company 
(incorrectly named as "Schneider Electric')) and 
Alaskan Cooper WorkslAlco Investment 
Company 
Kelly A. Cameron 
Randall L. S c h i t z  
P E m S  COLE, LLP 
25 1 East Front Street, Suite 400 
Boise, ID 83702-73 10 













Gary L. Cooper Hand Delivered 
COOPER & LARSEN U.S. Mail 
P.O. Box 4229 Fax 
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229 Fed. Express 
Attorneys for Defendant Paramount Supply Co. 
MEMOFLOJDUM OF COSTS - 4 4 5 0 3  
W. Marc~~s  W. Nye 
Carol Tippi Volyn 
RACDE, OLSON, W E ,  BUDGE, 
cSr. B m E Y ,  G H m T E E D  
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocattello, ZD 83204-1 391 
Attorneys for Defendant Advanced Industrial 





Alan G o o b a n  Hand Delivered 
GOODMAN LAW OFFICE U.S. Mail 
Attorneys at Law Fax 
P.O. Box D Fed. Express 
4 Rupert, iD 83350 
G Attorney for Defendant Rupert Iron Works, Inc. 
" j  
2 Murray J. Sorensen 
BLASER, SOENSEN & OLESEN 
Wand Delivered 
U.S. Mail 
P.O. Box 1047 Fax 
Blackfoot, ID 83221-1 047 Fed. Express 
Attorneys for Defendant Steel West, Inc. 
Thomas J. Lyons Hand Delivered 
MERRILL & MEKRILL U.S. Mail 
P.O. Box 991 Fax 
Pocrrtello, ID 83204-0991 Fed. Express 
Attorneys for Defendant Owens Illinois, Inc. 
Donald F. Carey Hand Delivered 
QUANE SMITH, LLP U.S. Mail 
2325 West Broadway, Suite B Fax 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402-2913 Fed. Express 
Attorneys for Defendant? American Optical 
Corporation; Reliance Electric Motors and 
Johnston Pump Company nka TKD, Inc.) 
Howard D. Burnett Hand Delivered 
ILZWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY, LLP U.S. Mail 
P.O. Box 100 Fax 
Pocatello, ID 83204-0 100 Fed. Express 
Attorneys for Defendant Eaton Electrical, Inc. 
(formerly known as Cutler-Hammer, Inc.) 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS - 5 
Melinda Morgan Hand Delivered a 
T, MJLLER & NELSON U.S. Mall r%l 
P.O. Box 2465 Fax E l  
Salt Lake City, UT 841 10-2465 Fed. Express • 
Attorneys for Defendant Plowserve Corporation 
(flMa Durco International, Inc.) 
A. Bruce Larson Hand Delivered !Il 
Attomey at Law U.S. Mail 
i P.O. Box 6369 Fax 




"1 Attorney for Defendant P&H Mining Equipment, 
d Inc., ElWa Harnischfeger Corporation (incorrectly 
named as P&W Crane) 
Lee Radford Hand Delivered 
Benajrnin C. Ritcbie U.S. Mail 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK Fax 
& FIELDS, CHARTERED Fed. Express 
P.O. Box 51505 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Attorneys for Defendant Sterling Fluid Systems 
(USA), LLC (improperly sued as Sterling Fluid 
Systems (Peerless Pumps)) 
Richard G. Boardman 
Randall L. S c h i t z  
PERKINS COE, LLP 
23 1 East Front Street, Suite 400 
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James G. h o l d  - IS& No. 3688 
PETEWEN, SON & AWOLD, PLLC 
390 N. Capita1 Avenue 1 g g ~ p ~ 2 i  *- a9:iO 
P.O. Box 1645 
w-- 
Idaho Fa&, ID 83403-16.45 BY e-**'--"a CE;~U-[ Y cLE[3g 
Telephone (208) 522-5200 
FacsMe (208) 522-8547 
G, Patlcerson Keahey 
G. Pauerson Keahey, P.C. 
One hdependence Plaza, Suite 612 
B h a g h a m ,  Alabama 35209 
Telephone: 205-871-0707 
Facsiwe: 205-871-0801 
Attorneys for Plahtiffs 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TEE 
STATE OF IDA.HO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
3) JOHN I). ADAMSON, individdly and as in 
his capacity as Personal representative of the 
estate of JOHN H. AlhWISON, 
vs. 
CIVIL ACTION NO.: 
P L ~ T ~ S '  MOTION FOR 
RECONSTDER_A.TION 
EWIC Corporation, individually and on behalf 
of its fomer Coffin Turbo Pump Operation 
and fomer Peerless Pump, Chicago Pump and 
Link-Belt Business, et. al., 
Defendants. 
COMES NOW the above-named Plaintiff, by and through his attorneys of record, 
and requests this Court to reconsider its Memorandum Decision and Order Granting 
Defendant's Motion for S m a r y  Judgment entered April 9, 2008. As grounds 
therefore, Plaintiffs show unto the Court as follows: 
1. Pmsumt to this Court's Order dated April 9, 2008, the Court submits that 
"Defendant Sterling Fluid System (Sterling) filed a Nirtice of 
Sz~pplemental Azlthoui~ with the Court on March 19, 2008 and -Ehe Court 
allowed the Plaintiff to respond to the filing which they failed to do." 
Order, p. 2 (emphasis added). 
2. The Court entered an order on March 21, 2008, stating that Plaintiff had 
fifteen (15) days 601.31 the date of the Order to file its supplemental brief. 
As such, Plaintiffs supplemental brief was due on April 4,2008. 
3. On April 4, 2008, Plaintiff did in fact timely file P lah~ff"s  Response to 
Defendants' Notice of Supplemental Authority with the Court. See 
Plaintips Response (attached hereto as Exhibit "A7'). 
4. Further, Plaintiff submits that the ease docket clearly shows that Plaintiff 
submitted h ~ s  response on April 4, 2008. See Docket (attached hereto as 
Exhibit "B"). 
5. Therefore, the Plaintiff would ask this Court to Reconsider the Order 
granting Defendants' Motion for S m a r y  Judgment and take under 
consideration Plaintiffs timely filed supplemental brief. 
WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, the Plaintiff respectfully requests 
this Court reconsider its Memorandum Decision and Order Granting the Defendant's 
Motion for Summary Judgment and to take under consideration  plaintiff"^ Response to 
Defendants' Notice of Supplemental Authority timely filed on April 4, 2008. 
Respectfully submitted this day o f  April, 2008. 
i/~ttomey for Plaintiff. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERWCE 
The undssie;ned hereby ce&ifies that a true md correct copy of the foregoing has 
been served upon all counsel of record by deposi~ng a copy of same in the United States 
Mail, postage prepaid to them addressed to the following: 
This the /f day of April, 2008. 
W. Marcus W. Nye 
Carol Tippi Volyn 
Raeine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey, Chartered 
P.O. Box 1391lCenter Plaza 
Pocatello. Idaho 83204-1391 
Attorneys far Advanced Industrial Supply 
C. Timothy Hopkms 
Steven K. Brown 
428 Park Avenue 
P.O. Box 51219 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1219 
Attorneys for Alaskan Copper Works 
Christopher P. Graliam 
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhman PA 
225 N. 9" Street, Suite 820 
P.O. Box 1097 
Botsc, Idaho 83701 
Attorney for Anchor Packing Co. 
Garlock, lnc. 
Donald F. Carey 
Robert D. Williams 
Quane Smith. LLP 
2325 West Broadway, Suite B 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402-2913 
Attorney for Beclltel alWa Sequola Venkres 
Rellance Electric Colnpany and Babbitt Steam 
Specialty Co 
Gary L Cooper 
M Antltony Sassel 
Cooper & Larsen, Clmrtered 
151 North Tlllrd Avenue, Sulte 210 
P.0 Box 4229 
Pocatelio, Idalto 83205-4229 
Attorney for Bullougll Abatetnent, Paralnount 
Suppiy Co 
And Zum Industries, Inc 
Steven Riio 
STEVEN V. RIZZO, PC 
1G20SW Taylor Street, Suitc 350 
Portland, OR 97205 
Attorney for Paramount Supply Co and 
Zurn Industries, lnc, 
John G. Goller 
Von Brlesen & Roper, S.C. 
41 1 East Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 3262 
Milwaukee, WI 53201-3262 
Attorney for Emerson Electric Company 
Trudy Hanson Fouser 
Martha G. Whany 
Ojording & Fouser 
509 Hays Street 
P.O. Box 2387 
Boise, ldalto 83701 
Attomep for General Electric Company 
Brian D. Harper 
P.O. Box 2838 
161 5" Avenue S., Suite 202 
Twin Falls, Ida110 83303 
Attorney for Guard Line 
Gary T. Dance 
Benjamin C. Ritcltie 
Moffatt, Tltomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields, 
Cltarte~d 
412 West Center 
P.O. Box 817 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204 
Attorney for Henry Vogt Machine Company 
Miclmel W. Moore 
Stevert K. Kraft 
Moore, Baskill & Elia, LLP 
1001 W. idalto Suite 400 
P.O. Box 6756 
Boise, Idalto 83707 
Attorneys for Hill Bmtllers Cllelnical Company 
Chris H. Hansen 
Andersoll, Juliall& Hull, LLP 
C.W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
Attorney for 1MO lndustries, lnc. 
A.Bruce Larson 
/ Wade L, Woodard 
Greener Bandueci Shoemaker, PA 
950 West Bannock Street 
Suite 900 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Attomey for Union Carbide Corporation 
Certainteed Corporation 
Cooper Crouse Hinds LLC 
Mary Price Birk 
Ronald L. Hellbush 
Baker & Hostetler, LLP 
303 East 1 Avenue, Suite 1 100 
Denver, CO 80203 
Attorneys for Union Carbide Corporation 
Certainteed Corporation 
Cooper Crouse Hinds LLC 
Kent W. Hansen 
Attomey a t  Law 
280 South 400 West, 1250 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Attorney for Union Pacific Railmad 
1MO Industries 
E. Scott Savage 
Casey K. McGamey 
Berman & Savage, P.C. 
170 South Main Street, Suite 500 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Attorneys for Union Pacific Railroad 
Gary T. Dance 
Benjamill C. Ritcllie 
Moffatt, Tl~omas, Barrett, Rock & Fields, 
Chartered 
412 West Center 
P.O. Box 81 7 
Pocatello, Idalto 83204 
Attorneys for Warren Pulnps Inc. 
Christopller C. Burke 
Greener Bandueci Sl~oemaker, PA 
The Carnegie Building 
815 West Wasllington Sheet 
Boise, Idalto 83702 
Attorney for CBS Corporation: Viacom Inc. 
/ CItarles Johnson 155 South Sewnd Avenue 
Johnson Olson Clrammd P.0 Box 6369 
419 West Bentan Pooatello, Ida110 83205-6369 
P.0 Box 1725 Attorney for ITT' Industr1&8 and Cleaver Braoks 
Pocatella, Idslto 83204-1 725 
Attomy for Crown Cork & Seal C Timothy Wopklns 
Steven K Brown 
fiownrd D Burnen Hopkins Roden Crockett Hansel1 & fioopes, 
Wawley Tmxeil Enn~s & Huwley, LLP PLLC 
333 Sooth Marn Street 428 Park Avenue 
P.0 Box 100 P.0 Box51219 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204 Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1219 
Attorney for Eaton Elechlcal Attorneys for Kelly Moore Palnt Company and 
Formerly Known as Culler Hammer Square D Company 
lndustnal Holdlngs &paration 
Alan Goodman 
John A Barley, Jr Goodman Law Oflice 
Eactne, Olson, Nye, Budge & Batley, Cliartered P 0. Box D 
P.0 Box 1391 717 7"' Street 
Pocatello, ldailo 83204- 1391 Rupert, Idaho 83320 
Attorney far Emerson Eiectrlc Company, Gouid Attorney for Rupert Iron Works inc 
Incorpornted; Goulds Pumps Tradmg Corporation 
Murray Jlm Sorensen 
Kevln .I. Seanlan Bleser, Sorensen & Oleson, Chartered 
Dana M. Herberholz 285 NW Maxn 
Hall, parlay, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A P.O. Box 1047 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 Blac!doot, Idaho 83221 
P.O. Box 1271 Attorney for Steel West, lnc 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Attorney for Parker-Hannifin Coiporatlon 
Dollaid W. h j e k  
blek Law Offices, Gllurtered 
1199 West Maln Street 
P.O. Box 1712 
Borse, Idaho 83701 
Attorney for Metropolllrrn Life insurance 
Company 
Donald J. Farley 
h l i ,  Farley, Oberrechlik Blanton, PA 
702 West Idaho, Sulte 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
Bolse, Idaho 83701 
Attorney for Nibco, Inc. 
Kent W. Hansen 
280 South 400 West, #250 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Attorney for Union Pacific Railroad Company 
Iiicbrd C. Boardman 
Randall L Sehmitz 
Kelly A. Cameron 
PERKINS & COIE LLP 
251 East Front Stmet. Suite 400 
Boise, ID 83702-73 10 
Attorneys for Honeywell, Inc. 
Crane Co. 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
EXHIBIT "A" 
James C. Arnold - ISB No. 3688 
PE SON 
6% 
390 W. Capital Avenue 
P.O. Box 1645 
Idaho Falls, ID 83403-1645 
Tctlephone (208) 522-5200 
FacsWe (208) 522-8547 
G. Patterson Keahey 
G. Patterson Keahey; P.C. 
One Indepenhnce Plaza, Suite 612 




b, C I Attoraeys for PIaintif%s 
IN T 5  DISTRICT COURT OR T m  SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTIUCT 
OF TEfE STATE OF IDMO,  IIY AND FOR TEE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
JOHN D. ADANLSON, hdividualty, and in ) 
his capacity as Personal Representative 
of The Estate of J O m  H. A.DAMS, ) CASE NO. CV-06-3166-OC 
. Pla t iE ,  ) P L m n F F ' S  mSPONSE TO 
) D E m m m T S '  NOTICE OF 
vs. ) SWPLEMENTAL AUTIfOHTY 
FMC Corporation individually and on 1 
behalf of its former Coffin Turbo Pump 1 
Operation and former Peerless Pump, 




COMES NOW, Plaintiff, John D. Adason,  individually and in his capacity as Personal 
Representative of The Estate of John H. Adams, in the above-entitled and numbered cause, and 
s-rr 
1 PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF REGARDING CONDITION PRECEDENT RULE 3 
at the requegt of this Cow's Order dated March 21, 2008, files this PlahtiEs Response to 
Defendmts' Itlotice of Supplementd Au&oriq, and submits unto the court the fo"o1owing: 
NTROIDUCTPON 
This is a lawsuit brought by P l ~ n ~ E ,  John D. Admson, h&viduaEy md In his capacity 
as Personal Representative of The Estate of John H. Adms, a g b t  the nrmufactusers of 
asbestos conttainiYlg products which Mr. Adms worked wi&, aid arousld or was exposed to for 
most of his life. As a result of exposme to asbestos, Mr. Ad- was diagosed with 
tt* 
mesotheliom, a rare cancer of the lining of the lungy on or about March 6, 2002. There is no 
) i 
b-- 
f ,  
h o w  treatment or cure for mesothelioma and the only proven cause of the disease in the United 
4 
States is exposure to asbestos fibers. Mr. Adarns died f?om this dnvmbting disease on July 20, 
The decedent's heirs filed the abovecaptioned lawsuit on or about July 18, 2006. 
However, the decedent originally filed his personal injury action before his death i9 the Circuit 
Court of Bolivar County, Mississippi in April 3, 2002 and in the Superior Court of Fulton 
County, Georgia on August 5,2004. 
The case is presently before the Court on Defendmt Sterling Fluid Systms-ereinafier 
"Sterling") Motion for S m a r y  Judgment and subsequent Notice of Supplm&ntal Authority. 
For the reasons contained herein, Defendant Sterling's Motion for S m q  Judgment is due to 
be denied. 
1. The Condition Precedent as A~pIied to Idaho's WronduI Death Statute Speaks to the 
Merits of the Case (i.e. the Tortious Conduct) Rather than the Procedural Issue of StaLutes 
of Limitation. 
2 PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF REGARDING CONDITION PRECEDENT RULE 
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The case law is clear that Idaho" wrongkl death s%tute was modeled after Lord 
Cmpbell" Act. See Sprswe v. Magee, 46 Id&o 622 (1928). The Idaho Supreme Court stated 
Under Lord Capbell" Act, the oridnd model for all statutes giving a cause of action 
for so called death by mon@1 act, the act, neglect or default must- have been such as 
would have entitled the party injured to mahtain an action &mefore if death had not 
ensued. Tiffmy of' D e a ~  by Wron&l Act (2d. Ed.) 9 61. W l e  this limitation or 
condi~on upon the m&bnmce of the action is not included in the Idaho act (Comp. St. 
1919, 6644), as said by that author, no case has been found in. which it has not been 
hplied. 
Sprouse v. Magee, 46 Idaho 622 (1928). 
?&is condition precedenf;, however, speaks to the merits of the case (i.e. the toxtuous 
conduct) rather than a procedural r eq~rment .  The intent for this condition precedent was to 
discourage merit-less suits, r~~ than to issue procedural guidelines, as evidenced by the kct  
that no b e  line is laid out in the either the statute or the commonly applied condition precedent. 
In combing the Idaho WmngEuI Death Statate, the United States Supreme Court stated of the 
plaintiffs: 'They claim under him, and they can recover only in case he c o ~ l d  have recovexed 
damages had he not been killed, but only injured.'" Northern Pac. By. Co v. Adam, 192 USC 
While Defendants cite this case as evidence that Idaho's Wrongful Death statute must be 
interpreted with this condition precedent, the Court did not, in fact, state that this condition 
precedent setired as a procedural guideline in cons-g a wrongful death claim. In Chief 
Justice Brewer's Opinion, he stated: 
In other words, although it should appear that the company in no 
respect failed in its duty to the deceased, it could yet be held 
responsible to the widow and son for the damages they suffered by 
reason of the death. But that is a misconception. Their right of 
action arises only when his death is caused by 'the wrongfid act or 
3 PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF REGARDING CONDITION PRECEDENT RULE 
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neglect."fthere be no o ~ s s i o n  of duty to the decedent, his heirs 
have no claim. 
Nbrt-hern Pat. Ry. Co v. A&m, 192 W C  440,24 S.@t. 408, I2.S. 1904. 
The Supreme Court clearly held that mder Idaho" Wronlfful Death Statute, a won@ 
death a c ~ o n  mwt have fouowed from a wongEul act or neglect; essssen&ally, an oraission of ~1 
dnty owed to the decedent. The Cox& held isl firthern Pacific Railway that as the Railway 
owed no duty to the decedent, and in f a ~ t  the decedent was using a free pass which expressly 
l i d t d  Wility on the parf of the M w a y ,  the defenbt thmefore owed no duty to the heirs of 
the decedmt as well. Id, at 410. In the present case, the de fenhb  have not argued that they 
owed no duty of care to the decedent and therefore that the case fails on substm~ve merits, but 
rather they make a procedmal m m e n t  based on the statute of limitatiom, which should not be 
read. into his case law. 
The comWc~on placed on Idaho's songful death statute in Nofiem Pacific Railway 
Co. was adopted by this Court in Sprouse v. Ahgee, 46 Idaho 622,269 P. 993 (19281, in which 
the Cow stated: As said in Northern Pacific Ry. Co. v. Adam, supra, they "cl&m under" the 
deceased, and could not recover if he could not have done so, and their recovery is measured by 
the benefits which would have accrued to them had he lived. Sprouse can be dishguished from 
the present case as the main issue in Sprouse was whether the plaintiff could maintain two 
separate medical malpractice claims for wrongful death damages and whether the decedents 
could waive the deceased physicim-patient confidentiality. Sprouse v Magee, 46 Idaho 622,269 
P. 993, 995 (Idaho 1928) Sprouse, like Northern PaciJic Raihay, does not address statutes of 
limibtions in regard to Idaho's Wrongfid Death statute, but addresses the substantive issues at 
hand; i.e., whether the wrongfbl act itself constitutes a justiciable tort. 
4 PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF REGARDING CONDITION PRECEDENT RULE 
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of L a b ~ o n s  Does Not Accrue Unta the Death of the Decedent, 
A wongful death action is not merely a contkuatian of decedent's personal injury claim, 
but ra&m is an entirely new cause of action created by stahlte based an tbe death BE the decedent. 
The purJfose of the statute is to create a cause of a~tion to provide a mems by which those who 
have sutained a loss by reason of the de& m y  be mmpensated. 
Until death, the dependents, k o u &  their rqresentative, have s m a e d  no injury and 
hence have no basis for filing a suit. To the extent that statutes of li&tation seek to dissuade 
parties from sleeping on their rights, the purpose is best served by a limitation period 
commencing on the date the cause of action *st acmes - in this case when the death of the 
decedent creates a potential right of recovery in the stahtory dependmb. As such, the date of 
death is clear and unequivocal notice to ali parties. 
An analogous situation is found in a breach of a duty causing only nominal dmages, or 
threat of future h a ,  not yet realized. For example, the cornonsense proposi"cion that a threat 
of future h m  does not suffice to create a cause of action for negligence is based on the 
requirement of an injury. The statute of limitations is triggered by the injury, not by the 
negligent act. It follows then that the statute of limitation does not begin to m against a 
negligence action until some ascertainable damage has occurred. In the case at hand, an asbestos 
action accrues on the date 'of objective medical proof of an asbestos-related disease; not the 
wrongful act. Davis v, Moran, 112 Idaho 703 (1987) (reaf5med in Brennan v. Owem-Corning 
Fiberglas Corp., 134 Idaho 800, 801 (2000)). Likewise, an injury from a wrongful death does 
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not occur until the mbestos exposed person dies, and &us his dependents have two (2) years 
&om the date of his death to file a wran&I death action. 
The present case may be distin&shed &om the holding in Bevan v. Vussar Favmr: he., 
as the issue in that case wits, again, based on the substmtive issue of whether a decedenb' heirs 
could recover when the decedent was 'found to be compwafively negligent. Bevan v. V m a r  
Fa~ms, Inc., 117 Idaho 1038, 793 P.2d 712 (1990). The Court there held that the Plaintips 
won@ death claim was barred as the decedent was compasa~vely negligent in the action that 
caused his death; the Court did not address whether the substantive claim accrues at the tirne of 
first injury or at the tirne of the decedent's death. Xd at 1040, 713. The law is clear, however, 
that a cause of action for wrongfid death accrues on the death of the iptjuredparty, not before. 
Chapman v, Cardiac Pacemakers, 105 Idaho 785,673 P.2d 385 (Idaho 1983) (emphasis added). 
See also Hogan v. Hemann, 101 Idaho 893,623 P.2d 900 (1980); Russell v. Cox, 65 Idaho 534, 
148 P.2d 221 (1944) (holding that the cause of action which aecms to an injured person during 
his lifetime is altogether sepasate &om the cause of action accruing to the person's heirs should 
he die from that injury). 
A. Equal Protection 
If this Court chooses to adopt the rational provided by the Defendant then a multitude of 
wrongfit1 death estates will have their claims taken away even before the death of their decedent, 
which is in direct conflict with Article 1, Section 2 of the Idaho Constitution and the Federal 
Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. For example, if John Doe discovers he 
has an asbestos related disease on January 1, 1980, and he dies on December 3 1, 1981, then his 
estate has one day to file his wron&l death claim. However, if John Doe happens to die on 
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Pebmay 3, 1982, then, as of Jmumy 2, 2982, one m o n ~  before John Doe's dea&, his estate has 
no won@ dea& claim. The esbte has been d q ~ v e d  of its daim before John Doe even dies. 
The le@slatulets slassification must rest upon some gomd of &%erenee h & ~ g  a fair and 
substantial relation to the object of the legislation, so that all persons s s w l y  circmstmceri 
shall be tseated dike. %me &sb no basis for &s&@smg betwem dqendents vbose 
decedmt dies quicMy and fhose dependents whose decedmt dies less quickly. 
Equal protec~on to all is the basic pkciple on which regb justice mder the law. C.J.S. 
Constibtioml Law 8 502. All persons who are physimlly wi% the t e ~ t o ~ a l  jusisdiction of a 
state axe mdtled to the benefit of the com~QtionaS p m t y  of equal protection of the laws. 
C.J.S. Com~Utiond Law Ij 503. The equal protection pwm@ re@es that all mbject to a law 
be keated alike under like c k m a m s  md conditions. u. Equal protection m y  be denied 
either by a law which, of itself, dis-ates on its face, or by law, vvhich, thou& o&&se 
comtibtiod, is a b i s t e r e d  by state officials in m m m  which dis a g b t  a 
protected class of persons. Idabo Const. &. 1, fj 2; sec also I&ho Schools for Equal 
Educational Oppor&ni@ v. Eiram, 123 Idaho 573 (1 993). 
The prohibition against denial of equal protection of laws does not preclude legislative 
classifica~on provided the classification is reasonable, rather than arbitsary, and rests on a real 
and subswtial diEermce or distinction which bears a just and reasonable relation to the 
legislation or the subject thereof. &. In order to withstand a constihrtional chdlenge fomded 
upon a denial of equal protection the statutory classification must be reasonable and must rest 
upon some ground of difference having a fgr  and substantial relation to the object of the 
. 
legislation, so that all persons sixnilasly circumstanced shall be treated alike. Id. 
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It is clear that an ovekding state intmest in a skabte of Iimi&tion is to preverrt: stale 
claims. What reasonable classificafion is served by denMg recovery to sbbtow dqmdenis 
when their decedent happens to die more than Wo (2) years fiom tb.e date of hihis objective 
medical proof of an asbestos-related injury? 
fn this case, Admson died just over two (2) years from his initid asbestos disease 
diaposis, yet his asbestos exposure st;asted nearly fifty (50) years earlier. There is no rational 
disthc~on between Admon ' s  dependent and that of another worker who had the identical 
exposure but died within, two (2) years of his initial asbestos disease diagnosis. Idaho Code E) 5- 
3 11, as applied by Defendant, creates an mbi t rq  classification of dependents whose decedent 
died within two (2) years of diagnosis and those dependents whose decedent lived longer than 
two (2) years. nerefore, Idaho Code Ej 5-311, as applied by Defendant, violates Article 1, 
Section 2 of the I d h  Com~kt ion  and Federal Equal Protection. 
B, Access to Courts 
The trial court's opinion violates Article I, Section 18 of the Idaho Cons.titufion, in that a 
plaintiff whose cause of action is barred before it accrues has been denied access to the courts. 
Such a condition would in essence require decedent's heir to file a claim before the decedent 
even dies, and, therefore, it imposes an impossible condition on his access to the courts and 
pursuit of his tort remedy. The nanufaclrers, dis~butors, suppliers, and installers of asbestos 
products would unfairly benefit to the detriment the injured workers and at the expense of the 
decedent's heirs. 
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d TI'& 
Precedent Rde. 
Defendant clearly states in its supplemenkl brief that had the decedent had an existing 
came of' action for asbestos exposure at the t h e  of his death, the condi~on precedent nile would 
not bar his heirs fiom b&&g their wonfil  death action after his death. See Defendmt's Brief 
at p. 6. Shodd this Court agreed with Defendmt's proposition, P l ~ ~ E  asserts that it has 
*, 
alternatively satisfied the condition precedent d e .  
* 
t 
I The decedent in h e  above-cap~oned case originally filed his personal injury action 
before his death in the 'Circuit Court of Bolivar County, Mississippi in Al;ril3, 2002. Ilowever, 
this case was dismissed. Thereafter, the decedent filed a cause of action for injuries due to his 
exposure to asbes tos-coneg products in the Superior Court of Fulton County, Georgia on 
August 5,2004, which is still pending before that court. As such, because the decedent had a 
cause of action for asbestos exposuse pending at the time of his death and the decedent's heirs 
Ned this w o n e l  death action within the two (2) year statute of limitations, Plaintiff has 
satisiied both prongs of the condition precedent rule and it cannot now serve as a bar to the heirs 
won@ death claims. 
CONCLUSION 
As case law has shown that the condition precedent applied to Idaho's Wrongful Death 
statute serves as a bar merely to claims that have no substantive merit, this Court should deny the 
Defendants' Motion for S m a r y  Judgment. In the Defendants' citation of Supplemental 
Authority, it is clear that those cases do not set forth a procedural requirement for wrongfbl death 
claims, but merely require a legitimate cause of action based upon the wrongfbl act comitted 
against the decedent. In the present case, Plaintiffs have clearly established a substantive cause 
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of action for mongfuf deatb, which must not be bmed by the relevmt statute of lkitations, as 
the Idaho Suprme Court has clearly held that the statute of fimibtions for a w r o n a l  death 
action does not accrue until the death of the decedent. 
It is inconsistent with ow systm of jurispmdence that stah-tory dependen& may be 
denied their day in court md not afkorded equal protection of the laws because the decedmt died 
more than two (2) years afier his initial asbestos related diaposis, 
For the foregoing reasons, this Court must refbse to conkadict the ruling of the Idaho 
Supreme Court and should hold b t  P l h t i E s  wrongfix1 death cause of action is not barred by 
the condition precedent rule. 
DATED this 1/@ day of April, 200'7. 
Respecmy submitted, 
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aty David Gardner for Def. 
Plntfs Supplemental Brief Regarding Condltlon Don L. Harding 
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Motion for admission of Courtney Sach, James Don 1. Harding 
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Attorneys for Defendant, Sterllng Fluid Systems 
(USA), LLG [Improperly Sued as Sterling Fluid , 
Systems (Peerless Pumps)] 
ZN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TKE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ZN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
JOEIN D. ADAMSON, individually, and in his 
capacity as Personal Represeiltative of The 
Estate of JOHN H. ADAMSON, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
FMC Corporation, individually and on behalf 
of its former Coffin Turbo Pump Operation 
and former Peerless P m p ,  Chicago Pump and 
Link-Belt Business; NIKK.0 Materials USA, 
Inc., d/b/a Gould Electric hc . ,  individually 
and as successor in interest to Goulds, hc . ,  
Imperial Corporation, Eastman Corporation, 
Imperial Eastman Corporation, ITE Circuit 
Breaker Company, and Century Electric; 
Schneider Electric, individually and on behalf 
of Square D Company; Alaskan Copper 
Works; Allis Chalmers Corporation; 
Amerivent Sales, Inc.; Ericsson, hc . ,  as 
Successor in Interest to the Anaconda Wire & 
Case No. CV-06-3 166-OG 
DEFENDANT STERLING FLUID 
SYSTEMS (USA) LLC'S RESPONSE 
TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION 
DEFENDANT STERLING FLUID SYSTEMS (USA) LLC'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION ia,S&& CIient:897331 .I 
Cable Company; Cardner Denver, Inc.; I<em-y 
Vogt Machine Co,; Obit Industries, Inc.; 
Parmount Supply Co,; Paul Roberts Machine 
Supply; Pocatello Supply, Inc.; Rupert Iron 
Works; Parker Hamifin Corporation successor 
in interest la Sacoma-Sierra, Inc.; Steel West, 
Inc.; Bechtel, Enc.; Crane Co.; Owens Illinois, 
Inc.; Arnerican Optical Corporation; Eaton 
Electrical Corporation fMa Cutler Hammer; 
Flowserve Corporation individually and as 
successor to the Buriron Company, Inc. f/Ma 
Durco International; Pairbanks Morse Pump 
Corporatior? Honeywell, Inc. (specifically 
excluding liability for NARCO) individually 
and as successor to the Allied Signal, Bendix, 
Wheelabrator, Rust Engineering, and Allied 
Chemical; Reliance Electric Motors 
individually and as successor to Master 
Electric; P & H Cranes; Johnson Pumps; 
Sterling Fluid Systems (Peerless Pumps), 
Defendants. 
There is no valid reason for the Court to reconsider its Memorandum Decision 
and Order. Plaintiff has moved for reconsideration of that Memorandum Decision rznd Order 011 
the basis that the Court did not consider plaintiff's Response to Defendants ' Notice of 
SuppEer~zental Authority. Plaintiff's request fails for a number of reasons. First, this problem 
apparently arose from plaintiff's mistake in filing the Response. Seco~zd, plaintiff points to no 
particular error in the Court's Memorandum Decision. Third, plaintiff's Response failed to 
address Judge Peter D. McDerrnott's decision, which was the sole purpose of plaintiff's 
Response. Fourtlz, most of plaintiff's Response is a verbatim copy of plaintiff's prior arguments 
from plaintiff's prior brief. Fiftlz, the substantive arguments made by the plaintiff are repetitions 
of arguments previously made in plaintiff's prior arguments, and are not valid. FinaZZt), 
plaintiff's time for filing an action in Idaho is not extended by filing actions in other states. 
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For all of these reasons, the Court should not give any consideration to plailitiffs 
motion for reconsideration. 
1. BACKGROUND 
A. Factual Background 
On March 8,2002, John W. Adamson ("XAdamson3") was diamosed with 
mesothelioma, an asbestos related condition. See Memorandum in Su~pport ofnilbtionfor 
Summary Judgment, pp. 2-3 (September 24, 2007). The statute of limitations for bringing a 
claim relating to this condition expired two years later, on March 8, 2004. On July 20, 2004, 
over two years after this diagnosis and after the statute of limitations had expired, Adarnson died 
from mesothelioma. Id., p. 3. Adamson's representative filed this suit on July 18, 2006. Id., pp. 
3-4. 
B. Procedural Backgroulld 
This matter has been extensively briefed. On September 24, 2007, Sterling 
moved for summary judgment on the plaintiffs claims, on the grounds that his wrongful death 
suit was barred because the decedent did not have a valid cause of action for personal injuries at 
the time of his death. In October 2007, plaintiff filed a brief responding to this motion. In 
December 2007, at a hearing on an unrelated matter, the Court gave the plaintiff another 
opportunity to provide arguments regarding this motion, and the plaintiff filed another brief. In 
March 2008, after Judge Peter D. McDerrnott issued an opinion regarding the sarne issue in a 
related case, the Court gave the plaintiff a third opportunity to provide arguments responding to 
this new authority. On April 9,2008, the Court decided the motion for summary judgment. 
In total, seven briefs have been filed in relation to this motion, three from the 
plaintiff and four from the defendant Sterling. These briefs were filed as follows: 
4 .ra 
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1. Defendant Sterling's Memorandum in Support of Motion for 
Summary Judgment (September 24,2007); 
2. Plaintiffs Response to Motion -Ebr Summavy Judgment (October 
25,2007); 
3. Defendant Sterling's Reply Menlorandm in Support of Motion for 
Su~nmary Judment (November 2,2007); 
4. Defendant Sterling's Supplemental Brief re: Condition Precedent 
Rule (December 28, 2007) I"Defendant's Stlpplemental Brief'); 
5. Plaintiff's Supple~~lental Brief Regarding Condition Precedent 
Rule (January 1 1,2008) ('Ylaintws Supalewlerztaf Brief'); 
6. Defendant Sterling's Notice of Supplemental Authority (March 19, 
2008); 
7. Plaintiffs Response to Notice of Supplemental Authority (April 4, 
2007) ("Response"). 
It appears the Court never saw the last of these briefs, which was the plaintiffs Response to 
Notice ofSupplemental Authority. On April 9,2008, the Court entered a Memorandum Decision 
and Order granting Sterling's Motion, and entered a judgment dismissing all claims. In that 
Memorandurn Decision, the Court wrote that plaintiff had failed to file a brief addressing the 
supplemental authority. 
On April 18, 2008, plaintiff filed a Motion for Reconsideration, once again 
submitting the Response to Notice of SuppEemental Authority, and asking the Court to reconsider 
its decision. Sterling now files this brief in opposition to plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration. 
11. LEGAL STANDARD 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 1 l(a)(2)(B) allows parties to file motions for 
reconsideration: 
Motion For Reconsideration. A motion for reconsideration 
of any interlocutory orders of the trial court may be made at any 
time before the entry of final judgment but not later than fourteen 
(14) days after the entry of the final judgment. A motion for 
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reconsideration of any order of the trial court made after entry of 
final j u d p e n t  may be filed within fourleen (14) days from the 
entry of such order.. . 
In Coeur d ;Ilene Mniizg Go. v. First k t  'l Bank ofNorth Idaho, 1 18 Idalio 8 12, 523, 800 P.2d 
1026, 1027 (1990), the Idaho Supreme Court explained: 
A rehearing or reconsideration in the trial court usually involves 
new or addilional facts, and n more corn prelzensive areserzdation 
of  bodh law a ~ d  fact. Indeed, the chief virtue of a reconsideration 
is to obtain a full and complete presentation of all available facts, 
so that the truth may be ascertained, and justice done, as nearly as 
may be. 
Id. (emphasis added); quoting J.1 Case Comparzy v. McDonald, 76 Idaho 223,229,280 P.2d 
A motion for reconsideration should involve either new facts or new law, or an 
argument as to an error made by the court. Although a movant is not required to present new 
evidence in support of a motion for reconsideration, if no new facts are presented, then a moving 
party should point '"he trial court's attention to errors of law or fact in the initial decision." 
Johrzson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 468,473, 147 P.3d 100, 105 (Ct. App. 2006). As one court has 
noted: 
A party can file a motion for reconsideration for one or more of the 
following reasons: (1) to inform the trial court of newly discovered 
evidence that was unavailable at the time of the original hearing, 
(2) to alert the court to changes in the law, or (3) to apprise the 
court of any errors it made in its application of existing law. 
Kaiser v. MEPC American Properties, Inc., N.E.2d 424, 429-430 (Ill. Ct. App. 1987). The 
decision to grant or deny a motion for reconsideration is reviewed for an abuse of discretion. 
Jordan v. Beeks, 135 Idaho 586,592,21 P.3d 908,914 (2001). 
In this case, plaintiff moves for reconsideration because the Court did not receive 
the third of the plaintiffs three briefs. However, plaintiff does not allege that there is any newly 
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discovered evidence, or that there arc any changes in the law, or that the Court erred in its 
application of the law to the facts. Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration should fail because it 
is not supported by any new facts or any new law, or by any a r p e n t  of any error by the Court. 
111. ARGUMENT 
The Court should not reconsider its ruling on Sterling's Motion for Summary 
$" 
i 
v Judgment. The Court's ruling was sound and was based upon both binding and persuasive 
r, 
precedent. PlaintifFs third brief does not present new arguments, but instead is merely a repeat 
of arguments from the prior two briefs. 
A. Plaintiff Apparently Failed to Comply With Rule 7(b)(3)(F3 and Sixth 
District Local Rule 15. 
Rule 7(b)(3)(F), Idaho R. Civ. P., requires that parties file briefs not only in the 
county where the action is pending, but also in the office of any out-of-county judge who 
presides over the case: 
If the office of the presiding judge or magistrate in any action is 
serving any motion, affidavit, or brief shall sirrzultaneouslv send a 
copv to the presiding judge or magistrate, which shall be & 
addition to the f i l irz~ o f  the originals with the court of record. 
Idaho R. Civ. P. 7(b)(3)(F) (emphasis added). This rule is also re-emphasized in the local rules 
of the Sixth Judicial District. Sixth District Local Rule 15 states: 
Service on Non-Resident Judge. I f  the office o f  a aresiding judge 
or magistrate is outside the county in wlzich arz action is pending, 
the parties shall comply with the requirement of Rule 5(d)(3) of the 
Idaho Rules of Civil Proced~lre with respect to the additional 
lodging of briefs, motions, notices of hearing, orders to show cause 
and proposed instructions with the presiding judge in the county 
where he or she resides. Failure to comply with ICRP 5(d)(3) shall, 
in the Court's discretion, result in the postponement of any 
scheduled hearings or other proceedings to be held in the action. 
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Local Rule 15 (emphasis added). Apparently, plaintiff failed to comply with these rules. As the 
Court did not receive this brief, it appears that plaintiff did not serve a copy of his Response on 
the Court's chambers in Caribou County 
Plaintifrs Motion for Reconsideration implies that somehow the Court was 
1-d mistaken in not considering the Response previously. That is not correct. The Court did not 
*q 
d" 
7 make the mistake, the plaintiff made the mistake. Although the Court- may consider the 
plaintifrs third brief in order to give the plaintiff this third opportunity to submit written 
argument, the mistake remains the plaintiff's mistake, and not a mistake of the Court. 
B. Plaintiff Fails to Argue Any Error in the Court's Decision. 
The purpose of a motion for reconsideration is to allow a party the opportunity to 
point out to the Court new facts or new law which the Court was not aware of, or to point to 
errors of law the Court made in its decision. Plaintiff does not provide any such basis for 
reconsidering the Court's decision. Instead, plaintiff merely provides a copy of the brief it failed 
to properly file. 
Plaintiff does not point to any particular error in the Court's Memorandum 
Decision. Plaintiff does not indicate any point in the Court's Memorandum Decision that would 
have been different given the arguments in the Response. Plaintiff does not point to any 
argument in the Response that is new or different, or which would change the outcome of the 
Court's Memorandum Decision. Plaintiffs motion for reconsideration must be denied where it 
fails to explain any way in which the Court erred in its Memorandum Decision. 
C. Plaintiff Fails to Address Judge McDermott's Decision in the Respovtse to 
Notice of Supplemevttal Authority. 
The only reason for reconsideration given by the plaintiff is that the Court did not 
consider its Response to Notice of Supplemental Authority. However, plaintiffs' Response was 
d5-32 
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improper in the first place, because it did not comply with the instmctions in the Courl's Order 
f ir  Szlpple~nen~al Driefi Regardirzg Supplcmented Auti~ouip (March 2 1, 2007). 
On March 18,2008, Judge Peter D. McDemott of the Sixth Judicial District 
issued a Memorandum Decision and Order addressing the same legal issue considered in 
4 Sterling's motion for summary judgment in this case. Judge McDemott ruled that the Idaho 4 
' 4 
't* 
P Supreme Court requires that Idaho's Wrongful Death Act be read to require that the person 
injured must have been able to maintain an action if death had not ensued. Judge McDemott 
held that expired claims cannot be brought as later wrongful death actions, and Judge 
McDermott dismissed three such claims. Because this decision was relevant to this Court's 
consideration of Sterling's motion, Sterling immediately filed its Notice ofSupplevnenml 
Aulfhouity in this case, to notify this Court of Judge McDemottYs decision. 
The Court allowed plaintiff an opportunity to respond Judge McDemott's 
decision. On March 21, 2008, the Court issued an Order for Supplemental Briefi Regarding 
Supplemental Azcthority ("Order"), allowing plaintiff fifteen (1 5) days "to submit supplemental 
briefs i~z response to tlze stcpplementnl authority." (Emphasis added). The Court gave plaintiff 
an opportunity to address Judge McDermott's Memorandum Decision and Order, and to argue 
any points plaintiff believed to be in error in Judge McDermott's decision. 
On April 4th, plaintiff filed his Response to Notice ofSupplementu1 Authority. 
However, plaintiff did not even mention Judge McDermott's decision in that Response. There is 
no mention of Judge McDermott's rationale or holding in the Response. Although that 
"Response" was filed solely to respond to Judge McDermott's decision, there is no mention of 
Judge McDermott's decision. Instead, the brief covers only issues that could have been covered 
in the plaintiffs original October 2007 response to Sterling's motion for summary jud,ment. 
4 s 3  s 
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Plaintiff's brief is improper, and should not be considered, because it does nothing to address 
Judge McDemott's March 2003 decision, which was the reason for allowing the plaintiff to file 
the brief. 
1 
w D. PlaintifPs Arguments Are Merely Repetitions of Argurnents Made in Prior 
,".r Brief. 9 
ib Plaintiff's Response is also not new. Nearly all of plaintiff's Response to Notice 
ofSupplementul Authoricy is copied verbatim from the January 2008 PlaiatiSf's Supplemerztal 
Brief 
Pages 1 and 2 of the Response are copied from pages 1 and 2 of 
Plaintiff's Supplemental Brie? 
Page 5 of the Response is copied from pages 10 and 1 1  of 
Plaintiff's Supplemental Brie5 and 
Pages 6 through 9 of the Response are copied from pages 12 to 15 
of PlaintifS's Supplemental Brie? 
Half of the Conclusion of the Response is copied directly from the 
Conclusion found on page 16 of Plaintvys Supplemental Brief 
There is nothing to reconsider, because the Response that was not properly filed is almost 
ei~tirely a repeal of arguments made in the January 2008 Plaintif's Supplemelztal Brief the Court 
previously considered. 
In fact, there are only six (6)  paragraphs of plaintiffs Response to Notice of 
Supplemental Autlzority that are not verbatim copies from the prior two briefs. Four of these six 
paragraphs, which are found on pages 3 and 4 of the Response, relate to the cases decided in 
1904 and 1928, which can hardly be argued as new developments (Northern Pacific Railway Co. 
v. Adams, 192 U.S. 440,24 S. Ct. 408 (1904); and Sprouse v. Magee, 46 Idaho 622,269 P. 993 
( 1  928)). Another one of the new paragraphs is on page 6 of the Response, and relates to the 
1990 case of Bevan v. Vassar Farms, Inc., 117 Idaho 1038, 793 P.2d 712 (1990), which is again 
a53y f9$ 
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a long-existing case that could have been argued previously. The only other new paragaph is 
found in the Conclusion. None of these new paragrapl~s provide any new cases or new law, nor 
do they provide any response to Judge McDemott's decision. Plaintiffs Response is not new 
and does not need to be considered. 
i 
E. Plainiiffrs Distinction between 'Tortious" and "Procedural" Law Does Not 
Explain the Condition Precedent Cases. 
The only substantial section of plaintiff's Response that is not copied from the 
Pl~ in t i f f  sSupplenterztal Briefis the four paragraphs found on pages 3 and 4 dealing with the 
1904 and 1928 cases of Northern Pacific Railway Co. v. Adams, 192 U.S. 440,24 S. Ct. 408 
(1904), and Sprouse v. Magee, 46 Idaho 622,269 P. 993 (1928). Of course, these cases are not 
new. These cases were discussed extensively in Defeizdant 's SupplementaE BrieA which cited to 
these cases as support for summary judgment in this case. Delfendant 's Supplernerztal Brief; p. 8- 
9. 
In the Response, plaintiff relies on two eases to argue that Idaho courts have 
applied the condition precedent rule only as to defenses based on an absence of tortious conduct, 
and not to procedural defenses. Response, p. 3-4. Just as these cases are not new, this argument 
is also not new. Plaintiff made this same argument on page 5 of Plnintfls Supplemental Brie$ 
In that prior brief, plaintiff argued that the condition precedent rule prevents "wrongful death 
actions when there is no tortious conduct, but not barring claims where the o~lly defense to a 
wrongful death cause of action is a procedural bar, such as the statute of limitations." PlaintifS's 
St~pplernental BrieJ; p. 5. The Court did not give any credence to this argument in its 
Memorandum Decision and Order, and should not give it any validity on this Motion for 
Reconsideration. 
c;35-3 f q F 3 
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The primary problem with this argument is that no Idaho case has ever mads this 
distinction. Instead, the condition precedent rule has been repeatedly applied by the Idaho courts 
in a variety of situations. Flaintiffcavl cite to no case where the rule has not been applied on the 
t p  '" basis of any such distinction. 
J, 
C, In the Resplonse, plaintiff attempts to argue that Northern PaclJic Railwq Co. v. 
Au'arns, 192 U.S. 440 (1904)' supports this tedious vs. procedural distinction. It does not. The 
condition precedent rule was applied to bar the claim presented in Northervz Pncrfie Railway. In 
fact, rather than support such a distinction, the Northern Pacific Railway case contradicts that 
distinction. In Norther11 Pacific Railwaj~, a passenger rode on the railway with a free ticket he 
obtained in exchange for a waiver of any damage he may suffer. Later, the passenger was found 
dead lying near the tracks. The passenger's heirs sued the railway. The United States Supreme 
Court held that under Idaho's wrongful death statute, the heirs could only bring suit if the 
decedent could have brought suit had death not ensued. The United States Supreme Court found 
that the passenger's waiver barred the decedent's cause of action, so that the heirs had no cause 
of action. 
This case undermines plaintiff's purported distinction. The Northern Pacific 
Railway case shows that the condition precedent rule applies regardless of any tortious conduct 
by the defendant. In Northern Paczfic Railway, the railroad may have been completely 
negligent. Nevertheless, the claim was barred by the condition precedent rule because the 
decedent had waived the claim prior to the accident. 
In the Northern Pacific Railway case, the decedent chose to accept the free 
passage in exchange for waiver of claims against the railway. That decision eliminated his heirs' 
wrongful death action. In this case, Adamson filed other lawsuits, but apparently chose not to 
GKSb e o A  
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file an action in Idaho, His decision not to file in Idaho resulted in the expiration of his personal 
injury action in Idaho. Because of the condition precedent rule, Adamson's choice impliedly 
waived and eliminated his heirs' cause of action for wrongful death in Idaho. 




F Court's decisiois on Sterling's motion for sumrnasy judgment. This argument has nothing to do 
with either Judge McDemott's decision or the Court's decision. 
Finally, even if the procedural vs. substantive distinction had any validity, it 
would not relate to this case, where the decedent's cause of action was barred by the statute of 
limitations. Idaho's statutes of limitations are considered a matter of substantive law, and not 
merely procedural. Strong v. U~zurnprovident Corp., 393 F.Supp.2d 1012 (D. Idaho 2005); 
Keavns v. American EIorzda Motor Co., Inc., 641 F.Supp. 420 (D. Idaho 1986). The Court should 
not reconsider its decision based upon this argument. 
F. Plaintiff Has Already Unsuccessfully Made An Equal Protection and Access 
to Courts Argument 
Plaintiff also argues that applying the condition precedent rule in this case would 
violate his constitutional equal protection rights and his constitutional right to access of courts. 
Plaintiff previously made this argument in the earlier Plaintifs Supplemental Brie? The Court 
apparently did not see any merit in these arguments, and they were not mentioned in the Court's 
Memorandum Decision and Order. 
There clearly is no equal protection problem with applying the condition 
precedent rule to bar claims that have expired by the statute of limitations. Statutes of limitations 
do not violate the equal protection clause. Statutes of limitation need only to rationally relate to 
the state's legitimate interest to be upheld. The United States Supreme Court has stated: 
d53 7 73#, 
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Accordingly, this Court's cases are clear that, unless a 
classiGcation warrants some form of heightened review because it 
jeopardizes exercise of a -Fundamental right or categorizes on the 
basis of an inherently suspect characteristic, the Eguat Protection 
Ancler-son v. Spulding, 137 Idaho 509, 514,50 P.3d 1004, 1009 (2002) (emphasis added), quoting 
Nordlinger v. Hahn, 505 U.S. 1, 10 (1992). 
Plaintiff alleges that the condition precedent rule would discriminate between 
those wrongful death heirs whose decedents die soon after the diagnosis and those that do not. 
Response, p. 6-7. Plaintiff argues that the classification must be reasonable, rather than arbitrary, 
and rest on a real or substantial difference. Clearly, there is a reasonable basis for this 
classification. On one hand, an action for a decedent who had two full years to file a claim and 
failed to proceed with an action is barred by the condition precedent rule. If, on the other hand, 
the decedent did not have a full two years before death to file the claim, the wrongful death 
action is not barred by the condition precedent rule. This distinction is no more arbitrary than the 
application of the two year statute of limitations to any other person injured 
Moreover, the line drawn by the condition precedent rule is necessary because, 
without the condition precedent rule, there would be an open ended statute of limitations on 
injuries that occur but for which no death results. The condition precedent rule is rationally 
related to the policy of prevention of stale claims. 
Plaintiff also argues that he and other heirs of decedents, are being denied access 
to the courts before their cause of action never accrued in violation of the access to courts 
provision of the Idaho Constitution. Plaintiffs argument fails to consider the derivative nature 
of a wrongful death action. Woodburn v. Manco Products, 137 Idaho 502, 50 P.3d 997 (2002). 
In this respect, the heirs' cause of action is derivative of the decedent's cause of action. If the 
d 5 3 P  
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decedent did not have a valid cause of action for the underlying injury, then the heirs do not have 
a cause of action for wrongful death. This is demonstrated by the Northera PacL(ic Raihay case, 
where the decedent's decision to waive any claims prevented the decedent's heirs &.om being 
,;Ji 
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able to bring a cause of action for tvrongful death. The plaintiffs' access to the Courts is 
V 
presewed, the plaintiff need only bring the claim before the statute of limitations expires. 
The Court did not previously give any merit to these arguments. The Court 
should not reconsider its decision based upon arguments already made and not deemed 
persuasive by the Court. 
G. Actions Filed in Other States Do Not Extend the Statute of Limitations for an 
Idaho Action. 
Plaintiff's Respoizse also repeats the argument found in plaintiffs earlier 
PIainthffS Supplemenfat Briefthat the decedent had a valid cause of action at the time of his 
death because the decedent had a pending personal injury lawsuit in Georgia. In other words, 
plaintiff argues that the filing of a claim in another state extends the statute of limitations for 
filing the claim in Idaho. 
Plaintiff offers absolutely no legal support for this novel proposition. It is not the 
law in Idaho that filing a case in another state extends the statute of limitations. Under Idaho 
law, "in order that the pendency of other proceedings shall have the effect to toll the statutes of 
limitations upon a cause of action, the proceedings must be such as to prevent enforcement of the 
remedy by action." Lemhi Courzty v. Boise Live Stock Loan Co., 47 Idaho 712, 278 P. 214, 217 
(1929). In other words, an action will only be tolled if the other proceeding is required before 
rights can be enforced, i.e., a pre-litigation screening panel in a medical malpractice action. 
Moreover, the Idaho Supreme Court recently explained that the statutes of 
limitation are tolled only by statute, and not by judicial construction. "Statutes of limitation in 
23-39 
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Idaho are not tolled by judicial construction but rather by the expressed language of the statute." 
Wilhelm v. Frui~~pkon, 144 Idaho 147, 149, 158 P.3d 3 10, 3 12 (2007) quoting Indepenu'ent School 
Disi. afBokse City v. CaIlzster, 97 Idaho 59, 63, 539 P.2d 987, 991 (1975). There is no statute or 
J* other law that would have tolled the decedent's personal injury action while his action in Georgia 
4- 
i f  
k: was pending. 
It is obvious that there is no basis for this argument. Allowing for such extensions 
by filing in other states would completely undermine the statute of limitations, as Idaho plaintiffs 
would be able to "parlrk" their claims in another state until they were ready to file in Idaho. 
Instead, the plaintiff can continue to pursue such claims in the forums where they were timely 
filed. The Court properly ignored this argument before, and should not consider plaintiff's 
argument here. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
There is no reason for the Court to reconsider its decision. Plaintiff's Response to 
Notice qfSz4pplemenlill Autllorit~, is largely a copy from the prior briefs filed by plaintiff in 
relation to this motion. Nothing in the plaintiff's Response provides any reason for any change 
to the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order. The Court should deny the plaintiff's Motion 
for Reconsideration. 
I?' day of May, 2008. DATED this 
'-J 
Ben Ritchie- Of the Finn 
Attorneys for Defendant 
Sterling Fluid Systems 
WSA) 
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SON & AWOLD, PLLC 
390 N. Capital Avenue 
P.O. Box 1645 d 
Idaho Falls, UD 83403-1645 a "r 
(-, Telephone (208) 522-5200 
i 
fi'acside (208) 522-8547 
G. PaMcerson Keahey 
G. PaMcerson Keahey, P.G. 
One Independence Plaza, Suite 612 
Bi rdgham,  Mabama 35209 
Telephone: 205-871-0707 
Facsimile: 205-871-0801 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH m I C m  DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IF? AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BAMVOCK 
JOHN D. ADAMSON, individually and as in 
his capacity as Personal representative of the 
estate of JOHN H. ADAMSON, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
CIVIL ACTION NO.: 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTI ON FOR 
REG0NSII)EUTION 
FMC Corporation, individually and on behalf 
of its former Coffm Turbo Pump Operation 
and former Peerless Pump, Chicago Pump and 
Link-Belt Business, et. al., 
Defendants. 
CONES NOW the above-named Plaintiff, by and through h ~ s  attorneys of record, 
and requests this Court to reconsider its Notice Vacating Hearing entered September 8, 
2008. As grounds therefore, Plaintiffs shows unto the Court as follows: 
1. Court mterd a Memorandum Decision and Order g a t i n g  Defendants" 
Motion for S u m a r y  Judaent  and Orde~ng dismissal of the case on April 9,2008. The 
Court also entered a Judpent  against Plaintiff in favor of the Defendmts. On April 21, 
2008, PlaintiE filed a Motion fbr Reconsideration rquesting that the Court reconsider its 
Memormdum Decision and Order Grmting Defendant." Motion for S u m a r y  Judment 
i 
entered on April 9 2008. A Ele s t a p e d  copy of this motion is aMached hereto as Exhibit 
**< 
2. The Court has stated that it has vacated the hearing set for September 12, 
2008, regarding this matter because Plaintiff did not file a Motion for Reconsideration for 
which to be heard. Plaintiff is unaware why the Motion for Reconsideration did not 
appear on the Register of Actions for the case. However, as stated above, Plaintiff's do 
in fact have a file stamped copy of the Motion for Reconsideration proving that it was 
filed with the Court on April 21,2008. 
m E m F O E ,  PREMISES CONSIDERED, the Plaintif% respectfully requests 
this Court reconsider its Notice to Vacate Hearing and to take under consideration 
Plaintiffs Notion to Reconsider timely filed on April 21, 2008, a hearing to be 
scheduled. 
Respectllly submitted this day of September 2008. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TEE IFLFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF' THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TEE COlJN'r'Y OF BANNOCK 
JOHN D. ADMSON, indivrdually and as in 
Eus capacity as Personal representative of the 
estate of JOHN H. m m S O N ,  
Plaintiff, 
CIVIL ACTION NO.: 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR 
WCONSDEWTION 
FMC Corporation, individually and on behalf 
of its former Coffin Turbo Pump Operation 
and former Peerless Pump, Chicago Pump and 
Link-Belt Business, et. al., 
Defendants. 
COMES NOW the above-named Plaintiff, by and through his attorneys of record, 
and requests this Court to reconsider its Memorandum Decision and Order Granting 
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment entered April 9, 2008. As grounds 
therefore, Plaintiffs show unto the Court as follows: 
A 5 ' 5 6  
1. Pursuanl: to this Court's Order dated April 9, 2008, the Court submits that 
"'Defendant Sterling Fluid System (Sterling) filed a Notice of 
Supplemenhl Authority with the Court on March 19, 2008 and the Court 
allowed the Plaintiff to respond to the filing whieh they failed to do." 
Order, p. 2 (emphasis added). 
2. The Court entered an order on March 21, 2008, stating that Plaintiff had 
fifteen (15) days from the date of the Order to file its supplemental brief. 
As such, Plaintiffs supplemental brief was due on April 4,2008. 
3. On April 4, 2008, Plaintiff did in fact timely file Plaintiff's Response to 
Defendants' Notice of Supplemental Authority with the Court. See 
Plaintiff's Response (attached hereto as Exhibit "A"). 
4. Further, Plaintiff submits that the case docket clearly shows that Plaintiff 
submitted h s  response on April 4, 2008. See Docket (attached hereto as 
Exhibit "B"). 
5. Therefore, the Plaintiff would ask ths  Court to Reconsider the Order 
granting Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment and take under 
consideration Plaintiffs timely filed supplemental brief. 
WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, the Plaintiff respectfully requests 
this Court reconsider its Memorandum Decision and Order Granting the Defendant's 
Motion for Summary Judgment and to take under consideration Plaintiffs Response to 
Defendants' Notice of Supplemental Authority timely filed on April 4, 2008. 
Respectfully submitted this day of April, 2008. 
L/Attomey for PlaJntiff 
CERTIFICATE: OF SERWCE 
The mdersigned hereby c&ifies that a true and cowect copy of the foregoing has 
been served upon all counsel of record by depositing a copy of same in the United States 
Mail, postage prepaid to them addressed to the following: 
T h ~ s  the /f day of April, 2008. 
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Attorneys for Defendant, Sterling Fluid Systems 
(USA), LLC [Improperly Sued as Sterling Fluid 
Systems (Peerless Pumps)] 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL, DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
JOHN D. ADAMSON, individually, and in his 
capacity as Personal Representative of The 
Estate of JOHN H. ADAMSON, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
FMC Corporation, individually and on behalf 
of its former Coffin Turbo Pump Operation 
and former Peerless Pump, Chicago Pump and 
Link-Belt Business; NIKKO Materials USA, 
Inc., d/b/a Could Electric Inc., individually 
and as successor in interest to Goulds, Inc., 
Imperial Corporation, Eastrnan Corporation, 
Imperial Eastrnan Corporation, ITE Circuit 
Breaker Company, and Century Electric; 
Schneider Electric, individually and on behalf 
of Square D Company; Alaskan Copper 
Works; Allis Chalmers Corporation; 
Amerivent Sales, Inc.; Ericsson, Inc., as 
Successor in Interest to the Anaconda Wire & 
Case No. CV-06-3 166-OC 
DEFENDANT STERLING FLUID 
SYSTEMS (USA) LLC'S RESPONSE 
TO PLAINTIFF'S SEPTEMBER 19TH 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
DEFENDANT STERLING FLUID SYSTEMS (USA) LLC'S RESPONSE p+ 
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nr, 
Cable Company; Gardner Denver, Inc. ; I-fenry 
Vogt Machine Co.; Obit Industries, Inc.; 
Paramount Supply Co.; Paul Roberts Machine 
Supply; Pocatcllo Supply, Inc.; Rupert Iron 
Works; Parker W a i f i n  Corporation successor 
in interest to Sacoma-Sierra, hc . ;  Steel West, 
Inc.; Bechtel, Inc.; Crane Co.; Owens Illinois, 
Inc.; American Optical Corporation; Eaton 
Electrical Corporation ffkla Cutler H a m e r ;  
Flowserve Corporation individually and as 
successor to the Duriron Company, Inc. f/Ma 
Durco International; Fairbanks Morse Pump 
Corporation Honeywell, Inc. (specifically 
excluding liability for NARCO) individually 
\ and as successor to the Allied Signal, Bendix, 
. $2 Wheelabrator, Rust Engineering, and Allied 
i * 
I, Chemical; Reliance Electric Motors 
vs 
il individually and as successor to Master Electric; P & H Cranes; Johnson Pumps; 
Sterling Fluid Systems (Peerless Pumps), 
Defendants. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Plaintiff's motion for reconsideration deals with a Motion for Sumrnary Judgment 
originally filed by defendant Sterling Fluid Systems (USA), LLC in September of 2007. 
Plaintiffs failures to comply with Rules of Procedure and his unnecessary delays have caused 
this matter to drag on for over a year. The bottom line is that plaintiff has presented no new 
argument or new evidence in support overturning the Court's April 9,2008 Memorandum 
Decision and Order. The Court should deny the Motion for Reconsideration. 
11. BACKGROUND 
A. Factual Background 
The only relevant facts to this motion are that the decedent, John H Adamson was 
diagnosed with mesothelioma on March 8, 2002, that John H. Adamson died of mesothelioma on 
&a"rb 
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July 20,2004, and that his son, J o b  D. Adamson brought this wrongful death action on July 18, 
B. Procedural Background 
On September 24,2007, defendmt Sterling Fluid Systems (USA), LLC 
("'Sterling") filed a Motion for S m a r y  Judment. On October 25,2007, plaintiff filed a 
response to Sterling's Motion for Summan/ Judgment. On November 2, 2007, Sterling filed a 
a.. 
reply memorandum in support of the Motion for Sumrnary Judment. The hearing on the motion 
1 
i- 
was set for December 14, 2007. At the hearing, after hearing oral arguments on the issue, the 
Court ordered supplemental briefing on the issue. On December 28,2007, Sterling filed its 
supplemental brief on the issue of the condition precedent rule. On January 1 1,2008, plaintiff 
filed his supplemental brief. On March 19, 2008, Sterling filed a Notice of Supplemental 
Authority, filing with the Court a decision by Judge McDerrnott on the exact issue before the 
Court on Sterling's motion. On March 21st, the Court granted leave to plaintiff to file a response 
to the Notice of Supplemental Authority. On April 4, 2008, plaintiff filed his response to the 
Notice of Supplemental Authority with the Court, but failed to serve a copy on the Court's 
chambers in Caribou County as required by Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 7@)(3)(F) and Sixth 
District Local Rule 15. 
On April 9,2008, the Court issued a Memorandum Decision and Order granting 
Sterling's Motion. for Summary Judgxnent and dismissing the case. The Court also entered 
judgment in favor of defendants and against plaintiff on all counts. The Court noted in its 
decision that it never received plaintiffs response to Sterling's Notice of Supplemental 
Authority. Apparently, on April 2 1 st, plaintiff filed a Motion for Reconsideration, which 
included plaintiffs response to the Notice of Supplemental Authority and a request to reconsider 
J F5a @"."#+* * 
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the Court's decision in light of the response. Plaintiff neither served a copy of the Motion for 
Reconsideration on the Court's chambers in Soda Springs nor ever requested a hearing on the 
Motion. Plaintiff did serve a copy of the Motion for Reconsideration on counsel, and on May 13, 
2008, Sterling filed a response to the Motion for Reconsideration. The Motion for 
Reconsideration never appeared on the Court's register of actions. At a hearing on another 
r ': 




h b  
obtain some finality on the matter. The Court set a hearing for September 12th, but when it 
i 
realized it had no Motion for Reconsideration on file, it vacated the hearing on September 8, 
On September 19,2008, plaintiff filed another Motion for Reconsideration. 
Plaintiff requested that the Court reconsider its decision to vacate the hearing on the April 
Motion for Reconsideration (a hearing the plaintiff never noticed up or even requested) and 
consider its response to the Notice of Supplemental ~ u t h o r i t ~ . '  
111. ARGUMENT 
A. The Court Should Not Reconsider its April 9th Decision Based Plaintifrs 
Response to the Notice of Supplemental Authority, April Motion for 
Reconsideration, or the September Motion for Reconsideration 
If plaintiff had been diligent in obtaining hearings on its motions or following the 
applicable Idaho and local rules of procedure, the problems with the motions would have never 
come about. Regarding the April Motion for Reconsideration, plaintiff never set the matter for 
hearing. It was only at suggestion of counsel for Sterling in August to set the Motion for 
hearing. If plaintiff had set the Motion for hearing, then the Court could have realized the error 
Plaintiff apparently has some difficulty in filing documents with the Bannock County 
Clerk. As of 9/23/08, the supposed Motion for Reconsideration filed with Bannock County did 
not show up on the Register of Action. A true and correct copy of the ROA for the case and 
Plaintiffs September Motion for Reconsideration are attached for the Court's convenience. 
cR5Sti p* 
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with the filing of the Motion. However, plaintiffjust did nothing and required the Court and 
defense counsel to discover the mistake. They attempted to file the Motion in April and then did 
nothing. Now, plaintifrs September Motion for Reconsideration is untimely under Idaho Rule 
of Civil Procedure 1 l(a)(2)(B). If plaintiff had been more diligent in pursing the Motion for 
&$ Reconsideration, it would be unnecessary for the Court to now consider the issue well after the 
i i 
time for a Motion for Reconsideration and appeal time have m. Plaintiff should not awarded 
for dragging his feet. 
In addition, if counsel for plaintiff had followed Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 
7(b)(3)(F) and Sixth District Local Rule 15, the Court would not have to consider plaintiffs 
Motion almost six months after the its purported filing. Those rules require service of additional 
copies of pleadings on judge's home chambers. The Court's chambers are in Caribou County, 
but this case is pending in Bannock County. Under those rules, plaintiff was required to serve 
copies of the response to the Notice of Supplemental Authority and April Motion for 
Reconsideration on the Court's chambers in Caribou County. Apparently this did not occur, 
otherwise the Court would have had the response to the Notice of Supplemental Authority in 
drafting the April 9th Memorandum Decision and Order. If plaintiff had served the April Motion 
for Reconsideration on the Court in Caribou County, then the Court would not had to vacate the 
hearing, regardless of the Bannock Count Clerks' alleged error. Because of the plaintiffs failure 
to comply with the rules, the Court should not reconsider its April 9th decision. 
B. The Court Not Reconsider Its Prior Decision Based Upon the Substantive 
Arguments in Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration 
Even if the Court decides to consider plaintiffs arguments in the Response to 
Notice of Supplemental AuthorityIApril Motion for Reconsideration/September Motion for 
Reconsideration, the Court should not change its April 9th decision. Sterling has thoroughly 
aTr"sp 
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briefed the issue of the application of the condition precedent rule and its application to the 
plaintiffs case. In the Response to Notice of Supplemental AuthorityiApril Motion for 
ReconsiderationiSeptember Motion for Reconsideration, plaintiff merely re-hashes arpments 
r 
made in his previous two briefs. In May, plaintiff did file a response to the Motion for 
"-'" 
$ 9  \a Reconsideration it received from plaintiff in April. A true and correct copy is attached hereto. 
('1 
B: 
Sterling refers to the Court to that response in considering plaintiffs substantive arguments. 
I-lowever, the Response to Notice of Supplemental AuthorityIApril Motion for 
Reconsideration/September Motion for Reconsideration, in theory, is supposed to be a response 
to Judge McDermott's March 2008 decision on the condition precedent rule. However, the 
motion fails to address the decision at all or submit any new evidence or argument relating to 
Judge McDerrnott's or the Court's decisions on the condition precedent rule. The Court should 
not change its decision. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
Based upon the foregoing, defendant Sterling respectfully requests that the Court 
not consider the plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration, and in any event, not change its April 9th 
Memorandum Decision and Order. 
ay of September, 2008. DATED this 
Ben 
Attorneys for Defendant 
Sterling Fluid Systems 
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\ indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
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i: 
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Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile: (208) 33 1-15 129 
Attorneys for Garlock Insurance, 
Anchor Packing Cornparzy, and 
Fairbanks Morse Pump Corporation 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
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A. Bruce Larson ( ) U.S. Marl, Postage Prepaid 
ablatQ@grna11.com ( ) Hand Delivered 
Horizon Plaza, Suite 225 ( ) Overnight Mail 
P.O. Box 6369 
% Pocatello, ID 83205-6369 ) Via e-mall 
i b Facsimile: (208) 478-7602 
51 Aaorneys for Cleaver-Brook. a division of 
Agua Chem, P M  Cranes, ITT Indzartrie.7 
Gary L. Cooper 
gary@cooper-larsen.com 
COOPER & LARSEN 
P.O. Box 4229 
Pocatello, ID 832059-4229 
Facsimile: (208) 235-1 182 
STEVEN V. RIZZO, PC 
recordsmanagemcnt@rizzopc .com 
1620 SW Taylor Street, Suite 350 
Portland, OR 97205 
Michael F. Skolnick 
mfskolnick@kippandchristian.com 
KIPP AND CHRISTIAN, P.C. 
10 Exchange Place, 4th Floor 
Salt Lake City, UT 841 1 1 
Attorneys Paramount Supply Co., 
Zurn Industries, Irac. 
Bullough Abatement, Iizc. 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Wand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
) Facsimile 
) Via e-mail 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
Via e-mail 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
) Via e-mail 
C. Timothy Hopkins ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
timhopkins@hopkinsroden.com ( ) Hand Delivered 
Steven K. Brown Overnight Mail 
stevebrown@hopkinsroden.com Facsimile 
HOPKINS RODEN CROCKETT HANSEN & HOOPES Via e-mail 
P.O. Box 51219 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1 2 19 
Facsimile: (208) 523-4474 
Attorneys for Kelly-Moore Paint Co. 
Alaskan Copper Wbrks and 
Square D Company 
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GOODMAN LAW OFFICE CHARTERED 
$1 P.O. Box D 
c , Rupert, ID 83350 
b 
Facsimile: (208) 4364837 
 attorney.^ for Rupert Iron Worh  
Howard D. Burnett 
hdb@hteh.com 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY, LLP 
P.O. Box 100 
Pocatello, ID 83204-0 100 
Facsimile: (208) 233-1304 
Atlorrzeys for Eaton Electrical, Inc. If/Wa 
CzitZe~Harnmer, Inc.) 
Donald F. Carey 
dfcarey@quanesmith.n& 
QUANE SMITH 
2325 W. Broadway, Suite B 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402-2948 
Facsimile: (208) 529-0005\ 
Attorneys for Reliance Electric Motors, 
Rockwell Automation, Inc., 
Babbitt Steam Speciality 
Steel West 
Richard C. Boardrnan 
rboardman@perkinscoie .com 




PERKINS COIE LLP 
25 1 East Front Street, Suite 400 
Boise, ID 83702-7310 
Attorneys for Hone~)welE, Inc. 
( ) U.S. Marl, Postage Prepard 
( ) Nand Bellvered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
Via e-mail 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Preprn~d 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
Via e-mail 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
) Via e-mail 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
Via e-mail 
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Kevin J. Scanlan ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
kj s@hallfarley,com ( ) Hand Delivered 




l - HALL, FARLEY, O B E ~ E C E I T  & BLANTON, P.A. Via e-mail 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585 
Attorneyf for firker-HanniJin Corporation, a 
non-par&, sewed as "Parker-Hannifin 
Corporation fma  Sucoma-Sierra, k c .  " 
Thomas B. High ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
hlgh@benoitlaw.com ( ) Hand Delivered 
BENOIT, ALEXANDER, I~ARWOOD, Illlcfl& VALDBX, 
LLP ( ) Facsimile 
126 Second Ave. North Via e-mail 
P.O. Box 366 
Twtn Falls, ID 83303-0366 
Facsimile: (208) 734-1438 
Attartteys for Ericsson, Irzc. 
Ericsson, Inc., As Successor in Interest to 
the Anaconda Wire & Cable Company 
Steven V. Rizzo ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
recordsmanagement@rizzopc .com ( ) Hand Delivered 
STEVEN V. RIZZO, P.C. ( ) Overnight Mail 
1620 SW Taylor Street, Suite 350 ( ) Facsimile 
Portland, OR 97205 
Attorney for Gardaer Denver, Inc, and 
Paramount Supply Company 
Melinda A. Morgan ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Melinda-Morgan@rbrnn.com ( ) Hand Delivered 
RICHARDS, BRANDT, MILLER & NELSON ) Overnight Mail 
Wells Fargo Center, 15 th Floor ) Facsimile 
299 South Main Street ) Via e-mail 
Salt Lake City, UT 841 11 
Attorneys for Plowsewe Corporation @/Wa 
Durco International, Inc.) 
Ben Ritchie 
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Bannock County Clerk 
Sixth Judicial Distri~t 
P.O. Box 4847 
Pocatello, ID 83204 
Re: Adamson v. Sterling Fluid Systems, (USA), et al. 
MTBR&F File No. 19558.0004 
Dear Clerk: 
Enclosed please find for filing Defendant Sterling Fluid Systems (USA) LLC's Response to 
Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration in the above-referenced matter. 
Thank you for your attention to this matter. 
Gary T. Dance 
GTD/mdn 
Enclosure 
CG: Honorable Don L. Harding (wlencl.) 
James C. Arnold (wlencl.) 
C. Patterson Keahey (wlencl.) 
Thomas J. Lyons (dencl.) 
Jackson Schmidt (wlencl.) 
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Attomeys for Defendant, Sterling Fluid Systems 
(USA), LLC [Improperly Sued as Sterling Fluid 
Systems (Peerless Pumps)] 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH WDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDARO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
JOHN D, ADAMSON, individually, and in his 
capacity as Personal Representative of The 
Estate of JOHN H. ADAMSON, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
Case No. CV-06-3 166-OC 
DEFENDANT STERLING FLUID 
SYSTEMS (USA) LLC'S SSPONSE 
TO PLMmIW'S MOTION FOR 
MCONSIDEUTION 
FMC Corporation, individually and on behalf 
of its former Coffin Turbo Pump Operation 
and former Peerless Pump, Chicago Pump and 
Link-Belt Business; N E X O  Materials USA, 
Inc., d/b/a Gould Electric Inc., individually 
and as successor in interest to Goulds, Inc., 
Imperial Corporation, Eastman Corporation, 
Imperial Eastman Corporation, ITE Circuit 
Breaker Company, and Century Electric; 
Schneider Electric, individually and on behalf 
of Square D Company; Alaskan Copper 
Works; Allis Chalmers Corporation; 
Amerivent Sales, Inc,; Ericsson, Inc., as 
Successor in Interest to the Anaconda Wire & 2 5 4  7 
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For all of these reasons, the Court should not give any consideration to plaintifrs 
motion for reconsideration. 
I. BACKGROUND 
A, Factual Background 
On March 8,2002, John I-1. Ada-mson ("Adamson") was diagnosed with 
a ', mesothelioma, an asbestos related condition. See Memorandum in Support ofMotionfor 
s* 9 
5 Summary Judgment, pp. 2-3 (September 24,2007). The statute of limitations for bringing a 
claim relating to this condition expired two years later, on March 8, 2004. On July 20,2004, 
over two years after this diagnosis and after the statute of limitations had expired, Adamson died 
from mesotheiioma. Id., p. 3. Adamson's representative filed this suit on July 18,2006. Id., pp. 
3-4. 
B. Procedural Background 
This matter has been extensively briefed. On September 24,2007, Sterling 
moved for summary judgment on the plaintifrs claims, on the grounds that his wrongfkl death 
suit was barred because the decedent did not have a valid cause of action for personal injuries at 
the time of his death. In October 2007, plaintiff filed a brief responding to this motion. In 
December 2007, at a hearing on an unrelated matter, the Court gave the plaintiff another 
opportunity to provide arguments regarding this motion, and the plaintiff filed another brief In 
March 2008, after Judge Peter D. McDermott issued an opinion regarding the same issue in a 
related case, the Court gave the plaintiff a third opportunity to provide arguments responding to 
this new authority. On April 9,2008, the Court decided the motion for summary judgrnent. 
In total, seven briefs have been filed in relation to this motion, three fkom the 
plaintiff and four from the defendant Sterling. These briefs were filed as follows: 
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1. Defendd  Sterling's Memorandum in Support of Motion for 
S u m a r y  J u d p e n t  (September 24,2007); 
2. Plaintirs Response to Motion for Summary Judgment (October 
25,2007); 
3. Defendant Sterling's Reply Memormdum in Support of Motion for 
Sunmary Judgnzent (November 2,2007); 
4. Defendant Sterling's Supplemental Brief re: Condition Precedent 
Rule (December 28,2007) ("'Defendartt 's Supplemental Brief'); 
5. PlaintiflPs Supplemental Brief Regarding Condition Precedent 
Rule (January 1 1,2008) ("'Piaintws Supplenzental Brief'); 
6.  Defendant Sterling's Notice of Supplemental Authority (March 19, 
2008); 
7. Plaintiflfs Response to Notice of Supplemental Authority (April 4, 
2007) ("'Response"). 
Et appears the Court never saw the last of these briefs, which was the plaintiffs Response to 
Notice of Supplementai Authority. On April 9,2008, the Court entered a Memorandum Decision 
and Order granting Sterling's Motion, and entered a judgment dismissing all claims. In that 
Memorandum Decision, the Court wrote that plaintiff had failed to file a brief addressing the 
supplemental authority. 
On April 18,2008, plaintiff filed a Motion for Reconsideration, once again 
submitting the Response to Notice oJfSupplementaE Authority, and asking the Court to reconsider 
its decision. Sterling now files this brief in opposition to plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration. 
11. LEGAL STANDARI) 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 1 l(a)(2)(B) allows parties to file motions for 
reconsideration: 
Motion For Reconsideration. A motion for reconsideration 
of any interlocutory orders of the trial court may be made at any 
time before the entry of final judgment but not later than fourteen 
(14) days after the entry of the final judgment. A motion for 
c;25"3s 
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reconsideration of any order of the trial court made after entry of 
final judmcnt  may be filed within fourteen (14) days from the 
entry of such order. . . 
In Coeur d illene Mining Co. v. First Nut 'I Bank ofNorth Idaho, 1 1 8 Idaho 8 12, 823,800 P .2d 
1026, 1027 (1 990), the Idaho Supreme Court explained: 
A rehearing or reconsideration in the trial court usually involves 
. Indeed, the chief virtue of a reconsideration 
is to obtain a h l l  and complete presentation of all available facts, 
so that the truth rnay be ascertained, and justice done, as nearly as 
may be. 
Id. (emphasis added); quoting J.I. Case Company v. McDonald, 76 Idaho 223, 229,280 P.2d 
A motion for reconsideration should involve either new facts or new law, or an 
argument as to an error made by the court. Although a movant is not required to present new 
evidence in support of a motion for reconsideration, if no new facts are presented, then a moving 
party should point "the trial court's attention to errors of law or fact in the initial decision." 
Johtzson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 468,473,147 P.3d 100,105 (Ct. App. 2006). As one court has 
noted: 
A party can file a motion for reconsideration for one or more of the 
following reasons: (1) to inform the trial court of newly discovered 
evidence that was unavailable at the time of the original hearing, 
(2) to alert the court to changes in the law, or (3) to apprise the 
court of any errors it made in its application of existing law. 
Kaiser v. MEPC American Properties, Inc., N.E.2d 424,429-430 (Ill. Ct. App. 1987). The 
decision to grant or deny a motion for reconsideration is reviewed for an abuse of discretion. 
Jordan v. Beeks, 135 Idaho 586,592,21 P.3d 908,914 (2001). 
In this case, plaintiff moves for reconsideration because the Court did not receive 
the third of the plaintiff's three briefs. However, plaintiff does not allege that there is any newly 
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discovered evidence, or that there are any changes in the law, or that the Court erred in its 
application of the law to the facts. Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration should fail because it 
is not suppoded by any new facts or any new law, or by any argument of any error by the Court. 
111. ARGUMENT 
ix The Court should not reconsider its ruling on Sterling's Motion for Summary P, 
"1 Judpen t .  The Court's s l i n g  was sound and was based upon both binding and persuasive 
precedent. Plaintiffs third brief does not present new arpments, but instead is merely a repeat 
of arguments from the prior two briefs. 
A. Plaintiff Apparently Failed to Comply With Rule 7(b)(3)(F) and Sixth 
District Local Rule 15. 
Rule 7(b)(3)(F), Idaho R. Civ. P., requires that parties file briefs not only in the 
county where the action is pending, but also in the office of any out-of-county judge who 
presides over the case: 
If the office of the presiding judge or magistrate in any action is 
, the party 
serving any motion, affidavit, or brief shall simultarteouslv send a 
coav to tlte presiding i u d ~ e  or magistrate, which shall be & 
additiott to the filinn o f  the ori&als with the court of record. 
Idaho R. Civ. P. 7(b)(3)(F) (emphasis added). This rule is also re-emphasized in the local rules 
of the Sixth Judicial District. Sixth District Local Rule 15 states: 
Service on Non-Resident Judge. I f  the office o f  a pvesidiw judge 
or inag&trate is outside the cuunfv in which an actibn is pending, 
the parties shall comply with the requirement of Rule 5(d)(3) of the 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure with respect to the additional 
lodging of briefs, motions, notices of hearing, orders to show cause 
and proposed instructions with the presiding judge in the county 
where he or she resides. Failure to comply with I C W  5(d)(3) shall, 
in the Court's discretion, result in the postponement of any 
scheduled hearings or other proceedings to be held in the action. 
LZL57y 
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Local Rule 15 (emphasis added). Apparently, plaintiff failed to comply wif% these rules. As thc 
Court did not receive this brief, it ilppears that plaintiff did not serve a copy of his Respanse on 
the Court's chmbers in Caribou County. 
/ Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration implies that somehow the Court was 
>3 
*ii 
mistaken in not considering the Response previously. That is not correct. The Court did not 
make the mistake, the plaintiff made the mist&e. Although the Court may consider the 
 plaintiff"^ third brief in order to give the plaintiff this third opportunity to submit written 
argument, the mistake remains the plaintiff's mistake, and not a mistake of the Court. 
B. Plaintiff Fails to Argue Any Error in the Court's Decision. 
The purpose of a motion for reconsideration is to allow a party the opportunity to 
point out to the Court new facts or new law which the Court was not aware of, or to point to 
errors of law the Court made in its decision. Plaintiff does not provide any such basis for 
reconsidering the Court's decision. Instead, plaintiff merely provides a copy of the brief it failed 
to properly file. 
Plaintiff does not point to any particular error in the Court's Memorandum 
Decision. Plaintiff does not indicate any point in the Court's Memorandum Decision that would 
have been different given the arguments in the Response. Plaintiff does not point to any 
argument in the Response that is new or different, or which would change the outcome of the 
Court's Memorandum Decision. Plaintiffs motion for reconsideration must be denied where it 
fails to explain any way in which the Court erred in its Memorandum Decision. 
C. Plaintiff Fails to Address Judge McDermott's Decision in the Response to 
Notice of Supplemental Authority. 
The only reason for reconsideration given by the plaintiff is that the Court did not 
consider its Response to Notice ofSupplementa1 Authority. However, plaintiffs' Response was 
&5~s 
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improper in the first place, because it did not comply with the instructions in the Court's Order 
for Sztpplemental Briefs Regarding Supplemented Authority (March 2 1, 2007). 
, 
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P issued a Memorandum Decision and Order addressing the same legal issue considered in 
I 
Sterling's motion for summary judment in this case. Judge McDemott ruled that the Idaho 
Supreme Court requires that Idaho's Wronghf Death Act be read to require that the person 
injured must have been able to maintain an action if death had not ensued. Judge McDemott 
held that expired claims cannot be brought as later wrongful death actions, and Judge 
McDemott dismissed three such claims. Because this decision was relevant to this Court's 
consideration of Sterling's motion, Sterling immediately filed its Notice ofSzlpplemental 
Authority in this case, to notify this Court of Judge McDermott's decision. 
The Court allowed plaintiff an opportunity to respond Judge McDermott's 
decision. On March 21, 2008, the Court issued an Orderfor Supplemental Briefi Regarding 
Supplemental Authority ("Order"), allowing plaintiff fifteen (15) days "to submit supplemental 
briefs itt response to the suu~lemental authoria." (Emphasis added). The Court gave plaintiff 
an opportunity to address Judge McDermott's Memorandum Decision and Order, and to argue 
any points plaintiff believed to be in error in Judge McDermott's decision. 
On April 4th, plaintiff filed his Response to Notice ofSupplementul Authoriv. 
However, plaintiff did not even mention Judge McDermott's decision in that Response. There is 
no mention of Judge McDermott's rationale or holding in the Response. Although that 
"Response" was filed solely to respond to Judge McDermott's decision, there is no mention of 
Judge McDermott's decision. Instead, the brief covers only issues that could have been covered 
in the plaintiff's original October 2007 response to Sterling's motion for summary judgment. 
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Plaintiffs brief is improper, and should not be considered, because it does nothing to address 
Judge McDemottk March 2008 decision, which was the reason for allowing the plaintiff to file 
the brief. 
D, Plaintiffs Arguments Are Merely Repetitions of Arguments Made in Prior 
Brief, 
Plaintifrs Response is also not new. Nearly all of plaintiffs Response to Notice 
ofS~pplgmental Authorip is copied verbatim from the January 2008 Plaintiffs S~upplemsntal 
Brief: 
Pages 1 and 2 of the Response are copied from pages 1 and 2 of 
Pla in t r s  Supplemental Brie5 
Page 5 of the Response is copied from pages 10 and 1 1 of 
P l a i n t f s  Supplemental Brief; and 
Pages 6 through 9 of the Response are copied from pages 12 to 15 
of Plaintiffs S~pplemental Brief 
Half of the Conclusion of the Response is copied directly from the 
Conclusion found on page 16 of Plaintiff's Supplemental Brief: 
There is nothing to reconsider, because the Response that was not properly filed is almost 
entirely a repeat of arguments made in the January 2008 Plaintiff's Supplemental Briefthe Court 
previously considered. 
In fact, there are only six (6) paragraphs of plaintiffs Response to Notice of 
Supplemental Authority that are nof verbatim copies from the prior two briefs. Four of these six 
paragraphs, which are found on pages 3 and 4 of the Response, relate to the eases decided in 
1904 and 1928, which can hardly be argued as new developments (Northern Pacific Railway Co. 
v. Adams, 192 U.S. 440,24 S .  Ct. 408 (1904); and Sprouse v. Magee, 46 Idaho 622,269 P. 993 
( 1  928)). Another one of the new paragraphs is on page 6 of the Response, and relates to the 
1990 case of Bevan v. Vassar Farms, Inc., 117 Idaho 1038,793 P.2d 712 (1990), which is again 
CAs"77 
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a long-existing case tbat could have been argued previousfy. The only other new paragaph is 
found in the Conclusion. None of these new paragaphs provide any new cases or new law, nor 
LC do they provide any response to Judge McDemott9s decision. Plaintiff% Response is not new 
and does not need to be considered. 
E, PlaintifPs Distinction behreen "Tortious" and "Procedural" Law Does Not 
Explain the Condition Precedent Cases. 
The only substafltial section of plaintiffs Response that is not copied from the 
PlairzlifSs S~upplmetztal Briefis the four paragraphs found on pages 3 and 4 deaiing with the 
1904 and 1928 cases of Northern Paczjk Railway Co. v. Adams, 192 U.S. 440,24 f. Gt. 408 
(1 904), and Sprozise v. Magee, 46 Idaho 622,269 P. 993 (1928). Of course, these cases are not 
new. These cases were discussed extensively in Defendant's Supplemental Brie5 which cited to 
these cases as support for summary judgment in this case. Defendant's Supplemental Brief; p. 8- 
9. 
In the Response, plaintiff relies on two cases to argue tbat Idaho courts have 
applied the condition precedent rule only as to defenses based on an absence of tortious conduct, 
and not to procedural defenses. Response, p. 3-4. Just as these cases are not new, this argument 
is also not new. Plaintiff made this same argument on page 5 of Plaintiff's Supplemental Brie$ 
In that prior brief, plaintiff argued that the condition precedent rule prevents "wrongfal death 
actions when there is no tortious conduct, but not barring claims where the only defense to a 
wrongful death cause of action is a procedural bar, such as the statute of limitations." PlaintiSf's 
Supplemental Brie5 p. 5. The Court did not give any credence to this argument in its 
Memorandum Decision and Order, and should not give it any validity on this Motion for 
Reconsideration. 
As-? 8 
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The primary problem with this argument is that no Idaho case bas ever made this 
distinction. Instead, the condition precedent rule has been repeatedly applied by the Idaho courls 
J"; 
t, in a variety of situations. Plaintiff can cite to no case where the rule has not been applied on the 
E v-8 
f j  
a basis of any such distinction. 
In the Response, plaintiff attempts to argue that Northern PacGc Rai2way Co. v. 
Ahrns,  192 U.S. 440 (1904), supports this tortious vs. procedural distinction. It does not. The 
condition precedent rule was applied to bar the claim presented in Nbrthern Paczjk Railway. In 
fact, rather than support such a distinction, the Northern Pacific Railway case contradicts that 
distinction. In Northern Pact@ Railway, a passenger rode on the railway with a fkee ticket he 
obtained in exchange for a waiver of any damage he may suffer, Later, the passenger was found 
dead lying near the tracks. The passenger's heirs sued the railway. The United States Supreme 
Court held that under Idaho's wrongfil death statute, the heirs could only bring suit if the 
decedent could have brought suit had death not ensued, The United States Supreme Court found 
that the passenger's waiver barred the decedent's cause of action, so that the heirs had no cause 
of action. 
This case undermines plaintiffs purported distinction. The Northern Pacific 
Railway case shows that the condition precedent rule applies regardless of any tortious conduct 
by the defendant. In Northern Pacific Railway, the railroad may have been completely 
negligent. Nevertheless, the claim was barred by the condition precedent rule because the 
decedent had waived the claim prior to the accident. 
In the Northern Pacific Railway case, the decedent chose to accept the free 
passage in exchange for waiver of claims against the railway. That decision eliminated his heirs' 
wrongful death action. In this case, Adamson filed other lawsuits, but apparently chose not to 
d5?g- 
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file an action in Idaho. His decision not to file in Idaho resulted in the expiration of his personal 
injury action in Idaho. Be~ause of the condition precedent rule, Adamson's choice impliedly 
waived and eliminated his heirs'cause of action for wrongEu1 death in Idaho. 
Moreover, this issue was not addressed in Judge McDermottk decision or in the 
Court's decision on Sterling" motion for summary judgtslent. This argument has nothing to do 
with either Judge McDemott's decision or the Court's decision. 
Finally, even if the procedural vs. substantive distinction had any validity, it 
would not relate to this case, where the decedent" cause of action was barred by the stabte of 
limitations. Idaho's statutes of limitations are considered a matter of substantive law, and not 
merely procedural. Strong v. Unurraprovidenf Corp., 393 F.Supp.2d 1012 (D. Idaho 2005); 
K e a r ~ s  v. American Honda Motor Co., Inc., 641 F.Supp. 420 @. Idaho 1986). The Court should 
not reconsider its decision based upon this argument. 
F. Plaintiff Has Already Unsuccessfully Made An Equal Protection and Access 
to Courts Argument 
Plaintiff also argues that applying the condition precedent rule in this case would 
violate his constitutional equal protection rights and his constitutional right to access of courts. 
Plaintiff previously made this argument in the earlier P l a i n t r s  Supplemental Brie$ The Court 
apparently did not see any merit in these arguments, and they were not mentioned in the Court's 
Memorandum Decision and Order. 
There clearly is no equal protection problem with applying the condition 
precedent rule to bar claims that have expired by the statute of limitations. Statutes of limitations 
do not violate the equal protection clause. Statutes of limitation need only to rationally relate to 
the state's legitimate interest to be upheld. The United States Supreme Court has stated: 
A5270 
+ 8  
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Accordingly, this Courl's cases are clear that, unless a 
classification wanants some form of heightened review because it 
jeopardizes exercise of a fundmental right or categorizes on the 
Anderson V. Spalding, 137 Idaho 509,514, 50 P.3d 1004, 1009 (2002) (emphasis added), quoting 
NordI i~ge~ v. Hahn, 505 U.S. 1, 10 (1992). 
Plaintiff alleges that the condition precedent rule would discriminate bemeen 
those wrongful death heirs whose decedents die soon after the diagnosis and those that do not. 
Response, p. 6-7. Plaintiff argues that the classification must be reasonable, rather than arbitrary, 
and rest on a real or substantial difference. Clearly, there is a reasonable basis for this 
classification, On one hand, an action for a decedent who had two full years to file a claim and 
failed to proceed with an action is barred by the condition precedent rule. If, on the other hand, 
the decedent did not have a full two years before death to file the claim, the wrongful death 
action is not barred by the condition precedent rule. This distinction is no more arbitrary than the 
application of the two year statute of limitations to any other person injured. 
Moreover, the line drawn by the condition precedent rule is necessary because, 
without the condition precedent rule, there would be an open ended statute of limitations on 
injuries that occur but for which no death results. The condition precedent rule is rationally 
related to the policy of prevention of stale claims. 
Plaintiff also argues that he and other heirs of decedents, are being denied access 
to the courts before their cause of action never accrued in violation of the access to courts 
provision of the Idaho Constitution. Plaintifrs argument fails to consider the derivative nature 
of a wrongful death action. I/Vaodburn v. Manco Products, 137 Idaho 502,50 P.3d 997 (2002). 
In this respect, the heirs' cause of action is derivative of the decedent's cause of action. If the 
d25-8d =pe+ 
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decedent did not have a valid cause of action for the underlying injuv, then the heirs do not have 
Bis 
- c a cause of action for wrongful death. This is demonstrated by the Northern Pacifc Railway case, I "  3 
where the decedent's decision to waive any claims prevented the decedent's heirs from being 
able to bring a cause of action for wrongfit1 death. The plaintiffs' access to the Courts is 
preserved, the plaintiff need only bring the cIairn before the statute of Iimitations expires. 
The Court did not previously give any merit to these arguments. The Court 
should not reconsider its decision based upon arguments already made and not deemed 
persuasive by the Court. 
G. Actions Filed in Other States Do Not Extend the Statute of Limitations for an 
Idaho Action. 
Plaintifrs Response also repeats the argument found in plaintiffs earlier 
Plaintfls Supplemental Brief that the decedent had a valid cause of action at the time of his 
death because the decedent had a pending personal injury lawsuit in Georgia. In other words, 
plaintiff argues that. the filing of a claim in another state extends the statute of limitations for 
filing the claim in Idaho. 
Plaintiff offers absolutely no legal support for this novel proposition. It is not the 
law in Idaho that filing a case in another state extends the statute of limitations. Under Idaho 
law, "in order that the pendency of other proceedings shall have the effect to toll the statutes of 
limitations upon a cause of action, the proceedings must be such as to prevent enforcement of the 
remedy by action." Lemhz County v. Boise Live Stock Loan Go., 47 Idaho 712,278 P. 214,217 
(1 929). In other words, an action will only be tolled if the other proceeding is required before 
rights can be enforced, i.e., a pre-litigation screening panel in a medical malpractice action. 
Moreover, the Idaho Supreme Court recently explained that the statutes of 
limitation are tolled only by statute, and not by judicial construction. "Statutes of limitation in 
AF8-3, 
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Idaho are not tolled by judicial construction but rather by the expressed language of the statute." 
Wilhefm v. FPampton, 144 Idaho 147, 149,158 P.3d 3 10, 3 12 (2007) qtloting Independent School 
Dzst. ofBoise City v. Cultisfeu, 97 Idaho 59,63, 539 P.2d 987,991 (1975). There is no statute or 
other law that would have tolled the decedent's personal injury action while his action in Georgia 
was pending. 
It is obvious that there is no basis for this argument. Allowing for such extensions 
by filing in other states would completely undermine the statute of limitations, as Idaho plaintiffs 
would be able to "park" their claims in another state until they were ready to file in Idaho. 
Instead, the plaintiff can continue to pursue such claims in the forums h e r e  they were timely 
filed. The Court properly ignored this argument before, and should not consider plaintiffs 
argument here. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
There is no reason for the Court to reconsider its decision. Plaintiff's Response to 
Notice ofSupplemental Azstlzori~ is largely a copy from the prior briefs filed by plaintiff in 
relation to this motion. Nothing in the plaintifrs Response provides any reason for any change 
to the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order. The Court should deny the plaintiffs Motion 
for Reconsideration. 
lr' day of May, 2008. DATED this 
Ben Ritehie- Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendant 
Sterling Fluid Systems 
(USA) 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVTGE 
dL 
I HEMBY CERTIFY that on this 1 day of May, 2008, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT STEmING FLUID SYSTEMS (tlSA) LLC'S 
WSPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR WCONSIDEUTION to be served by the 
method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
The Honorable Don L. Harding 
159 S. Main 
Soda Springs, LD 83276 
Facsimile: (208) 547-4759 
- Judge's Chambers 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
'$4 ) Facsimile 
( ) Via e-mail 
James C. Arnold ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
PETERSEN, PARKINSON & ARNOLD, PLLC ( ) Hand Delivered 
P.O. box 1645 ( ) Overnight Mail 
Idaho Falls, ID 83403-1 645 ) Facsimile 
Facsimile: (208) 522-8547 ( ) Via e-mail 
- Attorneys for Plaintiff 
C. Patterson Keahey ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
C. PATTERSON KEAWEY, P.C. ( ) Hand Delivered 
One Independence Plaza, Suite 612 ( ) Overnight Mail 
Birmingham, AL 35209 \hi) acsimile 
Facsimile: (205) 87 1-080 1 ( ) Via e-mail 
- Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Thomas J. Lyons ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
MERRILL & MERRILL CHARTERED ( ) Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box 991 ( ) Overnight Mail 
Pocatello, ID 83204-0991 ( ) Facsimile 
Facsimile: (208) 232-2499 ia e-mail 
Jackson Schmidt ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
PEPPLE, JOHNSON, CANTU & SCHMIDT, PPLC ( ) Hand Delivered 
1900 Seattle Tower Building ( ) Overnight Mail 
1 2 1 8 Third Avenue Facsimile 
Seattle, WA 98101 Via e-mail 
- Attorneys for Owens-Illinois, Inc. 
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Gary L. Cooper 
COOPER & LARSEN 
P.O. Box 4229 
Pocatello, LL) 832059-4229 
Facsimile: (208) 23 5- 1 182 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight; Mail 
) Via e-mail 
Andrew A. Grade 
John Michael Mattingly ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
STEVEN V. RIZZO, PC ( ) Hand Delivered 
1620 SW Taylor Street, Suite 350 ( ) Overnight Mail 
Portland, OR 97205 ( ) Facsimile 
) Via e-mail 
C. Timothy Wopkins ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Steven K. Brown ( ) Hand Delivered 
HOPKINS RODEN CROCKLTT HANSER & HOOPES $) Overnight Mail 
P.O. Box 51219 ( ) Facsimile 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1219 ) Via e-mail 
Facsimile: (208) 523-4474 
- Attorneys for Kelly-Moore Paint Co. 
Alaskan Copper Works and 
Square D Company 
Alan C. Goodman ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
GOODMAN LAW OFFICE CHARTERED ( ) Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box D ( ) Overnight Mail 
Rupert, ID 83350 
Facsimile: (208) 436-4837 ) Via e-mail 
- Attorneys for Rupert Iron Works 
Howard D. Burnett ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY, LLP ( ) Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box 100 < Overnight Mail 
Pocatello, ID 83204-0 100 ( ) Facsimile 
Facsimile: (208) 233-1304 Via e-mail 
- Attorneys for Eaton Electrical, Inc. (flkfa 
Cutler-Hammer, Inc.) 
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Donald F. Carey ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
"\ 
,:b QUANE SMITH ( ) Hand Delivered 2325 W. Broadway, Suite B $) Overnipla Mail 
Tr 
# 
Idaho Falls, 1L) 83402-2948 ( ) Facsimile 
Facsimile: (208) 529-0085 ) Via e-mail 
- Attorneys for Reliance Electric Motors, 
Rocbell Automation, Inc., 
Babbitt Steam Speciality 
Steel West 
Richard C. Boardman ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Randall L. Schmitz ( ) Hand Delivered 
PERKINS COIE LLP <) Overnight Mail 
25 1 East Front Street, Suite 400 ( ) Facsimile 
Boise, ID 83702-73 10 ) Via e-mail 
- Attorneys for Honeywell, Inc. 
Kevin J. Scanlan ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. ( ) Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box 1271 ( ) Overnight Mail 
Boise, ID 83701 ( ) Facsimile 
- Attorneys for Parker-Hamifin Corporation, a ) Via e-mail 
non-party, served as "Parker-Hannifin 
Corporation flWa Sacoma-Siena, Inc." 
Thomas B. High ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
BENOIT, ALESANDER, HARWOOD, HIGH & ( ) Hand Delivered 
VA LDEX, LL1) <: y g h t  Mail 
126 Second Ave. North ( ) Facsimile 
P.O. Box 366 ia e-mail 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-0366 
- Attorneys for Ericsson, Inc. 
Ericsson, Inc., As Successor in Interest to the 
Anaconda Wire & Cable Company 
Christian W. Nelson ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Melinda Morgan ( ) Hand Delivered 
RICHARDS, BRANDT, MILLER & Overnight Mail 
Wells, Fargo Building ( ) Facsimile 
299 South Main Street, Suite 1500 ) Via e-mail 
Salt Lake City, UT 84 11 1 
- Attorney for Flowserve Corporation (PWa 
Durco International, Inc.) 
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Steven V. Rizzo 
,$ STEVEN V. RIZZO, P.C. 
1620 SW Taylor Street, Suite 350 
Portland, OR 97205 
- Attorney for Cardner Denver, Inc. and 
Paramount Supply Company 
Kelly A. Cameron 
Randall L. S c h i t z  
PERKINS COIE LLP 
25 1 East Front Street, Suite 400 
Boise, ID 83702-7310 
- Attorneys for Honeywell, Inc. 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
'I4 Via e-mail 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered < ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
) Via e-mail 
Ben Ritchie 
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L John D. Adamson vs. FMC Cor~oration. etal. 
,CV-2006- Don L. Ciosad 
'00031 66-OC District Filed: 0711812006Sublype: Other Claims Judge: Harding Status: 04,09,200 
0efendants:Alaskan Copper Works Allis Chalmers Corporation American ~ p t i c a l  Corporation 
Amerivent Sales, Inc Bechtel, Inc Century Electric Chicago Pump and Link-Belt 
Crane Co Eastman Corporation Eaton Electrical Corporation Ericsson, lnc FMC 
Corporation Fairbanks Morse Pump Corporation Flowsenre Corporation Gardner 
Denver, lnc Gould Electric inc Henry Vogt Machine Co Honeywell, Inc ITE Circuit 
Breaker Company Imperial Corporation Imperial Eastman Corporation Johnsons 
Pumps Nikko Materials USA Obit Industries, Inc Owens Illinois, Inc P & H Cranes 
Paramount Supply Company Parker Hannifin Corporation Paul Roberts Machine 
Supply Pocateilo Supply, inc Reliance Electric Motors Rupert lron Works Sierra, Inc 
Square D Company Steel West, lnc Sterling Fluid Systems 
Plaint~ffs:Adamson, John D. 
L 
Disposition: Date Judgment Dispos~tion Dispos~tion Paflies Type Date TY pe 
Dismissal 0711 812007 w, Prej 












Dismissal 08/06/2008 wl Prej Inc (Defendant), Unknown Adamson, John 
D. (Plaintiff) 
Comment: order of dismissal w/ prej. on Owens Illinois : J Harding 8-4-08 
Date 
0711 812006 clerks office 
07/18/2006 New Case Filed-Other Claims 
0711 812006 Summons Issued 
Filing: A1 - Civil Complaint, More Than $1000 No Prior 
Appearance Paid by: Petersen, Parkinson, & Arnold, PLLC 
0711812006 Receipt number: 0027086 Dated: 7/18/2006 Amount: $88.00 
(Check) 
07/20/2006 Plaintiff: Adamson, John D. Attorney Retained James C Arnold 
1011 312006 Summons Issued 
Filing: I IA  - Civil Answer Or Appear. More Than $1000 No Prior 
11/22/2006 Appearance Paid by: moffatt thomas barrett rock Receipt number: 
0045876 Dated: 11/22/2006 Amount: $58.00 (Check) 
11/22/2006 Defendant: Sterling Fluid Systems Attorney Retained Lee Radford 
Answer of Defendant Sterling Fluid Systems (USA), LLC 
11/22/2006 (Improperly Sued as Sterling Fluid System (Peerless Pump)); attn 
L Radford for dfdt 
Filing: I IA  - Civil Answer Or Appear. More Than $1000 No Prior 
11/24/2006 Appearance Paid by: goodman law office Receipt number: 
0045989 Dated: 11/24/2006 Amount: $58.00 (Check) 
Answer of Rupert Ironworks, Inc.; Alan Goodman, Atty for Rupert 
11/2412006 lron Works. Inc. 
11/24/2006 Defendant: Rupert lron Works Attorney Retained Alan C Goodman 
Filing: I IA  - Civil Answer Or Appear. More Than $1000 No Prior 
11/28/2006 Appearance Paid by: merrill and merrill Receipt number: 0046577 
Dated: 11/28/2006 Amount: $58.00 (Check) 
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Filing: I IA  - Civil Answer Or Appear. More Than $1000 No Prior 
11/28/2006 Appearance Paid by: Hawley Troxell Receipt number: 0046596 
Baled: 1 112812006 Amount: $58.00 (Check) 
Defendant: Eaton Electrical Corporation Attorney Retained 
11/28/2006 Howard D BurneM 
11/28/2006 Defendant: Owens Illinois, Inc Attorney Retained Thomas J Lyons 
Answer and Demand for Jury Trial of Defendant Eaton Electrical 
11/28/2006 Inc (Formerly Known as "Cutler-Hammer Inc"); attn H Burnett for 
dfdt 
11/28/2006 Notice Of Appearance; attn T Lyons for dfdt Owens Illinios, Inc 
Filing: I IA  - Civil Answer Or Appear. More Than $1000 No Prior 
11/29/2006 Appearance Paid by: Quane Smith Receipt number: 0046696 
Dated: 11/29/2006 Amount: $58.00 (Check) 
l , "  Defendant: Reliance Electric Motors Attorney Retained Donald F 
" i 
' ,$ 
1 1/29/2006 Carey 
0 Answer and Jury Demand; attn D Carey for dfdt Reliance Electric 1 1/29/2006 Motors 
Filing: I IA - Civil Answer Or Appear. More Than $1000 No Prior 
I l/30/2006 Appearance Paid by: blaser sorersen Receipt number: 0046882 
Dated: 11/30/2006 Amount: $58.00 (Check) 
Defendant: Steel West, Inc Attorney Retained Murray Jim 11/30/2006 
11/30/2006 Notice Of Appearance; attn M Sorensen for dfdt Steel West, Inc 
Filing: I IA  - Civil Answer Or Appear. More Than $1000 No Prior 
12/01/2006 Appearance Paid by: hopkins roden crockett Receipt number: 
0047058 Dated: 12/1/2006 Amount: $58.00 (Check) 
Defendant: Alaskan Copper Works Attorney Retained C Timothy 12/01/2006 Hopkins 
Notice Of Appearance - Defendant Alaskan Copper WorksIAlco 
12/01/2006 Investment Company; attn C Timothy Hopkins for dfdt 
Notice of Special Appearance -- Defendant: Paramount Supply Co 
12/0812006 Attorney Retained Gary L Cooper 
Filing: I I A -  Civil Answer Or Appear. More Than $1000 No Prior 
12/12/2006 Appearance Paid by: cooper and larsen Receipt number: 0048792 
Dated: 12/12/2006 Amount: $58.00 (Check) 
Filing: I IA  - Civil Answer Or Appear. More Than $1000 No Prior 
12/18/2006 Appearance Paid by: Hopkins Roden Crockett Receipt number: 
0049673 Dated: 1211 812006 Amount: $58.00 (Check) 
Defendant: Square D Company Attorney Retained C Timothy 12/18/2006 Hopkins 
Defendant Square D Company's Answer; attn C Timothy Hopkins 12/18/2006 for dfdt 
Filing: I IB  - Civil Answer Or Appear. More Than $1000 With Prior 
12/19/2006 Appearance Paid by: Hopkins Roden Crockett Receipt number: 
0049833 Dated: 12/19/2006 Amount: $14.00 (Check) 
Filing: I IA  - Civil Answer Or Appear. More Than $1000 No Prior 
12/19/2006 Appearance Paid by: Perkins Coie Receipt number: 0049838 
Dated: 12/19/2006 Amount: $58.00 (Check) 
Filing: I IA  - Civil Answer Or Appear. More Than $1000 No Prior 
12/19/2006 Appearance Paid by: Donald Carey Receipt number: 0049947 
Dated: 12/19/2006 Amount: $58.00 (Check) 
Crane Co's Answer to Complaint; Kelly A. Cameron, Atty for Dfdts. 12/19/2006 Crane Co. 
Defendant: American Optical Corporation Attorney Retained 
1211912006 Donald F Carey 
12/19/2006 Defendant: Crane Co Attorney Retained Kellly A. Cameron 
12~19~2006 Defendant's American Optical Corporation's Answer and Jury 
Demand; attn D Carey 
Defendant Alaskan Coopper WorksIAlco Investment Company's 
b 
https://ww.idcourts.us/repository/caseHistory.do?county=BAOCK&paSeq=3 154.. . 9/23/2008 
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Def Johnston Pump Companys Answer and Jury Demand; aty 
04105/2007 Donald Carey 
Notice of Substitution of Counsel; Christopher P. Graham Atty for 
0310712007 Dfdts. Fairbanks Morse Pump Corp. 
3107,2007 Defendant: Fairbanks Morse Pump Corporation Attorney Retained 
Christopher P. Graham 
Filing: I"I - Civil Answer Or Appear. More Than $1000 No Prior 
Appearance Paid by: MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK 
O3l1 9M007 Receipt number: 0062890 Dated: 311 912007 Amount: $58.00 
(Check) 
Answer of Defendant Henry Vogt Machine, Co.; Gary T. Dance, 
03119/2007 Atty for Henry Vogt Machine, Co. 
Affidavit of service; served Bechtel, Inc. through Phyliss O'Dea, 
03126/2007 Paralegal and a person authoriazed to accept service on 1-9-07 
Affidavit of Service; served Steve Lichfield, Assistance General 
03/26/2007 Counsel for Schneider Electric and Square D. Company on 1-1 I- 
07 
Affidavit of Service; served Laura Hanish, Human Resources 
03/26/2007 Assistance for Nikko Materials USA on 1-11-07 
Affidavit of Service; served Tammy Horn authorized to Accept 
03/26/2007 Service for Allish Chalmers Corp, c/o CT Corporation systems on 
2-9-07 
Affidavit of Service; served Ann Pedigi, Vice-President for 
0312612007 Fairbanks Morse Pump Corporation on 1-1 1-07 
Affidavit of Service; served Keith Bowersock, Security for H. 
03/28/2007 Parker Hannifin Corp. on 1-1 1-07 
Affidavit of Service; served Lee Sadler, Human Resourse Director, 
0312812007 Suizer Pump. Inc parent Company of Johnston Pumps on 1-30-07 
Affidavit of Service; served Lynette Jones, Litigation Manager for 
03128/2007 Faairbanks Morse Pump on 1-30-07 
Stipulation for dismissal without prej P&H Mining equipment, Inc. 
04/02/2007 F I W  Harnischfeger Corporation : aty Bruce Larson for Def. 
Order for Dismissal without Prej P & H Mining Equipment, Inc. 
04/02/2007 Harnischfeger Corporation : aty Bruce larson for Def. 
04102/2007 Dismissed Before Trial Or Hearing; J Harding 3-27-07 (Def P & H 
Cranes) 
Filing: I IA  - Civil Answer Or Appear. More Than $1000 No Prior 
04/05/2007 Appearance Paid by: Donald Carey Receipt number: 0065380 
Dated: 4/5/2007 Amount: $58.00 (Check) 
Notice of Hearing RE: Motion for Summary Judgment- Hearing 
CJr7.9 
04/05/2007 Demand For Jury Trial 
04/05/2007 Defendant: Johnsons Pumps Attorney Retained Donald F Carey 
04/05/2007 Notice Of Appearance 
Filing: 11A - Civil Answer Or Appear. More Than $1000 No Prior 
04/30/2007 Appearance Paid by: Perkins Coie LLP Receipt number: 0069039 
Dated: 4/30/2007 Amount: $58.00 (Check) 
Honeywell, Inc's Answer to complaint; aty Richard Boardman for 
04/30/2007 Def Honeywell 
Stipulation for Dismissal of Defendant Reliance Electric Co; DA 07/13/2007 Carey 
Order for Dismissal with Prejudice of Defendant Reliance Electric 
07/18/2007 Co; Is/ J Harding 07-17-07 
07/18/2007 Civil Disposition 
09/14/2007 Motion for summary judgment, aty Don Carey 
Affidavit of Donald Carey in support of Motion for summary 
09/14/2007 judgment, aty Don Carey 
09/14/2007 Memorandum in support of motin for summary judgment, aty Don 
Carey 
Idaho Repository - Case Page 6 o f  9 
Scheduled (Motion 10/1 212007 1030 AM)- by DA Bechtel thru DA 09/20/2007 Brown. 
09/24/2007 ARidavit of Ben Ritchie; aty Ben Ritchie for Defs . 
Def Sterling Fluid Systems LLC;s improperly sued as starling fluid 
09/24/2007 systems peerless pumps; Memornadum in support of motion for 
summary judgment; 
LP j "i Def Sterling Fluid Systems LLC's Motion for summary judgment, 
"") 
I- 
09/24/2007 aty David Gardner 
$ d 09/24/2007 Notice of hearing, aty David Gardner 
Amended notice of hearing; set for 11-9-07 at 10:30 am: aty David 
09/27/2007 Gardner for Def. 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Judgment 11/09/2007 09/27/2007 10:30 AM) 
Joinder of Def Paramount supply company in Def Sterling fluid 
10/01/2007 systems LLC's Motion for summary judgment; aty Steven Rizzo 
10/0212007 Affidavit of John Adamson; aty James Arnold for plntfs 
Plntfs resp to def Bechtel, Inc's motion for summary judgment; aty 
10/02/2007 James ARnold for plntfs 
Plntfs Memorandum in support of motion to amend complaint; aty 
10/02/2007 James Arnold for plntfs 
Joinder in motions for summary judgment by Def Ericsson, Inc. as 
10/02/2007 successor in interest to the Anaconda Wire and Cable Company; 
aty Tom High 
10/02/2007 Plntfs Motion to Amend Complaint; aty James Aronld; 
Def Crane Co and Honey Well lncs Joinder in sterling fluid 
10109/2007 systems motion for summary judgment, aty Randy Schmitz for def 
Def Crane Co. and Honeywell, Inc's Joinder in Bechtels Motion for 
10/10/2007 summary Judgment ; aty Kelly Cameron for Def. 
Def Fairbanks Morse Pump Corporation Joinder in Def Bechtel, 
1011 1/2007 Inc's and Def Sterling Fluid Systems (USA) LLC's Motions for 
summary Judgment,: aty Chris Graham for Def. 
Def Sterling Fluid Systems (USA) LLC's (improperly) sued as 
10/12/2007 Sterling Fluid Systems Peerliess Pumps Joinder in Def Bechtel, 
Inc's Motion for Summary Judgment, aty David Gardner 
Def Henry Vogt Machine Co's Joinder in Def Bechtel, Inc's and 
10/12/2007 Def Sterling Fluid System (USA) LLC's Motions for summary 
Judgment 
lnterim Hearing Held; minute entry and Order, ( Court took the 
10/12/2007 matter under Advisment ) J Harding 10-19-07 
Hearing result for Motion held on 10/12/2007 10:30 AM: Interim 
10/1 712007 Hearing Held Motion for Summary Judgment; under advisement 
after 25 days given to supplement argument 
Motion for limited Admission of G Patterson Keahey; aty James 
10/17/2007 Arnold and G Patterson Keahey for plntfs 
Reply in further support of motion for summary judgmnet, aty Don 10/22/2007 Carey 
Plntfs motion for adoption of plntfs proposed Trial Schedule; aty 
10/23/2007 James Arnold 
10/23/2007 Plntfs Motion to Stay; aty James Arnold 
Joinder of Def Flowserve Corporation (fka) Durco International, 
Inc) in Def Sterling Fluid Systems (USA) LLC's Motion for 
10/24/2007 summary Judgment; aty Christian Nelson for Def Flowserve 
Corporation 
Plntfs Objection and Response to Def Sterling Fluid Systems 
10/26/2007 (USA) LLC's Motion for Summary Judgment, aty James Arnold 
and G Patterson Keahey for plntf 
Order for limited Admission of G Patterson Keahey ; J Harding 10- 10/29/2007 26-07 
J 5 - 4 y  v+' %"a>;& s$ 
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Plntfs Resp to Def Bechtel, Inc's Reply in further support of Motion 
11/0112007 for Summary Judgment, aly James Arnold and G Patterson 
Keahey for plntf 
Def. Sterling Fluid Systems USA LLC's lmproperly Sued as 
Sterling Fluid Systems (Peerless Pumps) Reply Memorandum in 
1102/2007 support of motion for summary judgment,: aty David Gardner for 
Def. Sterling Fluid Systems 
Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment held on 
11109/2007 11 /09/2007 10:30 AM: Interim Hearing Weld 
Supplemental Brief in further support of motion for summary 
1/09/2007 judgment, aty Jeremy Brown 
Plntfs Notice of hearing; set for 12-14-07 at 10:30: aty G Patterson 
1/27/2007 Keahey for plntfs 
11/27/2007 Hearing Scheduled (Motion 12/14/2007 10:30 AM) 
11/28/2007 Plntfs notice to vacate; aty G Patterson Keahey for plntfs 
Plntfs Motion for stay of proceedings and request for scheduling 
11/30/2007 conf. aty James Arnold for plntfs 
11/30/2007 Notice of hearing on plntfs motion to consolidate; aty G Patterson 
12/05/2007 Plnts Motion to Consolidate; aty G Patterson Keahey for plntfs 
Objection to motion for stay; aty Don Carey for Def Steel West, 12/10/2007 : 
Bechtel, Inc's Objection to plntfs motion to stay; aty Don Carey for 12/10/2007 Bechtel 
Objection to Motion for Stay; aty Don Carey for Def Johnston 1211 012007 Pumps 
Objection to Motion for Stay; aty Don Carey for Def Reliance 
12/10/2007 Electric Co. 
Objection to motion for stay; aty don Carey for Def American 
12/10/2007 Optical Corp 
12/10/2007 Objection to Motion for Stay; aty Don Carey for Def Gould Inc. 
Objection to Plntfs Motion to consolidate; aty Don Carey for 12/10/2007 Bechtel 
Objection to plntfs Motion to Consolidate; aty Don Carey for Steel 
12/10/2007 West, Inc. 
Objection to plntfs motion to consolidate; aty don Carey for 
12/10/2007 Reliance Electric Co. 
12/10/2007 Objection to plntfs motion to consolidate; aty 
Objection to plntfs motion to consolidate; aty Don Carey for Def 
12/10/2007 Gould Electronics; inc 
Objection to plntfs motion to consolidate; aty don Carey for Def 
12/10/2007 American Optical Corporation 
Objection to plntfs Motion to consolidate; aty Don Carey for Def 
12/10/2007 Johnston Pump Company 
Affidavit of Ben Ritchie in support of Def Sterling Fluid systems 
LLC's lmproperly sued as sterling fluid systems peerless pumps 
12/10/2007 Opposition to Plntfs Motion to Consolidate and Motion to Stay; aty 
Ben Ritchie for Def 
Def Sterling Fluid Systems USA LLC's lmproperly sued as sterling 
12/10/2007 fluid systems peerless pumps Opposition to Plntfs Motion to 
consolidate and Motion to stay; aty Ben Ritchie for Def. 
Def Sterling Fluid systems (USA) LLC's lmproperly sued as 
12/10/2007 sterling fluid systems (Peerless Pumps) Oppositions to plntfs 
proposed case management order; aty Ben Ritchie for Def. 
Notice of joinder by Eaton Electrical Inc. in Def Sterling Fluid 
Systems (USA) LLC's Opposition to plntfs motion to consolidate 
12/12/2007 and motin to stay; and Def Sterling Fluid systems (USA) LIC;'s 
Opposition to plntfs proposed case management order; aty 
Howard Burnett for Def. 
Idaho Repository - Case 
Notice of service - Defs Steel West, Inc's first set of request for 
1211212007 Admissions and lnterrog to plntf; aty Don Carey 
Dof Parker Hannifins Joinder in Def Sterling fluid Systems (USA) 
LLC's Opposition to plntfs Motion to consolidate and motion to 
12/12/2007 stay; and Def Sterling Fluid systems (USA) LLC's Opposition to 
Plntfs Proposed case Management Order; aty Kevin Scanlan for 
Parker Hannifin Corp. 
Def Parker Hannifins Joinder in Def Sterling fluid systems (USA) 
12/12/2007 LLC's improperly sued as sterling fluid systems (perrless pumps) 
motion for summary judgment: aty Kevin Scanlan 
Notice of joinder by eaton electrical inc. in Def. Bechtel, inc's 
12,13/2007 motion for summary judgment; and Def Sterling Fluid systems 
(USA) LLC's Motion for summary judgment, aty Howard Burnett 
for Def. 
Def Gould Incorporated and Goulds Pumps Trading Corps Joinder 
in sterling fluid systems LIC's Improperly sued as sterling fluid 
12/13/2007 systems peerless pumps Opposition to Plntfs Motlon to 
consolidate and motion to stay; aty John Bailey 
Defs Fairbanks Morse Pump corporations Joinder in Def Sterling 
Fluid Systems LLC's Improperly sued as sterling fluid systems 
1211712007 peerless pumps Opposition to plntfs Proposed case management 
order; aty Christopher Graham for Def. 
Def Gardner Denver, Inc. and Paramount supply companys 
joinder in sterling fluid systems objections to plntfs motion to stay 
12/17/2007 and plntfs proposed case management order; aty Steven Rizzo for 
def. 
Def Gardner Denver inc's objection to plntfs motion for 
12/17/2007 consolidation; aty Steven Rizzo for def. 
Def Fairbanks Morse Pump Corporations Joinder in Def Sterling 
12/18/2007 Fluid Systems USA LLC's improperly sued as sterling fluid 
systems peerless pumps opposition to plntfs Motion to consolidate 
and motion to stay; aty Chris Graham for Def. 
Defendant Sterling fluid systems USA LLC's supplemental Brief 
12/28/2007 Re: condition precedent Rule; aty David Gardner for Def. 
Plntfs Supplemental Brief Regarding Condition precedent rule; aty 
"I1 G Patterson Keahey for plntf 
01/18/2008 Motion for admission of Courtney Sach; James Arnold aty for pltf 
01/23/2008 Order for admission of Courtney Sach; J Harding 1-23-08 
03/20/2008 Notice of supplemental authority; aty Ben Ritchie 
03/21/2008 Order for supplemental briefs regarding supplemented authority; J 
Harding 3-21-08 
Plaintiffs Response to Defendants notice of supplemental 
04/04/2008 authority; aty G Patterson Keahey for plntfs 
Memorandum Decision and Order Granting the Defendant's 
Motion for Summary Judgment; Motion for Summary Judgment is 
04/09/2008 GRANTED and case is DISMISSED as to all counts against all 
Defendants with Prejudice; J Harding 4-9-08 
Judgment; against the Plaintiff in favor of the Defendants; J 
04/09/2008 Harding 4-9-08 
04/09/2008 Case Status Changed: Closed 
04/09/2008 Civil Disposition 
04/21/2008 Memorandum of costs; aty Tom High for def Ericsson, Inc. 
Defendant sterling fluid systems (usa) LLCs response to plntfs 
05/13/2008 motion for reconsideration;; aty Ben Ritchie for def sterling fluid 
systems usa Ilc : 
07/22/2008 Stipulation of dismissal; Laurie Anger for def Owens Illinois, inc. 
Order of dismissal; with prej: plntfs and def Owens Illinois 
08106/2008 specifically: J Harding 8-4-08 
Notice vacating hearing; Court had orally set hearing for 9-12-08 
3 bd9& 
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on PItfs Motion for Reconsideration at dfdts request; Court does 
09/10/2008 not have Motion to Reconsider and therefore vacates hearing; pltf 
counsel did not ever call for date either: J t4ardina 
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ZN THE DTSTMm COURT OP TRE RXTH JUZlJCUU: D E T R I a  0E THE 
JOEPI D, mMSOhT ,  individwl1,y; and, in hila 
capaaity as Persolla1 Representative of The 
l.ktate of JOHN W. APAMSON, 
FMC Corporatioq indvidually and 01% B&lf 
of its former C o f i  Turbo .Pttrrp Opmtioa 
nu4 fiixer Pealmg Pump, Ckicago P u q  and 
L,ink=Belt Bwiness; NKKO Matdals U8& 
b., d/b/a CSoufd B1wtY.i~ ha , ,  ilndividudly 
and as aucceettm in bt~res t  b Cmoul&, h~,, 
hperitzl &moralion, Easmah Carparation, 
Imperial E a s W  Corporation, ITB Circuit 
Breaker Company, and Cmtury Electric; 
S b d d a r  Elo~lric, hdividudly and an beladf 
o f  Square D Compa~y; Alarskan Capper 
Works; Allis Chdaerei Corpodun; 
beriveat S~ales, be.; Ericsson, Bc., aa 
Succeseor in Intereat to tlte b c o n d a  Wize & 
Calsfe Corrrpmy; Ciadrier Denlv~r~ ho.; IS- 
Vogt Macline Co.; Obit Idueitries, ha; 
Pwmount Supply Go.; Paul Rob- EvImhhe 
Supply; Pocatella Supply, Inc.; R~rpert Iron 
Works; Parker Hanaifh Corporation suac~rof 
in ilatareet to S~oom-Siem~, b.; Steel West, 
lac.; BeoMel, Inc,; C r w  Co.; &wen8 Sllinois, 
hc.; Mericm Optical Co~ora~oa; Eaton 
fJlec&-ical Corporation fnda Cutler Ka-; 
flow ram^ Corpomtion individualty and as 
euccesmr to h a  Dwhn Company, Inc, Ukla 
John D. Adamson v, FMC Corpor81Son, et. all. 2 5 9 T  
Memorwndum Decision and Order- 1 = 
Durw b t m a d ;  Pairb& Itlome m p  
I, hc, (speoificollly 
exoluding liabirity Eor NMCO) individually 
wd RIJ (BWG~:ISO~ to the AUid S I M P  Ben&, 
Welabmtw, Rmt En@~&ng, a d  M k d  
Chemioatl; & k c 6  13le~Mc Moars 
dividuglly lnnd a% gaacessar to Mmtm 
EleaM~; F & lE31 Cfxme~; JaIrn~ofi Pmps; 
sterlidg Fluid System (peerfes~ hmpg), 
T'he mamr before &e Cow are two motiions for reconeideration filed by thc 
pleintiffs i ~ ~ s  to the Court's April 9,2008 Memorandum Dedsim and Order &ant@ Dafondant'~ 
Matian far St Judgmcnr. A heaeing on the motions for reconsiduadon was head on 
Sbptember 30,2008, and at tho o~mlusion of tb heaaing &c Court denied t11e moiions, and 
requested counsel for gterling Fluid Sy~tems to prgsrc a proposed Memarmdw Dociaion and 
Odsr md an hmded Judmat. 
On Jvl y 1E, 2006, John D. Adameon, the wn of Jol~ri H. Adamson, filed a 
oomplnint in this itstia~on &gainst a large number of defenhts. The complaint slleges that ule 
deced~nt waa exposed to abtstos from defendanl~' prohots and tbat said expasum caused the 
decedsnt'o death. Th,e complaint also contaiae, a number of other otaims inoludiag &mid, 
conspimy, inteneaad tort, ad predsas liability. 
On Septemb~ 24,2007, deifmdmt Sterrwg Fluid Systms (TJSA) LLC 
("Sterlingyy) filed s Motion for S w a y  Judgxnmt, argtllng &at because the decodent9s p a s o d  
injury cawe of aotion 11M expired in Idaho befm his &a& t h ~ t  hir haire wore banad f h ~ n  
bringing the wron&l death action in Idaho puauirnt to b e  condition precedent to tho Idaho 
sWub of ErnitRlfons. On Octuber 26,2007, plaindf!fiied an objection and reeponfie tb S t d l h g ' ~  
John D. Adam ran V. PMC Co~poratlon, o t  a1. 2 F y  7 
Memorandum Ilecision and Ordcr- 2 - 
NO tion for S fudpent. On Novmbor 2nd, St#Ving filed a. reply mermorandum in 
support: aP th~hei matf4h 
The Court requegted that Starling md thp plaintiBaubmit supplemental briefs on 
the appliceti~n &the heandition precedent rule. On D w a ~ b s r  28,2007, gterling filed its 
$: rupplemental brief and on I m w  11% plajncfiitEfil& h l ~  supplemrmtd bliof. 
2 L 
!> On March 18,2008, Judge Peter MgDmon i s a d  rr deoi~ian ia Casl"orma, et, 
al v. QB, dtn aL, Bmook County Case No. CV-2006-2474,8flo~8]: owe bmught by counsel foi 
plsinW* with m slmagt idmtintiosl mplsint. The Court, in a similar fw-1 siluntion, faund thst 
the Idaha courts have always required that a decedent have a valid cause of notion at the time of 
death in order fur the3 heh  to have a vdid cause of actian for won@ death, Ths COW 
dismissed three of the plaintiEs' w ~ n @  death claims in tha Castorend case bacauee the sfabte 
of  limitations for the docedants' pa~oml injuries; ~ltt!rns relating to exposure to asbe~toa h d  
expird before the doath~ of tho deceilmt, Judge MODemn aleo dismissed the remaining 
olairns against tho defondmts in the aomplaint. On March 20,2008, Stding filed aNotife o f  
Supplemental Aud~ariv, infanning the Court af Judge MoDemotL'a decision an the conditioa 
p r ~ a d m t  mle. On Mveh Zlst, the Court issued an Order allowing the plaintiff some aDditions1 
time la file a mpome to tlae N&ce of supplmental Au&a~ty. 
Dn April 4th, plainPfffllcd a respome to the Notice of Suppl.pplemmtal Aktfiority. 
Howc;ver; the Court apparently never s ~ w  it. On April 9, ZOOg, the Court issued it8 decision 
granting Stwlhg's MoTian for b m a r y  Judpent, ordsring di8mies~l thc case again& all 
defendanr~, and ent&g jam$& ia kv~r af .lha defend-. Ths Corvt noted in the deaidon 
that it did not believe, b t  plainliff'hsd ffled a rapome to the Notioe af Suppletnental Authedty. 
The Comt incqorsted Judge MoDermott:'~ deGicaion into ib ddaision and found tkat Id&a 
John D, Adamsoa v. EMC Corporation, et. ai. & o 0 
Memorandum Rrircidoa and Order- 3 = 
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courts have lpplied the condition precedant rule to Idaho w n a 1  death eltltuta. The Cow 
fou~d that becawa the dec6dortt% caw@ of  won tkr pa~oa&f i q ju f i~~  for wb6sbe GQOBIV~; 
expired in IdDho before his d e a  fiat hie h e b  ware b a ~ e d  From btin@ng a mngfu l  death 
ation in Uaho, The Caw a l ~ o  dshsrssd plah~ffw other ~o'uses of d o n ,  
On April 21., 2008, PI, fild a Motion far W~on~ idemd~n ,  fquestfngg th& 
ti1.e Corn ~onsldar its reapontle te the Notica af Slapplm~ntfd Aafbgty. H o ~ & ~ c t ;  for same 
resun th6 Mot.ioa for Reconsjdm&on never appeared in the Court's file. On May 13,2008, 
Sterling dl& a response to plaiPtWs Matlan fir Reccnsidmation. Oa Au;gu@ 8,2008,8( II 
hewhg on 831~ther wq ~ ~ v n s e l  for S t a k g  requested a h e h g  on plhtifrs Motion for 
Remmidentioxl. The Cow set the hedng fbr Septmbar 13,2008. On Sg tmb~r :  12th, tlie 
Cam  reislized th@ it did not lwe p1gin~Ps Motim for bcomidemtion on file, and vacated the 
September 13lb hedi~g.  
On SqMmber 19,2008, plhfibfiled artather Motion for Rcconsidmaliars, 
infomfng the Coitrt h t  it had in &at filed the first Motioi~ fbr Rw:or;lsidwaion fan Aprif, bur that 
for aome maan it had nevct appeusd in the Ale. It requafed that the Court w i d e r  pfdnl.ifi"e 
reeponser to the ;Noti~@ of Supplemerntd Aatbrity in m&hg its dwIsi0~1 an SEzliYlg's Modon for 
Sunmary Judgment, Sterling Bled a respafise to tgra second Modon for Recon&idm~on o  
Septmbws 24th and set the motion for hga~ng an Septmbw: 30th. 
At the  he^& tltc Court. r&o@ed t b t  tfiare was an error with tha d e k %  ooffice 
in that it never rewived Ble April 21gt Motion for Rmoxlsideration, The Court iis~idsd t~ 
acidr@es the Motion for Rwnaidm~on on the m~ritr. Kadng cornidfir& tl;le Motion for 
1Rcconsiders~on on the me&, md having rm4ewix-l the file, the Coru-t now issues this 
M e m o r d m  Decision md Orda T I ~ ~ C l  W pMtiFw motions fbr recansikation, 
John D. Adamson v. YMC Corporation, et, fil. 24  o/ 
Memormdum Deddon md Ordrt5rm 4 
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Plaindffs &don fm ReconsaMerkan i~ a ~ ~ @ s t  for ti16 Court to consider its 
Response ta the Notice of Supplemmlal Au&arfty, ors its response 19 Judge McDem~tt's Maul1 
d 
s 18,2008 deoision, in rujlng on Sbrhg" Mo~an for S m a 5 y  J u d p a t ,  H~wever; pldzltzfhm 
J 
T" f 
a )  1160 spwscally addreasad any portion of eitbm Judge McDemga's Mml18th dcoision or this 
Corn'& April 9th dacislan in i ts Response to the Notios of Supplmeu1l.d Authori~Motion fot 
Reco~xide~~tian, 7.21~ Court &ds &it$ ncsae of the w g m e ~ ~ @  presented in the Reqowe to tho 
H6~co of Srtpplernental Aut:hofi@M&tiom fbs' hcondderation sways the Court to altmibnga ite 
previous dsx:kion, 
R\ltc 56(r;3 ofthe Idaho Wles of Civil Procedure provides the vehicle for 
s m a r y j r r d p a t  matiom, A p a y  is entitled to smrtlaty judgat~nt w110n thrt plendingg, 
depodtions and a d d a i m ,  l.op@&er witla any aadgfita, show that there i% no genlrina issue a~ 
to any matcrial fact md that the movine party i s  entitled to a judpmt as s matter of law, 
$,RC.P, SB(o); US, Rank;Na#'l Ass'n v. fi@&!i, 134 Maho 122 (2000); MRSS v, MId-An7arfca 
Rim a d  MarSne IM. Co, ,103 Idaho 298 (19821, TI16 burden ~fesitabikhiw that t11ere is no 
genuhe ksue of material fncr rests at all times upon the moving party, Jordan v. Ra&s, 135 
Xddba 586,21 Pm3d 908 (2001); Illkompson v, City ofIdaho Falls, 226 Iddm 537,887 P.2d 1094 
(&, App. 1994), Tha ~tandarda applicable ta cfausnaaaty jud.gnmt t q u h  the court& to lmm1ly 
constme! the f0c0 iri the recard in favat of the mnmoving pe* md to draw a11 reaonreble 
inferance fsom the fec& In kvor of the nomnoWg party, Northwest Bee-Cop v. &me I;E"Y#ng 
Ssw,, 136 Idahu 835,41 P,3d 263 (2002), Ethe record conterins ccmllictrisg inferences or 
rearrosr&Ie mind$ might reach &iffarent ~aclu6viofa~, s m a q  judgment mu& be denied, Id, 
Convmely, a motim for sumat;y judmat muBt be $ianted if reasonable pasans cm~at draw 
John D. Adamsan v. EMC Corpbration, et, d. 24 cu d, 
Memorsxrdom Bec!delon and Order- 5 - 
Idaho 466,470 (1 986). Mhemo~, awe mug be mare thDn a mere 8cintilla of evid~ncr: 
creating a genuine isaue ofmatarid fact upon which smmory judgmed i s  denied, Mnrcl~rmd v, 
P 
* 
rj 1. Wb~theu &e Cow rt ShouId U~onsEder Ilb Declsion ta Apply the Gonditlorm Prwedent Rale to the Idaho Wronguf Dcaltr Act and Q i s d s s  PlwbWril WronZ;fuI 
Death ClsDm 
rule am as follows: in Mmh of 2002, tilo decedmf, J o h  H, Admson was dkgo~sd  with 
me%adieEoma, an aflibestosr ralatd dieaaee, 9/24/07 -davit of Ben Stchie, B~kbit; C, 
Dopositiofi bf John H. Adamson p. 89. Jbfin H. Adamson died &om meaotblioma on July 20, 
2004, 9/24/07 A.FLidavit of Bm Rjtohie, W h i t  8. P'lrtintiff doss not disptlto my af tbehoec fmts. 
The canditicsn prcoadeat rule 16 Idaba's Wmaghl Death h t  req~~ir~s  thst for tile 
heirs of a dewdent to sn&?lin a wrongfuS death action, the decedent ~ L I Z %  lrave bem abtc to 
m h t a b  w cause of gtim ttt the t h e  of daath. The cadtion pr~cedenl: mm~ge ia  not prese~t 
in W ' s  Wmn&1 Death Act, Idalio Gods 5 5-3 1 t Hbwwer, ns thtr, Coust noted in it9 April 
% Mm~mdm Decisian and Order, oowta have rmd the condition prece&at lmpage infa 
Iddla'e Wmn~EisL Death Act for more &an a c ~ n t ~ r y ,  ,See Norbhen. Pnc$c Railroad CO. V. 
Adams, 192 Uu$, 440 (1904), @~ouslr v. Magtrer, 46 Iddo 622,268 F. 993 (1928), Heigaon u, 
POW&, 54 Idaho fr(i7,34 Fn2d 957 (1932); Haatan vm Cip ofmricty, 70 Lda110 369,219 P,2d 651 
(1950); C;YJork.v, Fmter, 87 Idaha 134,391 P,2d 853 (1964),Ander$on v. Guildy, 97 IWo 813, 
555 Pn2d 1 4  (1974), &wan v, Viz~ur Farms, Ina, 117 Idwho 1038,793 P,Zd '71 1 (1990); %rp&~ 
v, Grante~i~ 133 Idahso 244,985 P,Zd 669 (1999),& noted ia the April 9th Me~nomdum 
bsision, only one Idaho asse IIW addressed whet& the oon&tiorx prsoedent rule bas claims 
John D. Adamron V. FMC Corporatiom, at, 81. 2 6 3 
Memormdum Dedsion and Order* 6 
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that srpirad by the r W e  of limit&ons prior to the dsam of a deocdmt. Adam v, Awsrrong 
WurIdM., inc,, 396 P. Supp. 1407 (D. Idaho 1984) ard $pa&, rrsv'd on other ground8 773 
F.2d 248 (9th Cir, 1985) on r o ~ a n d  u 664 P.Supp. 463 (D. Idaho 1987) rrrv 'd on athtv gruunds 
847 F.2d 589 (9th Cir, 1988). bt that case, the heim of dacedmts who allegedly died of  asbestos 
related disioourcs brought sdt itagainst the ananufwtum of ssbestos oontrirting products. A 
oerebin Mmbcs sf the deoedbnts' p m d  injury wtions had ~xpked b&re their deatbr and 
dsfeoldmte mavd for aummaryjudgrnmt on the g r a d  that the plahtif&heirs wm b d  
h m  bringing the wma@ deatb suiuitr pursuant to tho madition precadcnt rule, The court hold: 
This Court f i  thst, if facud with the questio% the Idaha 
muld a&v t b  @ a w n  precedent wl8 to the 
if h a  do@ it2 ~tmutiom Snwhd~g 
Ihe phizitiff$, though their wrongful doath aotion wsa filed within 
two yeam of the der;wed's dw&, cannot maltthrln thk ~&fiOn 
Q~cuuso f t8e m & g  af the st&tb of ltmitarlons on 
d6c~ased's caw# of anrion. 
Adorns, 596 F. Supp. st 1412,1414,1413 (emphasis added). After the Biaict ofIdaho 
disrniesad the mng@.l death cZttiws of the Adams plainti@, tho plllintifi appealat thia decidon 
to the Ninth Circuft. In 1985, the Ninth Circuit attempted to c d @  the: question t~ the Idaho 
Supreme Court reg&g the condition precedent rule. Watm v, A~mtrong Wi~orldlnd,. In&., 
773 Fm2d 248 (9th Cir. 198 5). However, the Iasho Supreme Court refusad lo addtess this 
qudon, even though the District of Idaho had dismissed the wfm@l death action bw& on tho 
condition preaedent rule, lo light of the District o f  ldaho'lp decigion qplying the condition 
pawdent rule to bar expired claims, the Edabn S@xerne Court declined to address the quati~ns, 
stating "its prior decisions 'are wfficient to give gutdancc for Be detemntnation of the Zdaho law 
John D. Adarmon v. F'MC Corparatfsn, e t  nL 3.6 a L/ 
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*<H 
1 'BE Court has h a & Y  mled that the candiidon preoedezlt rule m u ~ t  st@ wplieetrl in 
"""i 2 tbia cme. P l h ~ f f  hhss failed to btubdt any R ~ W  arpmefit or fm$ ta may t l a ~  Coue o.rhemhe, Pr 
#I 
A& now8 veviowly, ''[tlhc rnajodw of rebvmt oascs seazz t~ apply the condil.iorz precedent do, 
&mfam this Cow will do the same &fid i q d m  dwedimt ~o have s valid c l ~ b  at their time a f  
&ah for fhi;lre 4 ~ 6 ,  &%te ar adsninitd&&&r& to pwme. 'W~mra~~dtun Deciej,on and Ordm p, 7. 
2, Wherther thft Court Bboufd IReoonsfdet Sts f)sctsl~n to DflmLs the Other 
Coutl@ 0f PI~befl~ C o ~ p l d ~ t  
h the Court's April 9th M a o m d m  Dsoiaion md Order, it dadopted the 
reasoning antl oonclusiolld~ remhtsd by Juds McDam~t  in the Casmrm8 cme wherein r11e Court 
digmissed all counts agajnst all Defendm&, In &@ motjam for reoomider&~an, plaintiff l~os 
failed to rn* any armat addmssing the diamiaeal ofthe rmai*g cattats in the carnplai~it, 
Yndaed, the other claim are rrubjeot to ddidarsal. p ~ m m t  to Idaho Rule@ of Civil Proadure 9 
and 36 asr ploi~tiEhas failed ta plead fraud with specificiw d fdled to submit my ia;sue of 
materia! fact Cm the 0 t h ~  counts. 
J o h  D. Adamson v. BlMC Corparaitlion, et, a!. 2 6 6% 
Meimormdnm PecLaCou and Orcler- 8 - 
b ) ~  
omsidering piahtiffs Beqonse to the Noticd o f  Suppfementsl Auhdty, plain.gE~ April 21, 
i" 
2008 8nd September 19,2008 Motions for Rcfanpideration a@ DZMED, the Cow r~&fdma 
DATED this 2&8ay af ~ctober, 2008. 
John D, Adamson v. FMC Corporatian, ek al. 2 & b 6 




M O W A ~ ,  THOMAS, IB
Rems, ~ { A R ~ W D  
420 M m d  lkivi? 
Post Office Box 51 505 
Idaho Falls, IdaI10 83405 
Td8phone (208) 522-6700 
FaosMe (208) 522-52 1 1 
~ t t a r n ~ ~ f i  &&r!tngFluid &g&@nzs (UXA) U C  and 
B~ary  Yo@Machlne Co, 




m a ~ s  OLSON PIfYe BWUE & BAXLBY ~ & ~ R B D  
P,O, Box 1391 
Pooaterllo, ID 83204-1391 
Fsaslimile; (208) 232-61 09 
Jbhn k Bailey, Yr. 
jab@wiuttlaw,net 
umrs OUONWB BUDGE &BAILBY C H ~ T E R B D  
P,O, Box 1391 
Pooatello, TX3 83204-1 391 
PaoslmiZe; (208) 2326109 
A t t o r ~ t  for Qmld i~orporrrlod urrd 
Could Pur?ps Pudi6g Corp, 
Mmay J, Sorsnm 
nlif@ide.not 
BLASER S Q ~ S P ~ N  & UNS~N CRM~RBCI 
P.0, Box 1047 
Bl~okEoot, TD 83221 
Fack~niXe: (20%) 785-7089 
FAX NO, a& 232 01 ENo- 2 24 &*g; 
L+tG6&3 
I - $?&/ 
[ ) U.S. Md, Paatage Prepaid 
( ) Hind r)el tvered 
( ) Oycmight Mi1 
( 1 ~acsimile 
( ) Vii) e=tnail 
( ) w.B. MPa, P~~lbge  Prepaid 
( 3 Fwd rlelivared 
( ) Oeemigb Mail 
( ) ~&drnila 
( ) Via e-mcril 
Johti D. Adarnaon V. ]L;ZMC Corporstlon, et, 81. 
Memoravladum DedaSon and Order= 11 
Christopher P. -ham ( ) U,3, Mag, Postage Pmdd 
opbasn@i&kwmo6m ( 1 I h 4  Delivarcd 
TROUT Yarns O L ~ E L G  FUM MAN; P.AI 
 he 9gh and Id&& Centtjr ( ) Pacsf&le 
255 N& 9th Street, 8&@ 820 ( ) Via emall 
I i ~ i ~ e ,  IT;, 83701 
Facejmile; (208) 33 2~15129 
A, Bruce Larsm 
a b f a ~ ~ a i 1 , c o m  
Horizon Plaarra, Suite 225 
r,O, Box 6389 
Pocatclla, XD 83205.6369 
Faoarimiltt: (298) 478-7602 
( ) U,S, Mail, Po~rsa~e l5rqft(d 
( I- nelivtrrd 
( ) Overnight M%il 
( ) l;&esimih 
( ) Via 'irtmaiaif 
Gay L, Coapw ( ) U,S. Mail, P a s b ~ e  Prappsrid 
gary@c~~er-larsen.corn ( ) H a d  &livered 
coo~ett & ~ S B N  ( ) ovm~i&t Mail 
P,O. Box 4229 ( ) Faosimtle 
Poaabllo, ID 832059-4229 ( ) Vin e-maif 
Fmsi~ls: (ZOB) 295-1 182 
Nic~hl  P. Bkohick 
m&kalnick@Hppand01uli~tf mPoo1n 
KIP$ AND CHRISTIAN, P,C, 
II) Bxohwnge Pboe, 4'' F~CIQX. 
Salt L a b  City, UT 84111 
( ) 'US. Mgi1, Po&i;aCe Prepaid 
( ) a~nd Delivmtf 
( ) Ovemidat mil 
( ) F~simile 
( ) Via a=mail 
( ) US, Mitil, %stage Prepdd 
( ) Hmd Peliverod 
f ) 0 W g h t  Mail 
( ) Faemmila 
( ) Via e m m a i l  
Jaho D. Adamron v. FMC Corpora(ion, st, d. 2 6 0  7 
M&ntoraadam Decision and Ordm 12 - 
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M~Enda A, Wagan 
MeIhda-WTar m , ~ a m  
RICHARCIS, BuHPI~: MILLER $ NEL~ON 
: *' W ~ I I ~  P W ~ O  C ~ W ,  noor 
299 Sou& Mah $mt 
sat bh a&, m 841 1 1 
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John Il. Adamtloa v. YMC Carporation, @t srL 24 / 
Wmorsmdum Racfsitm and Order- 15 - 
8 * if 
pi- $ 
FMC Coworation, hdividuatly md on bell Jf 
of its foma Collin Trrt'bo Pump OperEItion 
a d  form= P~erlws P w p ,  Chicap Pump and 
U = B e I t  Businass; N m O  ktlWhal5 USA, 
hc,, d/b/a Gaul& Blet:tric hc,, individuatly 
mcl succaesm in &ternor b Oodef~3, Islo,, 
I k p e M  Co~onEion, Ealmem Carporation, 
Imp~rirml Bastmaa Corp~ra~on, RE Ckcuit 
B s k r  Cmpaay, and Cmtury Eleotric: 
Sclmeider Elactric, individually md an fiehalf 
of Squm D  camp&^^ Alaskan Copper 
Works; Allis Chalnlste Cowmagan; 
Amefivmt Sales, Znc,; Eicsson, hc,, a 
Su~wssor in JnMrest to the &won& Wire & 
Cable Coinpmy; Gwdner Denver, ha , ;  Hemy 
Vogt M~chha Co,; Obit hdufies,  h.; 
Pwamount Supply Cum; Pad Robarts Machine 
Supply; Pacatel10 Supply, I ~ F , ;  Rupert Ran 
Workg; Paska H d  fin Ckqoration fiuccaeor 
in intorest io SacommSienh kc,; Steel. West, 
Inc,; BehteX, h~,; Crane Co,; Owens HlinaL, 
Iuo,; harican; Ogticril Corporatian; Eaba 
Ele;ctrical Conpgmiion M a  htler  H a m ,  
FXuwmrve Corporatian isadivldgdly and a 
sLrcceBsor M t h ~  Durimfi Cornpasly, he, fMa 
ON, inddduly,  and in hihira 
capaoity aa Pereonnl Representah of The 
Estate of JOm 8, AI=IMSON, 
dbhn D, Adarnsoa v, BMC Corporaifon, ek aL 2 6  / 3 
Amended Judgment-1- 
Cue No, CV.06-3 166-OC 
WmED JUDGmfJT 
I3urco b&mti6111il; Fnirbdili Moae Putnp 
CoparaGun Moneywell, hem (p~ificafly 
exct*~ tlihaity for N U C O )  On&$ctudly 
mil as succsswr to tbe3 Allied Si@, IsendIx* 
'UTfnedhsaor, Bust &$wearjag# md P131id 
a d e a l ;  m h g ~ :  BfectrSlc Matam 
Mividuay md os sucar;sJ#or to M a f ~  
tsr, 
9, aeotric; P & B Cmes; Johmcm P q s ;  
Sterling Fluid Systems @mllose Pmpaf, 
it ia, hereby OmEm, sl)mC)ED, AND D E W B D  that based srz the 
Caurt's reeeoning gat forth in the Memmmdvm Deoisica and Ordor cutering summary judgaamt 
in favas of Defendms md the Court" Memarendurn DeDiFIiort and Or& den&$" Plaiattff~"s 
mo~om for mwmideT8tion, 3UDOMBW is haeby mtered agau-trst the Pldatiff ila. &vor of the 
Defenhb, 
DATBD this &day of October, 2W8. 
Diatriat Judge 
John D. Mamron v. FMC Corporalon, et, al. && d+- , 
Amended J~dgment-2~ 
FAX NO. 248 232 O l 2 2 4 1 3 20/25 b&$s. 
;i, , ,%2 g.%#*$ 
~-,"&- -4Ss.e- 
f 
and aarzect oapy of the foregoing OmER to be 
saved by the memod iruiicntcd below, and addrsaeed to the following: 
Jmeu C. Amold ( ) U,S, mil, Pa~bge Prepaid 
jcarnoIdfjO@&%if ,corn ( ) Hand DeBvered 
"2 P~TERSE~N, PAWWSON $M O L D ,  PLLX: ( $ Ov~might Mdl 
a, 
1 8 P,O, box 1645 ( ) Acddfe 
rx Idaha PalIra, rT, 83M3-1645 ( ) Via email 
Imttsi~le: 1208) 522-8547 
Thoma F, Lyons 
rm~@rncrrfIlrtndm~)~~ill ,corn 
M E R R ~ L  & M E W ~ L  C H A R T B ~ D  
P,O, Box 992 
Poo~tello, B) 83204.0991 
Fwsirnil~: (208) 232-2499 
Jackaon Sohddl: 
jaohonmhmIdt@pjcr.com 
PBPPLE, JQWSOhl, CANTU & QCHMTDT* PPLC 
1900 Searelo Tower Building 
12 18 Third Aveaua 
Seattle, WA 98101 
( ) U.8, Mdl, Pomp Ptepoid 
( ) Hand DeEvend 
( ) Ovmi&t M&1 
( ) Haosimile 
( ) Via e-mail 
( ) U,S, M a ,  Pastaga Reptiid 
( ) Band Ddivered 
( ) Wmight M4i1 
( ) Aosirrtile 
( ) Via amil 
( ) W.8, UI, Po~bgs Prep J d  
( ) Hand DaliveM 
( > ovm I ght Mail 
( ) Fa&dle 
( ) Vin e-rn~il 
JbLn D, Adarn~da Y. @MC Corpontloa, e t  .I, d 6 / ar 
Amended Judgmat-3- 
: (OCT. 1. 2 0 0 8  b 9 :  18A 
, __.I. -
HARD I NGLLO FAX NOl OIENO. 2 2 4  P .  19  21/25 
Ben Ritahie 
b@mdRattcorn 
MOPFATT, THOIIMS, BAWTT, ROCK & 
FBLPS, CNARTBREX) 
420 Memo& Drive 
P b d  Office Box 5 1505 
Idaho Falls, U 83405 
Telephdae (208) 522-6700 
Facdmila (208) 5224 1 1 1 
~rrornqw fov Starling mid PW U C  and 
Henry Yogi M~chine Co, 
W, Maraw W Nye 
n ~ i n e l a w ~ n c t  
Tippi Volyn 
ctv@&law,net 
RACM OMOM NY8 BUDGE & BAaBY CHARTERED 
PmQI BOX 1391 
Pwtclla, JR 832W 13 9 1 
Eacsimflc: (208) 232-6109 
Attomeysjbr Advtmcd I m a n c d  Supply, Ync, @w Pixll,~lo Wply CoJ 
Johu A Bailoy, Sr, 
jab@winekwnet 
Rhm~ OLSON NYCT Bmaa & $ m y  C~.IARTBRBP 
P . 0 ,  Box 1391 
Pmatello, ID 83204-1391 
Pacdmile: (208) 232-6109 
A ~ t o r l l ~ ~ ~ r  boulci lncopurafai and 
Govld Pumps Padtng Gorp, 
Rltorn~fw Steel Wegt 
( ) Urnsm Mall, Poslage Ijrepid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Ovcrni&t Mail 
( ) Emimtb 
( ) Via e-mail 
( ) U,8. Mail, Postage Repaid 
( ) Hand bllvered 
( ) Ovwni&t Mdl 
( ) Pacefmile 
( ) Via *mail 
( ) US, Mail, Postage Prepad 
( ) h d  Delivered 
( ) Ovdeht  Mail 
( 1 Fmelmile 
( ) Via a-mail 
( )US. W, Poatap Rwid 
( ) Wand Delivarad 
( ) Ovemi& Mail 
C ) Facsimile 
( ) Via emmail 
John D, Adam#on v. IFMC Carporstion, et. d. d 6 46 
Amended Judgment-4- 
CWrnpher a"' Gr 
og&m@idafrw,oom 
'f'KiUT JONES QUDmLL mMZUY(AN, PA. 
The 9th snd Idah@ h t e f  
255 North 9th 9trcret, SuiEo 820 
Boise, rt) 83701 
P Fac~imiEe-: (205) 331.15 129 
\ I 
r' 
$g A i r ~ m ~  fir tJBriook f ~ r m ~ 8 ~  
I Anchor PucIti.~g Cornmy, a d  
Pulrbaptlrs Mursts Putnp C~vporatiav 
A, Bmoe ba$(m 
a b l n s t y @ ~ i l B c ~ m  
Hwizon Plaza, Sdfe 225 
P,O, Box 6369 
Pacatello, UD 83205.8369 
FacsiMe: (208) 478-7802 
Gary L, Coop@ 
gary@coopw~hsm.cotn 
COOPER & LARSEN 
P,O, Box 4229 
Pooatalla, El 83205W229 
Fsloeirnile: (208) 235-1 182 
SrevEN V, mza, PC 
r v ; c o r d m a n a g e ~ t ~ a ~ c , o o n n  
1620 f3W Taytor t3&&t, Suit;@ 350 
Portland, OR 97205 
Micbel F, S k o ~ c k  
~ka~c~MppmdchPiStirur.~om 
6:l$f? AND C ~ S T I A N ,  PICl 
10 Whange PIaoe, 4" Floor 
Salt Lab City, WT 84 l 1 1 
( ) U,S, Mail, Pa~age Rapaid 
( ) Emd Deiiver~d 
( ) Pocdmile 
{ ) Via a m 4  
( ) U,S, Mail, P d g e  Prepdid 
( ) Band Delivmd 
( } Ovemigbt 'Mail 
( ) Fao~idle 
) Via e-mil 
( 5 U,S, &hi], $o~ta:age '&repaid 
( ) Hand D~livwed 
( ) Ournight Mil 
( ) Faodn~ile 
( ) Via e- mil 
( ) U.8, Nfril, I?os%@ Fspaid 
( ) &nd Delivmd 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Pao~a lr t  
( ) Via email 
[ ) U,S, Ivl%il, Paatage Prepald 
[ ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Omrnight Mail 
( ) Fw~im~le 
( ) Via &mnfl 
John D. Adrmsoa V. FMC Corporrlon, et sl, / 
  mended Yr~dgm~nb5~ 
FAX NO, &&&232 OliNO* 224 P. 21 23/25 $<* 
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t ir C, ?~RO&Y 8 0 p b  
k tMop&~s@hopharoden,com b 
ci st trvobro~h~kro8tsn,aora 
H ~ P ~ s  M P ~  C ocmn U ~ s m  & E~QDPES 
P,O. Box 51219 
Idaho Fdla, n> 83405-121 9 
Faoeirnlle: @Oil) 5234474 
Atramqylsftrr Kel&Mmr@ PC&# Ccr, 
Am&# Copp# Rrbrkr and 
Squarg D Company 
Alm C, & o d m  
2goobn@mt .erg 
G ~ ~ D M A M  LAWOPFI~?~~  CHAR'^^^ 
P.O. Box 13 
Rupert, DD &3350 
Rc~mile: (200 436-4837 
Howard D, R ~ I &  
hdb@ht5hmcom 
EhwLW T~~.OXEL~, ENW & F.TAWLHY, LLP 
P,O, Box 105 
Pocalallct, IS1 832044100 
Fosimile: (208) 233-2304 
Doasld F, C a y  
dfcw&quanearnith,aet 
QUANE S m  
2325 W, Broadway, Suite 13 
Idaho MIS, ID 83402-2948 
Facsimile: (208) 529-0005\ 
Atlorncys for Rdiuit;nzcs Iimgvlc Mot~rg, 
X0ch18II Autumald~n, Inc,, 
)3abb#? Stttum @&cia&& 
Bsel wmt 
( ) U,B, Mail, Posage &q%id 
( ) Nmd Q~uvered 
( ) Ovml&i: M ~ i l  
f ) Pm~irn$le 
( ) Via e-mil 
{ ) U.8, MVltnil, Pogbge Prepaid 
( 1 EImd DeIimred 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) P a c s ~ l e  
( ) Vis e-mil 
( ) US, Mail8 Postage Prepaid 
( ) Band Deliwr'ed 
( ) O v d g h t  MI 
{ ) F~osinnile 
( ) Via e-mail 
( ) US, Mail, Postage Prepetid 
( ) E h d  Bt31lvl3red 
( ) Ovmight Mail 
( ) WrabiIcs 
( ) Vttt e-mil 
J o h  D. Adsmron v. E'MC Corparatlm, e t  ale 4 4 18 
Amended Yudgmsnf.6- 
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Melinda A. Mmm 
;J Melinda-Morga@bm.oom 
.-4 m w s p  BWOT,  
bf Wells Far@ Cmwr, t 5th Flaw 
3 299 So&& Main Sfmet 
Stift Lab City, UT E(4E 2 1 
FAX NO, 243 232 O f  EjO.  224 P. 23 251'25 s*-3+ L&- 3 5 4  Q&hJ 
( ) US. Mrril, Poatap Prepaid 
( ) B~n4 Deliwed 
( ) &&ght Mait 
( f Paakdle 
( ) Vh emmil 
Sohn D. Adamson v. RMC Corporatlor, e t  al. a L 
Amended Jndgmen t-8- 
\\ 
Jackson S a h d t  
P e ~ l e ,  Johsan, Cmtu & S ~ h i d t ,  PPLC 
1900 SeaHe Tower Building 
121 8 Third Avs. 
Segttle, WA 98 10 1 
U.S. Mail, Pasfago Prepaid 
( > Overni&t rviail 
( ) Faoshile 
( ) Via ernail 




I=IAL K OF THE COURT 
James C. Arnold - ISB No. 3688 
PETERSEN, PA SON & AmOLD, PLLC 
390 N, Capital Avenue 
P.O. Box 1645 
Idaho Falls, ID 83403-1645 
Telephone (208) 522-5200 
Facsiatrile (208) 522-8547 
G. Patlcerson Keahey 
G. Palterson Keahey, P.C. 
One Independence Plaza, Suite 612 
gham, Alabama 35209 
Telephone: 205-871-0707 
F a c s i a e  : 205-871-0801 
m Aworneys for Plaintiffs 
"r' 
iP IN THE DISTNCT COURT OF THE SIXTH SIJDICUL DISTMGT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COXJNTY OF I B m O C K  
JOHN D. ADmSON, in&viduaUy and as 
in his capacity as Personal representative of ) 
the estate of JOHN H. ADMSON, 
PLAINTIFF-APPELLANT, CASE NO: CW2006-3166-OC 
VS. 
1 
FMC Corporation individually and on 1 
behalf of its former Coffrn Turbo Pump 1 
Operation and former Peerless Pump, ) 
Chicago Pump and Link-Belt Business; 
NXKO Materials USA, Inc., d/b/a Gould 
Electric Inc., individually and as successor 1 
in interest to Goulds, Inc., Imperial 
Corporation, Eastman Corporation, 1 
Imperial Eastman Corporation, ITE Circuit ) 
Breaker Company, and Century Electric; 1 
Schneider Electric, individually and on 1 
behalf of Square D Company; 1 
Alaskan Copper Works; 
Allis Chalmers Corporation; ) 
Amerivent Sales, Inc.; 1 
Ericsson, Inc., as Successor in Interest to the ) 
Anaconda Wire & Cable Company; 1 
Gardner Denver, Inc.; 
Adamson - Notice of Appeal - 1 
& O a .  
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Henry Vogt Machine Co.; 
Obit Industries, Inc.; 
Paramount Supply Co.; 
Paul Roberts Machine Supply; 
Poeatello Supply, Inc.; 
Rupert Iron Works; 
Parker Hannifm Corporation successor in 
interest to Sacoma-Sierra, Inc.; 
Steel West, Inc.; 
Becbtel, Inc,; 
Crane Co.; 
American Optical Corporation; 
Eaton Electrical Corporation flMa Cutler 
Hammer; 
r $ Flowserve Corporation individually and as k successor to The Duriron Company, Inc. 
FICA Durco International; 
Fairbanks Morse Pump Corporation 
Honeywell, Inc. (Specifically excluding 
liability for MARCO) individually and as 
successor to Allied Signal, Bendix, 
Wheelabrator, Rust Engineering, and Allied 
Chemical; 
Johnson Pumps; 
Sterling Fluid System (Peerless Pumps) 
TO: The above named DefendantsIRespondents and their Attorneys, and the Clerk of the 
District Court of the Sixth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of 
Bannock: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named Appellant, JOEEN D. ADAMSON, individually and as in his 
capacity as Personal representative of the estate of JOEEN H. ADAMSON, appeals against the 
above-named Respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Memorandum Decision and 
Order Granting the Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment (hereinafter "Order Granting 
Summary Judgment") file-stamped by Bannock County Clerk of the Court in the above entitled 
action on the 9th day of April, 2008, Honorable Don L. Harding presiding. Procedurally, the 
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Order Grmting S q Judment became final m d  appealable pursuant to the Coust's 
Amended Judment file-stamped by B m o c k  County Clerk of the Court on the 2nd day of 
October, 2008, following the Court's Memormdum Decision and Ordcr Denying Plinti-fPs 
Motion for Reconsideration also file-stamped by Bannock County Clerk of the Court on the 2nd 
day of October, 2008. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, arid the Order 




3. The issues on appeal which Appellant intends to assert are: 
(i.) Whether there were material factual issues in dispute, rendering s m a s y  
judgment improper; and 
(ii.) Whether there was a misapplication of statute. 
4. A Reporter's tsanscript is requested. 
(i.) The appellant requests the prepaa~on of the following portions of the 
reporter's transcript: The entire reporter's standard transcript as defined Rule 
25(a), I.A.R. 
5. The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the court's record in 
addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R. 
(i.) Defendant Bechtel, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment; 
(ii.) Defendant Bechtel, Inc.'s Memorandum in Support of Motion for S m a r y  
Judgment; 
(iii.) Affidavit of Donald F. Carey in Support of Defendant Bechtel, Inc.'s Motion 
for Summary Judgment; 
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(iv.) Defendant Sterling Fluid Systms (USA) LLC's [Improperly Sued as 
Sterling Fluid Systems (Peerless Pumps)] Motion k r  S m a r y  Judment; 
(v.) Defendant Staling Fluid Systems (USA) LLC's [Improperly Sued as 
Sterling Fluid Systems (Peerless Pumps)] Memorandm in Suppod of Motion for 
S u m a r y  Judgment; 
(vi.) Affidavit of Benjamin C. Ritchie in Support of Defendant Sterling Fluid 
Systems (USA) LLC's [hpsoperly Sued as Sterling Fluid Systems (Peerless 
Pumps)] Motion for S m a r y  Judment; 
(vii.) Joinder of Defendant Paramount Supply Company in Defendant Sterling 
Fluid Systems (USA) LLC's [Improperly Sued as Sterling Fluid Systems 
(Peerless Pumps)] Motion for Summary Judgment; 
(viii.) Plaintiffs Response to Defendant Bechtel, Inc.'s Motion for Summary 
Judgment; 
(ix.) Joinder of Defmdant Ericsson, Inc. as Successor in Interest to the Anaconda 
Wire and Cable Company in Defendants' Bechtel, Inc. and Sterling Fluid Systems 
(USA) LLC [Improperly Sued as Sterling Fluid Systems (Peerless Pmps)] 
Motions for Summary Judgment; 
(x.) Joinder of Defendants Crane Co. and Honeywell, Inc. in Defendant Sterling 
Fluid Systems (USA) LLC's [Improperly Sued as Sterling Fluid Systems 
(Peerless Pumps)] Motion for Summary Judgment; 
(xi.) Joinder of Defendants Crane Co. and Honeywell, Inc. in Defendant Bechtel, 
Inc. 's Motion for Summary Judgment; 
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(xii.) Joinder of Defendant Fairbmks Norse P m p  Coqoration in Defendants' 
Bechtel, Inc. and Sterling Fluid Systems (USA) LLC [Improperly Sued as 
Sterling Fluid Systems (Peerless Pumps)] Motions for Summary Judgnnent; 
(xiii.) Joinder of Defendant Sterling Fluid Systms (USA) LLC [hproperly Sued 
as Sterling Fluid Systems (Peerless Pumps)] in Defendant Bechtel, hc.'s Motion 
for Smimary Judgment; 
(xiv.) Joinder of Defendant Henry Voght Machine Co. in Defendants' Bechitel, 
Inc. and Sterling Fluid Systems (USA) LLC [Improperly Sued as Sterling Fluid 
Systems (Peerless P u p s ) ]  Motions for Summary Judgment; 
(xv.) Minute Entry and Order file-stamped by Bannock County Clerk of the 
Court on October 29,2007, Honorable Don L. Harding presiding; 
(xvi.) Defendant Bechtel, Inc.3 Reply in Further Support of Motion for 
Summary Judgment; 
(xvii.) Joinder of Defendant Flowserve Corporation (&a) Durco International, 
Inc. in Defendant Sterling Fluid Systems (USA) LLC's [Improperly Sued as 
Sterling Fluid Systems (Peerless Pumps)] Motion for Summary Judgment; 
(xviii.) PlaintifPs Objection and Response to Defendant Sterling Fluid Systems 
(USA) LLC's [Improperly Sued as Sterling Fluid Systems (Peerless Pumps)] 
Motion for Summary Judgment; 
(xix.) Plaintips Response to Defendant Bechtel, Inc.'s Reply in Further Support 
of Motion for Summary Judgment; 
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(xx.) Defenda~~t Sterling Fluid Systems (USA) LLC's [hpmperly Sued as 
Stding Fluid Systems (Peerless Pumps)] Reply Memorandum in Support; of 
(xxi.) Supplemental Brief in Fuder  Supporl of Motion for S 
by attorney Jwemy Brow;  
*q (xxii.) Joinder of Defendmt Parker Hmif in  in Defendant Sterling Fluid Systerrrs 
n r, 4' (USA) LLC's [hproperly Sued as Sterling Fluid Systems (Peerless Pumps)] 
Motion for Summary Judpent;  
(xxiii.) Joinder of Defendant Eaton E l e c ~ c a l  Inc. in Defendants' Bechtel, Inc. 
and Sterling Fluid Systems (USA) LLC [Improperly Sued as Sterling Fluid 
Systems (Peerless Pumps)] Motions for S m r z r y  Judgment; 
(xxiv.) Defendant Sterling Fluid Systms (USA) LLC's [hproperly Sued as 
Staling Fluid Systems (Peerless Pumps)] Supplemental Brief Regarding 
Condition Precedent Rule; 
(xxv.) Plaintifts Supplmental Brief Regarding Condition Precedent Rule; 
(xxvi.) Defendant Sterling Fluid Systems (USA) LLC's [Improperly Sued as 
Sterling Fluid Systems (Peerless Pumps)] Notice of Supplemental Authority; 
(xxvii.) Order for Supplemental Briefs Regarding Supplemental Authority, file- 
stamped by Bannock County Clerk of the Court on March 21, 2008, Honorable 
Don L. Harding presiding; 
(xxviii.) Plaintips Response to Defendants Notice of Supplemental Authority; 
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(xxix.) Memorandum Decision and Order Granting the Defendant's Motion for 
Smmary Judgment, file-stamped by Bannock County Clerk of the Court on April 
9, 2008, Honorable Don L. Hayding Presiding; 
(xxx.) Judgment, file-stamped by Bannock County Clerk of the Court on April 9, 
2008, Honorable Don L. Harding Presiding; 
(xxxi.) Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration, file-stamped by Bannock County 
Clerk of the Court on April 21,2008; 
(xxxii.) Defendant Sterling Fluid Systems (USA) LLC's [hproperly Sued as 
Sterling Fluid Systems (Peerless Pmps)] Response to Plaintiffs Motion for 
Reconsideration; 
(xxxiii.) Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration, file-stamped by Bannock County 
Clerk of the Court on September 19,2008; 
(xxxiv.) Defendant Sterling Fluid Systems (USA) LLC's [Improperly Sued as 
Sterling Fluid Systems (Peerless Pumps)] Response to Plaintiffs September 19" 
Motion for Reconsideration; 
(xxxv.) Memorandum Decision and Order Denying Plaintiffs Motion for 
Reconsideration, file-stamped by Bannock County Clerk of the Court on October 
2, 2008, Honorable Don L. Harding Presiding; and 
(xxxvi.) Amended Judgment, file-stamped by Bannock County Clerk of the 
Court on October 2,2008, Honorable Don L. Harding Presiding. 
6. I certify that: 
(i.) A copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter. 
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(ii.) The Clerk of the Court will be paid the .fee far preparation of tl~e reporccr's 
&anscript and any additional documents requested in the appeal imediately upon 
receipt of a statement or letter indicating the mount to be paid. 
(iii.) The appellate filing fee has been paid. 
(iv.) Sewice has been made upon all parties required to be served pwsuant to 
Rule 20. 
DATED t h s  2 ?day of October, 2008. 
Cr~ttomey for PlaintifE/Appellant 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certi that a true and correct copy of the above and foregoing bas been sent via 
email on this the day of October, 2008 as follows: 
W. Marcus W. Nye 
Carol Tippi Volyn 
Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & 
Bailey, Chartered 
P.O. Box 1391iCenter Plaza 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-139 1 
Attorneys for Advanced Industrial 
Supply 
C. Timothy Hopkins 
Steven K. Brown 
428 Park Avenue 
P.O. Box 51219 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405- 12 19 
Attorneys for Alaskan Copper 
Works 
Christopher P. Graham 
Trout Jones Gledlill Fuhrman PA 
225 N. 9" Street, Suite 820 
P.O. Box 1097 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Attorney for Anchor Packing Co.; 
and Carlock, Inc. 
Donald F. Carey 
Robert D. Williams 
Quane Smith, LLP 
2325 West Broadway, Suite B 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 8 3402-29 13 
Attorney for Bechtel dkla Sequoia 
Ventures and Babbitt Steam 
Specialty Co 
Gary L. Cooper 
M. Anthony Sasser 
Cooper & Larsen, Chartered 
15 1 North Third Avenue, 
Suite 210 
P.O. Box 4229 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-4229 
Attorney for Bullough Abatement; 
Paramount Supply Co. and Zurn 
Industries, Inc. 
Steven Rizzo 
STEVEN V. RIZZO, PC 
1620 SW Taylor Street, Suite 350 
Portland, OR 97205 
John G. Goller 
Von Briesen & Roper, S.C. 
4 1 1 East Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 
700 
P.O. Box 3262 
Milwadee, WI 5320 1-3262 
Attorney for Emerson Electric 
Connpany 
Trudy Banson Fouser 
Martha G. Whany 
Gjording & Fouser 
509 Hays Street 
P.O. Box 2387 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Attorneys for General Electric 
Company 
Brian D. Harper 
P.O. Box 2838 
16 1 5" Avenue S., Suite 202 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303 
Attorney for Guard Line 
Gary T. Dance 
Benjamin C. Ritchie 
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & 
Fields, Chartered 
412 West Center 
P.O. Box 8 17 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204 
Attorney for Henry Vogt Machine 
Company 
Michael W. Moore 
Steven K. Kraft 
Moore, Baskin & Elia, LLP 
1001 W. Idaho Suite 400 
P.O. Box 6756 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
Attorneys for Hill Brothers 
Chemical Company 
Chns B. Hansen 
Anderson, Julian & Hull, LLP 
C.W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
Wade L. Woodard 
Greener Banducci Shoemker, PA 
950 West Bannock Stseet 
Suite 900 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Aaomey for Union Carblde 
Corporation; Certainteed 
Corporation; and Cooper Crouse 
Hinds LLC 
Mary Price Birk 
Ronald L. Hellbush 
Baker & Hostetler, LLP 
303 East 17"Avenue, Suite 1100 
Denver, CO 80203 
Attorneys for Union Carbide 
Corporation; Certainteed 
Corporation; and Cooper Crouse 
Hinds LLC 
Kent W. Bansen 
Attorney at Law 
280 South 400 West, $250 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84 10 1 
Attorney for Union Pacific 
Railroad; and IMO Industries 
E. Scott Savage 
Casey K. McGarvey 
Beman & Savage, P.C. 
170 South Main Street, Suite 500 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84 10 1 
Attorneys for Union Pacific 
Railroad 
Gary T. Dance 
Benjamin C. Ritchie 
Moffatt, Thorns, Barrett, Rock & 
Fields, Chartered 
4 12 West Center 
P.O. Box 817 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204 
Attorneys for Warren P u p s  Inc. 
Christopher C. Burke 
Greener Banducci Shoemaker, PA 
The Carnegie Building 
8 15 West Washington Street 
Boise. Idaho 83702 
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Attorney for Pmmounr Supply Go 
and Zurn lnduslries, Inc. 
Charles Johnson 
J o h o n  Olson Chartered 
4 19 West Benton 
P.O. Box 1725 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1 725 
Attorney for Crown Cork & Seal 
i 
6,) Howard D. Burnett 
p *J Hawley Troxell Ennis & Bawley, 
2 
Ck LLP 
333 South Main Street 
P.O. Box 100 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204 
Attorney for Eaton Electrical 
Formerly Known as Cutler 
H m e r  Industsial Holdings 
Corporation 
John A. Bailey, Jr. 
R a c k ,  Olson, Nye, Budge & 
Bailey, Chartered 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Attorney for Emerson Electric 
Company; Gould Incorporated; 
Goulds Pumps Trading 
Corporation 
Kevin J. Scanlan 
Dana M. Herberholz 
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, 
P.A. 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Attorney for Parker -Hdfm 
Corporation 
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Attomey for 1MO Industries, Inc. 
A.Bntce Larson 
Anorney at Law 
155 South S econd Avenue 
P.O. Box 6369 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6369 
Attomey for ITT Industries and 
Cleaver Brooks 
C. Timothy Hopkjns 
Steven K. Brown 
Hopkins Roden Crockett Hansen 
& Hoopes, PLLC 
428 Park Avenue 
P.O. Box 51219 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405- 12 19 
Attorneys for Kelly Moore Paint 
Company and Square D. Company 
Alan Goodman 
Goodman Law Office 
P.O. Box D 
717 7" Street 
Rupert, Idaho 83350 
Attorney for Rupert Iron Works 
Inc . 
Murray Jim Sorensen 
Blaser, Sorensen & Oleson, 
Chartered 
285 NW Main 
P.O. Box 1047 
Blackfoot, Idaho 8322 1 
Attorney for Steel West, Inc. 
Attomey for CBS Corporation; 
Viacotn Inc.; Westinghouse 
Electric Corporaljon; and hgersoll 
Rand Company 
Donald W. Lojek 
Lojek Law Offices, Chartered 
1 199 West Main Street 
P.O. Box 1712 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Attomey for Me&opcthtan Life 
Tnsuraace Company 
Donald J. Farley 
Ball, Farley, Obenecht & Blanton, 
PA 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Attorney for Nibco, Inc. 
Kent W. Hansen 
280 South 400 West, #250 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Attorney for Union Pacific 
Railroad Company 
Richard C. Boardrnan 
Randall L. Sclmitz 
Kelly A. Cameron 
P E m S  & COIE LLP 
251 East Front Street, Suite 400 
Boise, DI) 83702-73 10 
Attorneys for Honeywell, Inc. 
Crane Co. 
IN THE D I f l R I f l  COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL D I f l R I n  OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE C O U W  OF BANNOCK 
JOHN D. ADAMSON, individually and as 1 
I n  his capacity as Personal representative of ) 
The estate of JOHN H. ADAMSON, ) 
1 
Plaintiff - Appellant, 
1 
vs . 1 
FMC Corporation individually and on 
behalf of its former Coffin Turbo Pump 
Operation and former Peerless Pump, 1 
Chicago Pump and Link-Belt Busines; 1 
NIKKCI Materials USA, Inc., d/b/a Gould 
Electric In., individually and as successor 
In  interest to Goulds, Inc., Imperial 
Corporation, Eastman Corporation, 
Imperial Eastman Corporation, ITE Circuit ) 
Breaker Company, and Century Electric; 
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APPEAL : 2+.*,2 "f 
Schneider Electric, individually and on 
Behalf of Square D Company; 1 
Alaskan Cooper Works; 1 
Allis Chalmers Corporation; 
Amerivent Sales, Inc.; 
Ericsson, Inc., as Successor in Interest to the ) 
Anaconda Wire & Cable Company; 1 
Gardner Denver, Inc.; 
Henry Vogt Machine Co.; 
Obit Industries, Inc.; 
Paramount Supply Co.; 
Paul Roberts Machine Supply; 
Pocatello Supply, Inc.; 
Rupert Iron Works; 
Parker Hannifin Corporation successor in 
Interest to Sacoma-Sierra, Inc.; 
Steel West, Inc.; 
Bechtel, Inc.; 
Crane Co.; 
American Optical Corporation; 
Eaton EleGtricial Corporation f/k/a/ Cutler 
Hammer; 
Flowsewe Corporation individually and as 
successor to The Duririon Company, Inc.) 
i FI(A Durco International; 
pq Fairbanks Morse Pump Corporation 
- _  i 
Honeyvvell, Inc. (Specifically excluding 
liability for NARCO) individually and as 
successor to Allied Signal, Bendix, 
Wheelabrator, Rust Engineering, and Allied 
Chemical; 
Johnson Pumps; 
Sterling Fluid System (Peerless Pumps) 
Defendants-Respondents. 
Appealed from: Sixth Judicial District, Bannock County 
Honorable Don I. Harding, presiding. 
Bannock County Case No: CV-2006-3 166-OC 
Order of Judgment Appealed from: Memorandum Decision and Order Denying 
Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration filed the znd day of October, 2008. 
Attofi-key for Appellant: James C. Arnold, PETERSEN, PARKINSON &, ARNOLD, 
PLLC, Idaho Falls 
Attorney for Respondent: SEE CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE FOR COUNSEL 
Appealed by: Plaintiff-Appellant 
Appealed against: Defendants-Respondents 
Notice of Appeal filed: 10-31-08 
Notice of Cross-Appeal filed: No 
Appellate fee paid: Yes 
Request for additional records filed: Yes 
d k - 3 3  
&quest for additional report:erls transcript filed: No 
, , Name of Reporter: Dorothy Snarr 
Was District Court Reporter's transcript requested? Yes 
1' 





Clerk of the Distri 

previously set m Supreme Court Docket Nos. 35 123 and 35124. 
DATED th~s  ZZ day of December 2008. 
For the Supreme Court 
cc: Gou~isel of Record 
District Court Clerk 
Court Reporter Stephanie Davis 
Court Reporter Dorothy Snarr 
I l l  jil 
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. 35 123/35 124/35852-2008 
TITLE OF COURT AND CAUSE: 
CLEM'S CEKrIFIG ATE 
Supreme Court Case No. 3 5 123 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
1 
County of Bannock 
I, DALE HATCH: Clerk of the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District, of 
The State of Idaho, in and for the County of B a o c k ,  do hereby certify that the above 
and foregoing Clerk's Transcript on Appeal in the above entitled cause was compiled 
and bound under my direction as, and is a true, fill and correct Clerk's Transcript on 
Appeal of the pleadings and documents as are atitornaticdly required under Rule 28 of 
the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
I do further certify that all exhibits, offered or admitted in the above entitled 
cause, will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court along with the court 
reporter's transcript and the clerk's record as required by Rule 32 of the Idaho Appellate 
Rules. 
IN WITNESS WHEEOF. I have hereunto set mv hand and affixed the seal of 
said Court at Pocatello, Idaho this 
In and for Bannock County, Idaho 
(SEAL) 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
TITLE OF COURT AND CAUSE: 
CERTIFICATE OF C L E M  
TO ORIGINAL EXHIBITS 
Supreme Court Case No. 35 123 
I, DALE HATCH, the duly elected, qualified and acting Clerk of the District 
Court of the Sixth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the Comty of 
Bannock, do hereby certi@ that the following are the original exhibits marked for 
identification and introduced in evidence at the trial of the above and foregoing 
cause; to-wit: 
There are no exhibits. 
/- ---- 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set,&? hand aagffixed the seal 
of said Court, this the \?7, day of 
h 
(SEAL) 
CERTIFICATE OF C L E K  
TO ORlGINAL EXHIBITS 
'i 
DALE HATCH, Clerk of t h d h ~ ~ ~ t i ~ " ~ " ~ '  
Court, Bannock County, State of Idaho 
In the Supreme Court of  the Statate of  Idaho 
MILDRED CASTORENA, individually and as 
spouse and Personal Representative of the Estate 
of TED CASTORENA; ALENE STOOR, 
individually and as spouse and Personal 
Representative of the Estate of JOHN D. 
STOOR; STEPHANIE BRANCH, individually 
and as Personal Representative of the Estate of 
ROBERT BRANCH, JR.; and MAKENE 
KISLING, individually and as Personal 
Representative of the Estate of WILLIAM D. 
FRASURE, 
Plaintiffs-Appellants, 
) ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO 
) AUGMENT THE RECORD 
) Supreme Court Docket Nos. 35 123-2008 
) (35 124-2008) (35852-2008) 
) Bannock County Bannock Nos. 2006-2474 
) (2006-2475)(2007-3 166) 
v. 
GENERAL ELECTRIC; ALASKA COPPER ) 
W O K S ;  AMERIVENT SALES, INC., 
ANCHOR PACKING COMPANY; A. W. 
CHESTERTON COMPANY; BECHTEL aka ) 
SEQUOIA VENTURES; BULLOUGH 
ABATEMENT, INC.; BELL & GOSSETT; 
CERTAINTEED CORPORATION; CLEAVER- 
BROOKS, a division of Aqua Chern, Inc.; 
CRANE CO.; CUTLER HAMMER, EBONY 
CONSTRUCTION CO.; EMERSON 
ELECTRIC CO.; FAIRBANKS MORSE PUMP 
CORPORATION; FMC CORPORATION; 
FOSTER WHEELER COMPANY; GARLOCK 
INCORPORATED; GOULD 
INCORPORATED; GOULDS PUMPS 1 
TRADING CORP.; HENRY VOGT MACHINE 
CO.; HILL BROTHERS; HONEYWELL, 1 
INC.;INDUSTRIAL HOLDING 
CORPORATION; ITT INDUSTRIES, INC.; 
INGERSOLL-RAND COMPANY; JOHNSTON ) 
PUMPS; KELLY-MOORE PAINT COMPANY, 
INC.; METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE ) 
COMPANY; NORDSTROM VALVE 
COMPANY; OBIT INDUSTRIES, INC; 
OWENS-ILLINOIS, INC.; PARAMOUNT 
SUPPLY COMPANY; PAUL ROBERTS 
MACI-IINE SUPPLY DIVISION; ADVANCED 
INDUSTRIAL, SUPPLY, INC. f/k/a 
POCATELLO SUPPLY, INC.; RIJPERT IRON 
WORKS; SACOMA-SIERRA; SGI-INEIDER 
ELECTRIC; SHEPARD NILES, INC.; 
STERLING FLUID SYSTEM; VIAGOM INC.; 
WARREN PUMPS, INC.; WESTINGHOUSE 
ELECTRIC CORPORATION; and ZURN 
INDUSTRIES. INC., 
Defendants-Respondents. 
/ l  i i  
/ I 1  
j:1 
A MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD AND STATEMENT IN SUPPORT 
lli 
THEREOF was filed by counsel for Respondents CBS Corporation on May 6, 2009. Therefore, 
good cause appearing, lij li / I /  
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that Respondent CBS Corporation's MOTION TO AUGMENT 
/ / I  
THE E C O a D  be, and hereby is, GRANTED and the augmentation record shall include the I /  
document listed below, file stamped copies of which accompanied this Motion, as EXHIBITS: $1; 1 
I /  
/ t i  1. Memorandum Decision and Order, file-stamped January 28, 2008. 1'1 
DATED this & of May 2009. /11 I 1 1 1  
'i i 
1 j l  
'i 
Ill 
i t !  
' i i  $1 
cc: Counsel of Record '11 
/ j 
: j j  
I j  
For the Supreme Court 
In the Supreme Court of the State o f  Idaho 
MILDRED CASTORENA, individually and as 
spouse and Personal Representative of the Estate 
of TED CASTORENA; ALENE STOOR, 
individually and as spouse and Personal 
Representative of the Estate of JOHN I). 
STOOR; STEPHANIE BRANGH, tndivldualiy 
and as Personal Representative of the Estate of 
ROBERT BRANCH, JR.; and MARLENE 
KISLING, individually and as Personal 





) ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO 
) AUGMENT THE RECORD 
1 
) Supreme Court Docket Nos. 35 123-2005 
) (.35 124-2008] (35852-2008) 
) Bannock Cou~i ty  Bannock Nos. 2006-2474 
) (2006-2475)(2007-3 166) 
) 
) 
GENERAL ELECTRIC; ALASKA COPPER ) 
WORKS; AMERIVENT SALES, INC., 
ANCHOR PACKING COMPANY; A. W. 
) 
) 
CHESTERTON COMPANY; BECHTEL aka ) 
SEQUOIA VENTURES; BULLOUGH 
ABATEMENT, INC.; BELL & GOSSETT; ) ) CERTAINTEED CORPORATION; CLEAVER- ) 
BROOKS, a division of Aqua Chem, Inc.; 
CRANE CO.; CUTLER HAMMER, EBONY ) 
CONSTRUCTION CO.; EMERSON ) 
ELECTRIC CO.; FAIRBANKS MORSE PUMP ) 
CORPORATION; FMC CORPORATION; ) 
FOSTER WHEELER COMPANY; GARLOCK ) 
INCORPORATED; GOULD ) 
INCORPORATED; GOULDS PUMPS ) 
TRADING CORP.; HENRY VOGT MACHINE ) 
CO.; HILL BROTHERS; HONEYWELL, ) 
INC.;INDUSTRIAL HOLDING ) 
CORPORATION; ITT INDUSTRIES, INC.; ) 
INGERSOLL-RAND COMPANY; JOHNSTON ) 
PUMPS; KELLY-MOORE PAINT COMPANY, ) 
INC.; METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE ) 
COMPANY; NORDSTROM VALVE j 
COMPANY; OBIT INDUSTRIES, INC; ) 
OWENS-ILLINOIS, INC.; PARAMOUNT 
1 I 11; 
SUPPLY COMPANY; PAUL ROBERTS 1 :;I 
MACHINE SUPPLY DIVISION; ADVANCED 1 i t 1  
INDUSTRIAL, SUPPLY, INC. f/Wa 1 
POCATELLO SUPPLY, INC.; RUPERT IRON 1 1 i 
WORKS; SACOMA-SIERM; SCHNEIDER ) 11 
ELECTRIC; SHEPARD NILES, INC.; 1 I,! 
STERLING FLUID SYSTEM; VIACOM INC.; ) 
111 
t j  
WARREN PUMPS, INC.; WESTINGHOUSE 1 /I/ 
ELECTRIC CORPORATION; and ZURN , i j  
INDUSTRIES, INC., ) I / /  
1 ;  
1 / I /  ' I 
) \I/ Defendants-Respondents. I 
l l  
i 
A MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD AND STATEMENT IN SUPPORT " t \I 
THEREOF was filed by counsel for Respondent Rechtel, Inc. on May 12, 2009. Therefore, good 
I 
cause appearing, 11 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that Respondent Bechtel, Jnc's MOTION TO AUGMENT THE ii 
For the Supreme Court 
1: RECORD be, and hereby is, GRANTED and the augmentation record shall include the documents 
, jl 
listed below, file stamped copies of which accompanied this Motion, as EXHIBITS: 
,ii 
11 
1.  Reply in Further Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, tile-stamped October 22, i 
111 
2. Plaintiffs Response to Defendant Bechtel Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment, 11 
file-stamped October 2,2007; and ( Ij 
I I 
3. Suppleme~~tal Brief in Further Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, file-stamped 'Ii 
t # 
November 9,2007. I 
'I / I  
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each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows: 
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P. 0 .  Box 1645 
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Trudy Hanson Fouser 
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Lee Radford 
Benjamin C. Ritchie 
P. 0 .  Box817 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204 
Attorney for Respondens 
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